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Congressman John Lewis to Speak
At Convocation Today in Cramton
By Nikita Walker
Contributing Writer

Phoco hy Andrc,1 Recd

Christian Dorsey, former candidate for the position of
executive vice president for the School of Arts & Sciences
was kicked off the ballot at the last minute.

Election Woes Continue
Results Withheld, Dorsey Kicked-Off Ballot
By Am ie McLain
Hilltop Staff Writer
Tuesday's
Special
Election results for the
position of Executive Vice
President of the College of
Arts and Sciences arc being
withheld due to a grievance
filed by Christian Dorsey,
one of the candidates running for the office.
Dorsey,
a
junior
Political Science major from
Detroit, Ml, was allegedly
taken off the ballot a few
hours before voting began
although he met all the
requirements to be in the
election.
According to
Special Election co-chairs,
Corey Cunningham and

Cameron
Trimble,
the
Policy Board said to remove
Dorsey's name from the ballot because the position for
Executive Vice-President of
Arts and Sciences was not
open to new candidates.
The Policy Board made
the decision at the meeting
held earlier this month, to
leave the election open only
to candidates Jason Ravin
and Rey Castillo, who were
facing a run-off carrying
over from last spring's elections.
Jacque Purvis, co-chair
of the Policy Board and
Executive President for the
College of Arts and Sciences

See WOES page A10

Member of the United States
House of Representath-es and former front-linesman of the Civil
Rights Movement, John Lewis
will speak today at the University's
135th Opening Convocation in
Cramton Auditorium.
Lewis, who ser.,.es Georgia's
Fifth District, which includes most
of the city of Atlanta. a~ well as
suburbs Buckhead and Sandy
Spring,, "ill deliver tl1e keynote
ddress at Howard's official kickoff to the 2002-2003 academic
school year.
Selected because of his significant persuasion in America's pursuit of equal human rights. Lewis
who is now in his eighth tenu in
office has been known to "push
the envelope· in both the domestic and political arenas.
University President H.
Patrick Swygert spoke highly of
the Congressman saying he was
"one of the most courageous
heroes of the Civil Ri!;hts
Movement. ,John Lc,,is has dedicated his life to the protection of
human rights."
Other administrators agree
with Swygert. Artis Hampsh.ireCowan, Howard's Senior VicePresident and Secretary said the

Unhcrsity is honorro to ha.,.e
such a distinguished man in
American history speak at
Convocation.
"John Lewis is not only committed intellectually he has
risked his life for us. He represents the same values that
Howard University is about."
Hampshire-Cowan said
She said Lewis e.xemplifies
Vent.is Utilita.s, the Latin words
on Howard's seal meaning truth
and service, as a principle foot
soldier for blacks rights in the
6o's.
After the seivice Lewis is
scheduled for the book signing of
his book Walking With the Wind:
A Memoir of the Movement at 2
fik l'h<xo
p.m. in the HiUtop Lounge in the Formerly a prominent leader In the Clvll Right Movement,
University's Blackbum Center.
and current U.S. Representative John Lewis Is going to
Lewis, born in Troy, speak at Open ing Convocatio n today.
Alabama, earned a Bachelor of
Arts degree in religion and philos- F. Kennedy "Profile in Courage• organii.ed sit-ins at1d other activiophy from Fisk University and Award, both for his work in the ties.
continued his education at the Civil Rights Movement
He is rooognired as one of
American Baptist Theological
His passion for hwnan rights "Big Six" leaders. The othe
began in 1961 as a 21-year-old being Whitney Young. A. Philli
Seminru,-, both in Tennessee.
He also "ent on to receh-e organizer and participant in the Randolph, Martin Luther .
several honorazy degrees from Southern Freedom Riders, chal- Jr., James Farmer, and
Princeton University, Clark- lenging segregation in the inter- Wilkins.
Atlanta
University,
and state bus terminals.
He was one of the key planMorehouse College.
At the peak of the Cr.ii Rights ners of the 1963 •March on
Lewis' honors include the Dr. Movement Lc\,is was the chair- Washington" and led the -March
Martin Luther King Jr. Non- man of the Student Non--,•iolent to Selma• two years later.
•Broirkton Booker Contnoutrd to
Violent Peace Prv.e and the ,John Coordinating Committee, which
thi< Articlt.

Uncovering

Student Trust·ees Expect a Successful Year
By Kellie Carter
Contributing Writer
Manvan Porter and Jaha
Howard, the graduate and
undergraduate trustee respectively, arc making plans to fulfill their platfom1s for this academic year.
Porter and Howard sit on
the Board of Trustees and serve
as liaisons between students
and administrators.
The Board of Trustees votes
on all Howard issues, while
keeping the University's best
interest
at
hand.
Responsibilities of a board
include supporting the president, fundraising, strategically
planning for the future, ensuring good management, and preserving Howard University's
institutional independence.
Artis Hampshire-Cowan,
Senior
Vice
President,
Secretary for the Board of
Trustees feels that student
trustees have the most difficult
job on campus.
"I find that student trustees
have an unreasonable amount

Pho10 by Andrea ReeJ

Jaha Howard, the undergraduate trustee, will attend his
first board meeting today.

of
pressure
on
them,•
Hrunpshire-Cowan said.
The first obligation is
ensuring that the entity continues the purpose for which it
was first created which is to fulfill the mission of the
University. A board member
must think and act in the best

interest of the institution, she
added.
Porter is a native of Las
Vegas and is a third year law
student with a concentration on
c ivil litigation/entertainment
law. His platform for this year
is Vision.
Porter's focus will be <level-

Verbal Armeggedon;
Battling Begins Tonight
B y Chinelo Ray
Contributing Writer

Self Definition: The
name of the first round of
the Verbal Armageddon,
and also the theme of a
written rhyme giving all
emcees who made it past the
fifth annual tryouts a
chance to 'do them' on stage
in pursuit of the crown.
Largely due to the
extraordinary success of the
2001 Verbal Armageddon
competition, the best one
since its origination in
1998, big things are expected to come out of this year's
lyrica I crusade.
Hip-hop fans can attribute the inauguration of the
Verbal
Armageddon
to

a lumnus Iman Kennerly, a
2002 Howard Univers ity
School of Business graduate.
The first tournament in
Fik Photo
1998 set the precedent for
The
annual
freestyle
compelthe
event,
eventually
becoming the largest organ- lion starts tonight.
ized hip-hop competition to and freestyle battling has
developed into a significant
come on campus.
Senior Nelson Bennett, hip-hop forum through
who is in charge of this which studen ts and nonyear's competition, was also studen ts alike can express
last year's coordinator, their love for their music
which was said by many to and culture.
"H's good to see people
be the best one in the comrespect and appreciate a
petition's history.
To date there have been creative means through
over 6,000 audience mem- which young individuals can
bers, over 250 written per- speak their minds amongst
formances.
Since its inception, the
showcase of lyrical talent See VERBAL B2

oping creative ways to gain
resources needed to strengthen
the Howard faculty and students for the global advances of
the 21st century and beyond.
• Additionally, I will develop programs that will reconnect
Howard University alumni to
their alma mater in meaningful
ways, that will inspire them to
invest in the Universities academic and intellectual pursuits," Porter said.
Howard is a native of
Atlanta and a fourth year chemistry/pre-dentistry
major,
whose platform F.O.C.U.S
stands
for
Flexibility,
Opportunity,
Cooperation,
Understanding and Service. He
also sits on the committee for
Academic Excellence and
Development.
Some students complained
that last year's undergraduate
trustee Breanna Smith was not
visible. They hope that Porter
and Howard will do a better job
this year.
"I expect [them) to make
the undergraduate trusteeship
a part of mainstream campus

The 'Iruth:

life, and I want them to be visible to the student body, " Royce
Francis, a junior civil engineering major from Missouri said.
Howard is aware of last
year's problems and promises
to avoid Smith's problems by
being interactive with students
at all times.
"J plan to be more visible by
taking surveys, asldng opinions
of the student body, and incorporating them into my plans for

In order to prevent the
strike, University officials
and DCNA extended the old
contract to prevent the
st rike on Sunday. Monday
night an agreement was
reached. There were a lso
rumors that HUH hired
about 250 temporary nurses, who demand higher pay
than permanent nurses
from Mississippi.
The union and HUH
officials coincided on a ll the
issues except salary raises.
Another issue of dispute
was concerning the purpose
of the strike. If the nurses
were to strike, the hospital
would have the right to lock
the doors and terminate
those involved because the

See NURSES page A11

See STD page A11

See TRUSTEES page A11

File Photo

Marwan Porter, the graduate
trustee is a s tudent at the
Law School.

By Courtney K. Wade

Howard
University
Hospital (HUH) resolved a
potentia l nurses' strike set
for Wednesday by negotiating a contract that both
nurses association and
University agreed upon.
The contract that has
been the subject of dispute
expired at the end of June.
It affected 400 HUH nurses,
pharmacists, social workers, and dieticians all who
are represented by the
District of Columbia Nurses
Association
(DCNA).
Negotiators such as Della
Hatcher and Gwen Johnson
have been at work for over
three months trying to satisfy both parties involved.

By Andrea Childs
Contributing Writer
STDs among college
students are not at all
uncommon. About one in
four Americans will get an
STD at some point in their
live s according to recent
studies. Still, safe sex is
not practiced and people
aren't getting tested.
Last year 1,809 students on Howard's campus
were screened for STDs at
the Student Health Center.
Of these 1,809, 19 students
tested positive for gonorrhea, and 86 tested positive for chlamydia.
The most prevalent
STD on campus is HPV
(human papilloma virus).
HPV is most commonly
found in women using a
pap smear test. Last year,
1,176 females received pap
t ests and over 50 percent
of , the population tested
received results containing
varying degrees of abnormalities.
There are several types
of HPV. HPV can cause
genital warts in both males
and females. However,
since all types of HPV do
not cause visible symptoms
it can go undetect ed, and
therefore remain untreated.
"The important fact or
is that we don't use condoms,•
said
Lynette
Mundey, associate director
of clinic services at th~
Student Health Center.
"Either students should
postpone sexual activity or
use the appropriate product available for protection
against STDs."

Nurses Will Not Strike
Contributing Writer

STDs on
Howard's
Campus
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Pricey Punch-Out: Is
Convenience Worth the Cost?

By Darby Baham

Hilltop Staff Writer

Is the food ill
The Punchout
worth it?
Why?

Vile Photo

Many students up In arms about the price hikes this semester in the Punch-Out. This student reaches for a chicken tender combo lhat was around S4 last year, it is now $7.
By Tiffany Roberts
Contriuling Writer

Allen Wing
Ad,·ertising
From Philatlelphia
"All the Punch-Out scr,c,
is \uinc. I'm not eating
the white m:in's hon.c.''

Chris Nunncl)
From Det r oil
"No. We are pn)ing lor
the sam,· stuff and half
the menu is neH, there.
lf,,c ha,·c to pay extra
for the chicken finger, at
least be amatomicall)
correct.·•

Byron l\lar,hall
Mechanical Engineering
From Decatur, Georgi.,
"Seven dollars h a ridiculou, amount to 11a, for
chicken fingers."

On-Campus Housing:
Too Little Too
Late For Many Students

It's 5:00 p.m. and your last
class has just let out You head to
the Punch-Out because you fig•
ure you can get a decent meal for
a decent price. When the cashier
rings up your order you are
shocked to see that your chicken
finger combo costs $7.
Kno"n for its social scene,
the Punch-Out is a place students
go between or after classes to
relax and grab something to eat.
This semester, however, some
students are concerned that the
Punch-Out's eiqiensive menu will
force them to eat somewhere else.
"The prices in the Punch-Out
are ridiculous, especially com•
pared to outside eating places like
McDonald's; said She.~ Scott, a
sophomore acting major.
Resident District Manager of
Sodexho Campus Sen~ces Steven
Gibbs said that it is not fast food
restaurants that the University is
competing with.
"Our prices can't be the same
as a fast food restaurant because
the University must first buy the
food from an outside pro~der,"
Gibbs said.
Students understand that the

Punch-Out can't offer $0.99
hamburger specials, but they
don't understand why the price of
some items increased by $3 this
semester.
..They're outrageous with the
prices," said Thea Jones, a sophomore dance major. "Vvhy is a
chicken tenders combo $7 when
last year it was only $4? Jt's not
worth it."
Gibbs said the prices in the
Punch-Out were raised because
the company that Howard
University purchases the food
from raised its prices. He says it
was only natural that the
University would have to raise the
prices for its consumers.
Aside from the increase in
price, students have complaints
about the quality of the food.
"The new system in the
Punch-Out is ineffective, and students are really getting cheated:
said Tunothy Joshua. "The food is
always cold, the cups have gotten
smaller, and the prices are
extremely high."
Some students have decided
they would rather spend their
money on fast food than in the
Punch-Out. 'They feel the food is
che.1per and they know the)IJJ be
satisfied with what they"ve

ordered.
"Instead of eating on cam•
pus, I go to Labamba," said
Latrell l(jnton, a junior marketing
major. "If I don't have money to
eat out at all, I just bring something from home and you can
never go wrong with that."
For those students who have
dining dollars and don't want to
spend their money in the Punch·
Out, eating out is not a feasible
solution. Many students are now
turning to The Restaurant.
"I can go to The Restaurant
and get a real meal for what I
would spend in the Puncl1-Out,"
Jones said.
The Restaurant, also located
in Blackburn is only open for
lunch and closes at 2:30 p.m.
This makes it difficult for stu·
dents who get out of class late in
the afternoon to make it there
before it closes.
Other students feel that the
prices in the Punch-Out are
worth the com-enience.
"1be Punch-Out is so convenient, that I will gladly pay $7
for some chicken fingers; said
Tasha Walson. "People can walk
down the hill to save a dollar if
they want to, but it's really not
worth it."

So you're in your room, and
you notice that you never hear
noise coming from your neighbors. Actually, you've never seen
them coming or going either.
Could it possibly be you don"t
have a next-door neighbor in a
dormitory that was filled to
capacity last week?
According to Franklin
Chambers, interim dean of
Residence Life, there are a number of vacancies available in the
residence halls. Some rooms
were set-aside for emergency
purposes, but most of the vacan•
cies are because students lost
their housing.
Students can lose their hous·
ing for many reasons including
~olation of University and housing rules and regulations, and
failing to meet the Unh-ersilies
payment deadlines.
Chambers notes that most of
the students who were e~cted
were not validated.
''We do have some vacant
rooms in the residence balls, and
they are attributed to attrition of
students that were not able to
become validated," Chambers
said.
Some students don't feel
they were properly notified that
housing could become available
and think that Howard could
have handled the housing issue
in a better manner considering
the amount of students that
apply for housing each year.
•1 don't think it's fair that
there would be vacant rooms in
the dorms when there \,-ere peo·
pie who needed housing," said
India Jackson, a fashion merchandising major from Atlanta.
"Howard really needs to think
through some of the issues that
face them. If people want to live
in the dorms and are willing to
pay the money, they should let
them."
That is just what the

University is planning to do.
According
to
Chambers,
Residence Life is offering students the opportunity to apply
for housing. Students that did
not pay their $200 housing
deposit last year are also eligible
to apply for housing as long as
they meet one requirement.
"Any validated student is eligible to apply for these limited
vacancies,• Chambers said.
"We ha,•e been calling stu•
dents that did not receive hous·
ing in the RSVP process, because
we know that there are some stu•
dents that might be interested in
on-campus housing, and we
want to be able to pro~de this
option to those students."
Some students are happy
about housing and feel that
Residence Life has continued to
prove themselves.
"I am pleased at the job
Residence Life has done this
year," said Toneisha Walton, a
junior marketing major from
Miami. "Students said they
wanted to live on-campus and
now they can. What more can
they ask for?"
Other students are not
impressed by Residence Life's
attempts to provide housing.
They ha\'e already secured their
off-campus housing, and see this
attempt as too little too late.
"It really bothers me that
there would be a lot of vacancies
in the dorms," said Donneshia
Taylor, a radio/fV/film major
from Oakland, Calif. "With all the
hassles I went through to obtain
my apartment and signing my
one year lease, r would not go
back to campus housing e\-en
if I could."
According to Chambers,
there was no way to inform SIU·
dents there would be vacancies.
•At the lime, students had to
seek off-campus housing. There
\\'ere no vacancies; we \VCre at
capacity, and the vacancies are a
result of attrition," Chambers
said.

on

Carnegie Hall Soon to Reopen After a Year of Remodeling
By Key-dJlJla Doctor
Contributing Writer

chartered the Uni,-ersity.
According
to
Victor
?.lcNaughton, project manager in
Some students have been the De1>artment of Physical
wondering, .. What are they doing Facilities Management, constn1cto the building next to Douglass tion began in 1997 as an effort to
Hall?" The Camegie building for- preserve the building from deterimerly known as the Carnegie orating.
library has been under constn1cThis effort started with brand
lion since 1997.
new windows that cost approxiC~egie library was the first mately $100,000. The ne.x'I projlibrary built on Howard's cam- ect was to redo the building's
pus. It remained a library until roof, which began in 2000.
1977 when it became the School
Construction workers then
ofDi~nity.
turned to the inte,ior, but were
In 1929, the United State halted by administration because
Congress appropriated one mil- thev were unsure what the build•
lion dollars for the construction ing would be used for.
of a new library, which was Renovation of the interior cao;t an
named Founders Library, after estimated $2 million,
the 17 men who established and
Some students are concerned

with the safety of Cnrnegie Hall
and hope that it ,~II be put to
good use in the near future.
"I have been at Howard for
four years, and c~rnegie Hall is
still
under
construction,"
Jameilah 'White, a human development major said. "I'm beginning to wonder if the building was
worth all of the money the
University put into it. I mean
after four years, maybe it's lime to
let it go, and mo,-e onto the next
project."
Currently construction of the
building has resumed to bring the·
building up to code. The office of
Architecture and Engineering
Ser.ices is now undergoing city
inspection for the fire system and
See HALL page A 11

1'11010 hy Ch•ndra \nd<r,on

Carnegie Hall nears the end of it's construction phase and
bringing the building up to code.

Some Students Overlook
Capital Educational Support: Fulfilling an
Employment Opportunities at
Exceptional Need
Howard
By Rhasheema Sweeting
exceptional learners, from
The creators of this proBy Phenda Varnic

Contributing Writer

Frank White
Marketing
From Texas
"No, thi\ isn't Friday\. we
don't ~et fr~c refill~ ...

A2

It's !\lay and graduation is
right around the corner. You
haven't gotten any responses
from the hundred job applica•
tions you submitted, and it's
too late to get an internship.
Do you have to go back home
to li"e ,~th your parents, or is
there another option?
When
undergraduates
start preparing for the future,
some of them choose graduate
school, some work in corporate
America, and some into the

sen·ice, but many students
never think about joining the
Howard University staff.
Students don't consider
working for the University
because they don't want to
teach. They overlook non•
teaching positions, and don't
take advantage of the other
employment opportunities
Howard offers.
"I would never work at
Howard, because I don't want
to teach," junior advertising
major Langston Winshew said.

See EMPLOY page A10

Contributing Writer

inner city, high-risk, lowincome neighborhoods that
Capital
Educational have no educational support at
Support (CES) seeks to pro~de home.
educatfon and enrichment supThere are 15 students from
port programs for special needs R.H. Terrell Junior High, locatstudents within the District of ed at 1000 First St. N.W. The
Columbia public school system. other 10 students are from
"The program was started Child Family Service Agency
out for response to great needs. (CFSA). They are kids who have
Previously there were no after• been judicated through the
school programs for D.C. spe- D.C. court system.
cial needs students... no proAccording to the agency,
gram catered to their special 80 to 85 percent of the children
needs," Executive Director were born with drugs in their
Okera Stewart said.
system. In addition, most have
CES is centered around 25 emotional disorders, or were
special needs children or abandoned by their parents.

The Hilltop

gram are three young men who
graduated from Morehouse
College who have been special
needs teachers.
"CES's ultimate goal is to
master all indh~dual education
program goals for the year,
show growth through assessments, evaluations, and portfolios, increase grade levels, and
maximize potential,• Stewart
said.
Tom Bacote, operations
director since April 2001, is one
of the founders who dedicated
his life to responding to a great

See CAPITAL page A10
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Sickle Cell Anemia Still a Cause of Concern for Blacks
By Jason Dunbar
Contributing Writer

Although diseases such as
high blood pressure and heart
disease are becoming more
prominent in blacks, sickle cell
anemia is an illness tbat has
taken black communities by
storm.
Health studies show that
sickle cell anemia, an inherited
blood disorder, affects one in
500 blacks. Sickle cell anemia
causes red blood cells to take on
a crescent shape in contrast to
the normal circular disc-shaped
cells.
An abnormal type of hemoglobin, which carries oxygen
throughout tbe body, causes tbe
disease. This type of abnom1al
hemoglobin, called hemoglobin
S, is said to have evolved in
Africa because those who had
sickle ceU were more likely to
survive malaria outbreaks.
A person with sickle ceU
anemia has obtained tbe S type

hemoglobin from both their
mother and their father.
Someone with just one S type,
however, has the sickle ceU trait.
Due to the deformed state of
their shape, the cells often times
travel irregularly throughout the
blood vessels and create small
blood clots. These clots inhibit
blood and oxygen from circulating to vital organs and tissues
leading to the tissues and organs
to function improperly or not at
all, in turn, creating an immense
amount of pain in certain parts
of the body.
One misconception that
people have is that a person with
the sickle cell trait can also expe•
rience these occurrences.
Dr. William P. Winter, the
deputy director of the Howard
University Center for Sickle Cell
Disease dispels that myth.
_ "The only time a person
experiences symptoms is when
they have the full disease,"
Winter said. "It is very clear
nowadays that the sickle cell

Life as a First Year
Medical Student
By Tarik Barrett
Well, it has been confirmed, medical school is
HARD. If I only suspected it
before, I have unequivocal
evidence now.
Yesterday we had our
second exam, and if my
intuition is correct, I'm glad
I did well on the first exam
(it wasn't that bad, but you
get the point).
Last week my road
through perdition officially
began. Not only did we
cover novel material, but
also the speed with which
the material was presented
was accelerated to a nearimpossible pace (amino
acid metabolism ... whoa!).
The second exam covered, in depth: the metabolic processes of glycogenesis,
fatty acid synthesis, lipogenesis, fatty acid oxidation,
glutaminolysis, ketogenesis,
amino acid oxidation, protein synthesis, proteolysis,
urea synthesis, heme synthes is and degradation, and
the electron transport chain
(along with glycolysis and
the tricarboxylic acid cycle
to a lesser degree).
It just seems as if the
real purpose of medical
school is not necessarily to
master the material, but
rather to maintain my sani•
ty. I feel like the whole
process is a test of how I
respond to, and rebound
from adversity.
In the past, I've never
really buckled under pressure before, and I've never
been one to lack confidence.
The fact that I am studying
significantly longer and
harder than I ever have
before, and at the end of
every day I feel like I have
made
absolutely
no
progress, has really started
to get to me. I'm willing
and ready to be resolute in
my pursuit, but this time
I'm not t ruly certain that
my best will be good
enough.
Oh, and in case you
were wondering, I'm still
tired.
Recapping the week: I
studied, studied some more,
and studied even more.
During my study breaks, I
slept , ate, and maintained
my
personal
hygi ene.
(Obviously that's not all l
did, but my short-term
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memory has been usurped
for academic purposes, so I
don't really remember much
else right now.)
I actually stopped going
to class for the week,
because I found that if I got
a good night's sleep, and
then studied all day, I was
more productive in terms of
understanding and retaining the material. (While
that may not initially sound
like a good idea, cons ider
that this was a technique
utilized by Dr. Ben Carson ...
and while I do not claim to
be Dr. Carson, his reputa•
tion speaks for itself.)
I did manage to take an
hour break last Tuesday to
celebrate my Iii' brother's
birthday.
My diet has been poor
(I've sustained myself thus
far on grease-saturated
meals from Georgia Ave.
restaurants). I did go grocery shopp ing yesterday, so
my diet [as well as my budget] should be improving.
I know it sound s like
I'm just complaining, and
many of you may be wondering to yourself how I can
seem so pessimistic. While I
am thankful every day for
the blessing of being afforded the opportunity to pur•
sue
my
professional
dreams, there really is not a
whole lot else to be happy
about. It is not literally as
bad as I make it out to be,
but it truly is a grueling and
exhausting experience.
In a few years I'll look
back on my medical school
experience and probably
laugh at this column. For
now, however, this is my
reality. And to be candid, it
is the polar opposite of
ideal.
As usual, I have to go
study. So, until next week ...
Peace!

trait can't become sickle cell disease."
While people who have the
disease often times experience
frequent attacks, others who
have the full blown disease
rarely have episodes and when
they do, the effects are so acute
that they get overlooked.
Winter also said that this is
a "life-threatening disease." He
added that everyone should pay
attention to the symptoms associated with sickle cell anemia
which include: joint pain,
fatigue, breathlessness, rapid
heart rate, abdominal and chest
pain, excessive thirst, poor eyesight, fever and susceptibility to
infections.
Over time, the disease can
lead to many complications.
Sickle cell can cause swelling of
the spleen, strokes, reduced fer•
tility, kidney disease, ulcers,
nerve damage and death.
"People with the disease usually
do not live as long as the rest of
the population, but the chances

of living longer is getting much
better,"' Winter said. ""With the
advancement of treatment and
proper care, those with sickle
cell anemia can live into their

sos."
According
to
Steve
Patterson, a physician at the
New York University Hospital,
there are several medical trnatments used to prevent the
attacks of sickle cell anemia.
"Pen.icillin is administered
to patients, especially infants;
Patterson said. "The pain killers
can alleviate the periodic
episodes of pain, which are
called attacks."
l"holO cour1e,y of fa\hioofinds..co111
Winter stressed that there
are ways of curtailing the fre- T•Boz, former lead singer of TLC suffers from sickle cell disease and raises awareness about the Illness.
quency of attacks.
'"One should avoid overexer• Keeping hydrated by drinking ing children. The Sickle Cell
tion and entering areas where lots of liquids is also helpful."
Center administers the tests for
there are drastic changes in tern•
Though treatment can be of free," Winter said. "All it takes is
perature; Winter said. '"For great help, there is no cure for one drop of blood and a couple
instance, coming from hot sickle cell anemia.
of days for the results to return
weather outside to a very cold
;.! encourage people to be from the lab."
temperature indoors is not good tested for sickle cell before bearfor people who have the disease.

Studies Show That Males Improperly Use Condoms
By Arnethia M. Ell is

also states that men should
wait until they are completely outside of the vagina
to remove the condom after
which the penis shou ld be
thoroughly
washed
to
e nsure that no sperm or
germs make their way to the
man's partner.
Since condoms are so
small and thin, it is easy to
damage them. A man can
tear a condom without
noticing it. In this situation, a man wi\\ increase the
likelihood of impregnating
a woman or exposing himself or his partner to dis•
ease.
People have all kinds of
reasons why they should
not use a condom. People
who wish not to wear a condom often give excuses such
as a decrease in pleasure
during intercourse and condoms not fitting right.
•·1 don't see why anyone
would choose not to use a
condom." junior broadcast
journalism major Jason
Dunbar said. "I hear people
say all the time that sex is
better without a condom,
which for the most part is
probably true. But having so
much to live for and so much
going for myself right now, I

Contributing Writer

According to a study
done at Emory and Indiana
universities, many college
men are unaware of how to
use condoms properly. The
study found that college men
were making mistakes such
as wearing condoms inside
out and at times not wearing
a condom at all.
Junior finance major
Kamal Jones cites age as a
significant factor in being
educated on how to use condoms properly and the benefits of using one.
"When 1 was younger,
not using a condom did not
seem as big a risk as it is
now," Jones said. "Going to
coll ege, however, and seeing
so many people contract
l>tioco by Itani:} J111!..in\
STDs made me realize how
Experts at Emory and Indiana Universities say some males
important it is to use a condom every time. I am not are unsure how to put on a condom properly.
prepared for fatherhood and sex education class provided
According to Dr. Alan
for this reason I am more him with the most helpful Copperman of the Mt. Sinai
likely than not to use a con- information about how to School of Medicine, putting
dom whenever I have sex.•
put on a condom correctly.
on a condom begins by placSo, how exactly does a
.;! believe that sex educa- ing the condom over the tip
young man put on a con- tion class is an imperative of the erect penis with extra
dom? And once it is on how part of academ ic curr icu- space left at the tip.
does he know that he has put lum,· Rogers said. "People
Next, the condom should
it on correctly?
need to learn at an early age be unrolled all the way to the
Kenny Rogers*, a junior how to use a condom and base of the penis where it
English major at Howard what can happen if they do should remain until the man
believes that his ninth grade not use one.·
has ejaculated. Copperman See CONDOM page A10

McDonald's Changes Oil to Lower Cholesterol
By Reynolette Ettienne
Hilltop Staff Writer

McDonald's on Wisconsin
Avenue, bas indicated that this
oil change is set to take place
Customarily on your tight in October 2002 and will be
budget all you can afford for completed by February 2003.
lunch is some fries from
This change, Abrigo said,
McDonald's, but as you bite "has come about, since
into them you stop and realize McDonald's is now concerned
that something is different. about heart bealth, and also
The fries taste almost the the fact that we want to give
same, but someth ing about our consumers a wide range of
them has you saying hmmm.
wholesome choices."
Yes, McDonald's has gone
So what are trans fatty
healthy on us. The franchise acids and why are they so bad
announced that they are for you?
switching their oils to one that
Trans fats are unsat11rated
is lower in trans fatty acids, fatty acids, formed when vegand this is to take place in all of etable oils are processed, and
its 13, ooo restaurants by early made more solid or into a
2003.
more stable liquid. This
\,v}ly this change and why process is called hydrogenanow? Maybe McDonald's is tion.
trying to promote good nutriTrans fats occur in low
tion or maybe it's the fact that amounts in some foods. Major
a
George
Washington sources of trans fatty acids in
University professor, on the the American diet are stick
behalf of two overweight eight• margarine, shortening, com•
year-old girls, is suing the fast mercial frying fats, high fat
food chain.
baked goods, and salty snacks.
Jason Abrigo, McDonald's Although trans fats are unsatustore manager at the Mazza rated, they appear similar to

The Hilltop

PholO courte\y of 1rt1lt-.,b.com

The world's highest grossing fast food chain has switched
to a more health -concious cooking oil.
saturated fats as they have the
same effect on blood cholesterol levels as saturated fats.
Studies suggest that trans
fats raise low-density lipopro•
tein, bad cholesterol, and total
blood cholesterol levels. High
blood cholesterol is one risk
factor for cardiovascular disease.

Keisha Huggins, a senior
dietetics student supports this
change.
•·1 go [to l\lcDonalds) at
least twice a week, and I have
noticed that the fries are not as
greasy and salty as they used to
be, and U1ey are a bit lighter in

See OIL page A1 0
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Census Shows D.C. is Still Divided
By Candice Brown
Contributing Writer
Washington, D.C. is one of
the most racially diverse cities in
the United States of America.
However, for the past decade,
the city that once prided itself on
its diversity has steadily become
more and more fractured along
the lines of race and class.
Gentrification is causing the city
to get richer and whiter as its
black communities shrink and
decline economically.
According to figures from
the 2000 Census released last
month, the citywide median
household income rose to
$67,266 over the past ten years
for whites, and dropped to
$30,478 for blacks. The census
figures also show that the city's
black middle class got smaller
over the decade, expanding the
gap between the rich and the
poor.
These trends help make
Anthony A. Williams (D), who
recently won the primary election, the favorite.
Polls show that his most
constant advocates are the city's
swelling population of upperincome white voters, while his
chief detractors are the least
affluent black voters, who in
recent elections have been less
likely to cast ballots.
The next mayor will have to
govern a city increasingly divided along a gulf of class, income,
race and geography. And as the
government is pulled by the
demands
of
broadening
extremes, it faces the growing
needs of its rising number of
poor residents, which include a
multiplying, vocal immigrant
community that does not yet
havetf!!\ifiieieqt pr~nce <)Ii the
voter ~Us to swing elections.
The split is not unique . to

Washington. However, sociologist John Logan of the State
University of New York at
Albany, who has studied census
figures for urban areas including
New York, Los Angeles, Boston,
Newark and Baltimore, said the
District is the city where "the
movement in the wrong direction is the most pronounced."
"It is definitely a place
where the color line! is deepening," he said. "It is the kind of
situation where you expect political cleavages to be more djfficult to resolve."
Mount Pleasant, located
between Rock Creek Park and
16th Street, N.W., harbors those
sorts of cleavages-as well as
hopeful signs of consensus-in a
rapidly changing environment.
Mount Pleasant, decidedly
the District's melting pot, illustrates both the strengths and
weaknesses of the District.
The residents are a community of racially diverse people
living divergent lives that occasionally merge at the grocery
store or the local restaurants,
but they a!so clash in political
battles over such neighborhood
concerns as playgrounds, police
tactics or what should be sold at
the corner liquor store.
Not everyone in the District
is afforded the opportunity of
such diversity. Homeownership
in ·the area plays a tremendous
part in how diverse each neighborhood actually is.
By 2000, homeownership
had increased to 225,000 black
homeowners in the region,
which boosted the black homeownership rate 7 percent, up
from 42 percent in 1990, according to the Fannie Mae
Foundation and the Urban
Institute study of the 2000
Census and Internal Revenue
Service data.

Overall, the report showed
that minorities, including
African Americans, Hispanics,
and Asians, accounted for more
than 60 percent of the 222,000
households that bought their
first home in the region during
the 1990s. These homes were
overwhelming in the suburbs.
"This is very similar to what
white families did in earlier
years," said Stacey H. Davis,
Fannie Mae's president and
chief executive. This is a pattern
of "black flight" to suburban
homes, especially to those in
Prince George's County, Davis
said.
Housing
segregation
remains a key characteristic of
the region's demographic pro-

file.
Margery Austin Turner, an
Urban Institute official and an
author of the report, said that on
a scale of 1 to 100, with 100
being totally segregated, the
degree of black-white segregation dropped only marginally,
from 66 to 63, during the 1990s.
She said that on the same scale,
the segregation of Hispanics in
the housing market had
increased to 48 from 44 and that
of Asian homeowners to 39 from
37.
.. For an entire community to
enjoy the benefits of dh'ersity,
we need to focus on the remaining barriers of discrimination
and exclusion," Turner said.
"One way to so this is to renew
efforts to stop real estate professionals and others who steer
would-be homeowners to specific neighborhoods where large
numbers of people of similar
ethnicity already live."
\\'bile Washington, D.C.
already has a Jot of dh•ersity,
there is still a Jong ro;i.d to travel
to create harmony.

District Faces Paramedics and
Emergency Medical Technician Shortage
By Kcyan na Doctor
Contributing Writer
Recent studies conducted by
District medic!II officials show
that und~r the leadership of former fire chief Ronnie Few, the
D.C. fire department is still sho1t
dozens of paramedics and emergency medical technicians (EJvlT)
for its ambulances.
The problem began witl1
Few's unreliable records. He
resigned July 31 after it was
revealed he falsely listed job experiences and college attendance on
his resume. These records make it
hard to tell how the staff shortages have affected the city's everpresent slow response times.
The new acting assistant
chief of emergency services,
Stephen Reid, said that the shortage was creating a drastic picture,
with at least 27 unfilled positions.
A department report completed
last summer declared that the city
had only 174 of the 335 para•
medics and EMfs needed for its
36 ambulances.
Temporary solutions include
using firefighters who are also
trained as EMfs to work ambulances. The long-term solutions
entail tactics such as promotional
opportunities and improved pay
to attract more paramedics and

File Photo

District's EMT's and firefighters are working overtime due to a
shortage of staff. Promotions are being used to attract workers.
EMTs to work for the city.
Presently six of the ambu•
lances are staffed entirely by firefighters working overtime. EMTs
or paramedics operate other units
on overtime.

Ambulances usually contain
two EMTs or two paramedics.
Paramedics can administer more
drugs to patients because they are
more skilled.

See EMT page A10

This Day in D.C.: Sept. 27
Significant Events Affecting African-American Histo,-y in the Washington, D.C. Area

1940 · African American
leaders protested discrimination issues in the U.S. Armed
Forces and also against war
industries. They presented
their issues at a White House
meeting
with
President
Roosevelt.

1950 - Ralph J. Bunche, a

Please Join us on October 2nd & 3rd for
two special opportunities:

former political science professor at Howard Unh·ersity and
director of the United Nations
Trusteeship division, was
awarded the Nobel peace prize.
He recein>d this honor for his
successful mediation of tne
Palestine conflict. Bunche was
the first African American to
receive a Nobel citation.

1954 · Public schools in
Washington,
D.C.
and
Baltimore became integrated.
1954 - C. V. Bush became
tn~ first African t\.merican
Supreme Court page.

:To fincl out more information about l!'Orenl
, nifour. car er: Of>!)Or.tunities, isit us at:

• Ca~er Fair - Wednesday, October 2nd, 200:Z,
10am - 3pm atTl,e Blackburn Center In the Ballroom.
• Corporate Presentadon • Thursday, October Jrd, 2002
5pm - 7pm at The Sliver Spring Hilton In the Potomn
Room, located on the 2nd Floor

.
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TUCKER ALAN

Calling ALL Graduate Students, Seniors,
Juniors & Alumni

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
CAREER SERVICES OFFICE

ALL STUDENTS! ALL MAJORS!

You are invited to attend the
31st Annual

CAREER TIPS & INFORMATION
FROM COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES DURING CAREER EXPLORATION WEEK 2002

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 30, 2002
6:30 PM - 8:00 PM

Workshop- What does dii>ersity mean to the African American job seeker?
Blackbum University Center - Auditorium

6:30 PM - 8:00 PM

Pand Distussion - Career opportunities in Sports.
Blackbum University Center - Forum

Graduate & Professional Schools Day

2002
Thursday, October 3

TUESDAY. OCTOBER I. 2002
I0:00 AM - 12:00 NOON

Workshop - The Art of Networking: Working the Job-fair to your admntoge.
Blackbum University Center - Auditorium (Sponsored & facilitated by Johnson
&Johnson

12:00 NOON - 2:00 PM

Woril.!bop - Marketing your liberal arts <kgrte.
Blackbum University Center - Forum (Facilitated by Alabama A&M
University)

2:00 PM- 4:00 PM

Woril.!bop - Wmt intemaJional students need to kn<N about working in the
United States.
Blackburn University Center - Auditorium

THURSDAY,OCTOBER3.2002
11:00 AM-12:30 PM

1:30 PM -3:30 PM

4:00 PM - 6:00 PM

September 27, 2002

BLACKBURN UNNERSITY CENTER
BALLROOM
10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Meet representatives and get infonnation on the following: Admissions, Admissions
tests (GRE, GMAT, MCAT & LSAT), Financial Aid, Scholarships & Housing.
Register on Wednesday, October 2 - 10:00 AM- 4:00 PM at Blackburn University
Center ~ Floor

Wortabop - ls graduate scoool/or you?
Blackburn University Center - Forum. (Facilitated by Alabama A& M
University)

Panel Discussion - Marketing your gnx:luate degree.
Blackbum University Center - Forum (Sponsored by Graduate School of Ar1s &
Sciences)

For more infonnation, visit the Career Services Office on the t 111 Floor of the Student
Resource Center (Bldg. 19) on the corner of 6t & Bryant Streets, or call us at 202806-7513

Attire: Business Casual

Paod Discussion - Exciting Career Opportunities in the GovemmenJ.
Blackbum University Center - Forum

DO NOT MISS TIDS OPPORTUNITY!

The Hilltop
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National MLK Memorial to be Located in DC
By Amber Mobley
Nation & World Editor
The Martin Luther King,
Jr., National Memorial Project
Foundation in conjunction with

the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity Tidal Basin location, amongst
recently got congressional per· the Washington, Jefferson,
mission to erect a monument in and Lincoln memorials, was
honor of the civil rights leader selected and approved after
five months of resistance from
in downto\\11 Washington.
Approval was originally the National Capitol Planning
granted by the House of Commission.
For sophomore physical
Representatives, the Senate
and the National Capitol therapy major Eric Hall, it's
Memorial Commission for about time.
"It's as if the accomplishthe memc,rial to be
built at a location at ments of blacks are insignifithe east end of the cant in the eyes of the governConstitutio nal ment," Hall said.
A stat ement released by
Gardens. After
co n cer n s the fraternity states, "Dr.
came up about King ... made an impact on this
the site, how- world.... He changed the way
ever,
the many of us think and he paved
(
alternative a way for each of us. It is fitting
that his image rest in the
nation's capital and carry the
same weight and significance
of others who are honored
with memorials."
The groups have been
given until Nov. 12, 2003, to
complete a layout design, raise
the money for the memorial
and break ground.
Plans have been underway
to erect a monument honoring
King since his death more than
34 years ago. It is a lengthy
process, however. It took
supporters of the
Washington monument 49 years to create and construct the
memorial to the
nation's first presi-

dent, George Washington.
The design for the memorial came about through a
competition extended Feb.15,
1999. More than a year later,
the winning design, created by
the architectural firm ROMA
Design
Group
of San
Francisco, was selected from a
group of nearly 1000 international participants on Sept. 13,
2000.
Alpha
Phi
Alpha
Fraternity, Inc. president
Harry E. Johnson, Sr., stated
that the organization is fully
committed to the project.
"[We aim to erect a memo•
rial] that captures the man,
the movement and the message," he said in a statement.
Although the design is
complete, funds are still need·
ed for the project. Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, Inc. has ini•
tiated fundraising efforts for
the
project.
Morehouse
College's Alpha Rho Chapter
and Howard University's Beta
chapter of the fraternity have
spearheaded a fundraiser
under the direction of Beta
chapter treasurer David
Duran.
"The MLK memorial
serves as a national symbol of
peace, equality, and justice
not
only
for
African
Americans, but for all people,
said the 2002-2003 president
of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity

Beta Chapter, Jaha Howard.
"The site being placed
between the Lincoln and
Jefferson memorials will permanently place Dr. King as
one of our nation's most
revered heroes."
Alpha
Phi
Alpha
Fraternity, Inc., Beta chapter
will be holding a celebration in
January on the campus of
Howard University, to celebrate the birthday of King.
They are also trying to collect
$10,000 towards the memorial.
"I think the project is a
g reat idea to pay tribute to
such a profound African•
American lea'der who paved
the way for so many of us,"
said sophomore public relations major Ashley Harrell.
James Earl Ray assassi•
nated King on April 4, 1968.
January 20, 1986 was the first
day that King's birthday was
recognized as a national holiday.
A sum of $ 100 million is
required to complete the
memorial, and donations can
be made to this important
project by logging on to
www.mlk.memorial.org or
calling 1-800-471-9773.
"This is a monumental
venture,"
Howard
said.
"King's memorial will forever
stand as a symbol of peace,
justice and equality."

Students React to Bungled Florida Elections
By Kristen Howard
Contributing Writer
The future of Florida once
again precariously hung in the
balance when the democratic
gubernatorial primary got a
blast from the past.
Janet Reno, former Clinton
adm inistration
Attorney
General, found herself pitted
against Bill McBride, Tampa
lawyer and political no,~ce in
heated race for the democratic
vote.
Over the last two years the
Sunshine state has spent a
grand total of $32 million to
overhaul their voting system
and avoid any embarrassing
repeats of the presidential race
of 2000.
But, instead of the expected
outcome of simpler voting procedures for Florida residents,
many counties were faced with
the similar and sometimes
worse problems at the polls.
Residents were forced to
deal with absent poll workers,
new malfunctioning machinery, and closed voting sites.

President of the Howard
University
Florida
Club,
Monique Dumas of Boca ~ton
was disappointed by the disorder.
"I was upset to see that
Florida is still having severe
voting issues. I remember in
the presidential election how
my own vote didn't count,"
Dumas said.
"It makes the black community think that we don't
have a voice; she said.
A majority of polling locations that had problems were in
predominately black districts.
Current republican governor Jeb Bush, brother of president George W. Bush, permitted the polls to remain open for
an extra two hours in an effort
to resolve the problems.
Yet, when the counting
process began, this heated race
produced extremely close
results, similar to those of
Gore/Bush in 2000, and the
Florida electoral process in
counties such as Miami-Dade,
the most controversial county
of the 2000 presidential race,

was once again unorganized.
"I still can't believe, another Bush another election.1 can't
take it anymore," said Michele
hall, a sophomore from Miami.
" Our votes didn't count
last year and that's why George
[Bush) is president now," Hall
said.
"I just can't believe it hap•
pened again," she said.
Bill McBride was first
announced as the winner of the
race only hours after the polls
closed.
But, Reno refused to concede on such a small margin of
victory.
The original totals had
McBride as winning by only
8,196 votes out of more than 1.3
million cast.
By the time other votes
were tabulated, this margin of
victory shrunk to just 4,800
votes. Had this been discovered
at an earlier date it would have
been grounds for Reno to
appeal to the courts for a
recount.
In general HU Floridians
seem upset and frankly a little

tired of the whole process.
"It is sad to see that a year
later after the fiasco the state is
s t i I1
have
voting

election it has been a key goal
of the democratic agenda to
oust current Governor Bush.

issues,"
s a id
Ange l
Wilson
a jun•
i o r
from
West
Pa I m
Beach
P'holO courtc,y of ieoci1te~.com

Florida. Florida Is once again In the midst of controversy
"All concerning Its election process.
of this
Political ins iders had
should have been corrected a
named McBride as a stronger
long time ago," said Wilson.
The final certification was democratic candidate to face
given by the Florida electoral Bush.
McBride is a military veter•
canvassing
board
on
Wednesday, September 18, in an in this time of current and
impending war.
favor of candidate McBride.
Governor Bush was a much
McBride will face the
incumbent or reh1rning, candi- stronger candidate against the
liberal ~eno, who suffers from
date Jeb Bush this November.
After the 2000 Presidential Parkinson's disease.

Animal Art on Downtown Streets is National Trend
By LaToya Pumphrey
Contributing Writer
Recently, in the streets of
Washington D.C., there has
been an array of "Party
Animals" displayed around the
city. 1\vo enduring symbols of
the country's major political
parties · the donkey and the
elephant • are scattered
throughout our nation's capi·
tal . To bring it closer to home,
there is a donkey on parade in
front of the Howard University
Hospital.
These "Party Animals"
have been on display since
April 1, 2002 and will remain
in the streets until later this
fall. These sculptures are 4.5
feet tall and 5 feet long and arc
decorated with a variety of
designs featuring glitter, rhinestones, flowers and portraits.
"I think they're a good idea,
abstract enough to be unique,
great for tourism, and fitting to
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the city because DC is so politi•
cal," said DC native Jennifer L.
Williams.
Artists chosen to design
the 100 donkey and 100 elephants were selected in
February. They received a
$1,000, as well as, $200 for
supplies to fashion the blank
sculptures.
Washington D.C. is not the
first city in the United States to
have animals placed on exhibi tion. Chicago started the trend
in the U.S. back in June of
1999.
Although, this form of
artistry originated in Zurich,
Switzerland in 1998, the
"Windy City" exported it.
Chicago had hundreds of cows
on display through the streets.
These art pieces brought
more than 1 million additional
tourists to Chicago that same
summer and the city gained
roughly $100 to $200 million
in revenue.

The news of the animal
preview traveled over hundreds of miles to Buffalo, New
York in a year's time. From
May of 2000 until October of
the same year, buffaloes were
in the streets of Buffalo wearing combinations of colo rs and
designs.
"There was one [buffalo) in
front of my high school. It was
cut e and painted blue and
green, my school's colors,"
Erica Lloyd, sophomore Erica
Lloyd, sophomore business
major from Buffalo, states, re
business major from Buffalo,
said.
There were 150 buffaloes
produced and sold during an
auction held on October 24th.
Each buffalo weighed about
100 pounds and stood five feet
tall.
The trend of animal art
even reached the distant areas
of Montana. In Whitefish,
moose were the animal of

choice. Fifteen life-size moose
\\~th faux antlers made of fiberglass and polyurethane were
created.
From July 4 to September
14, 2000, Montana had "Moose
on the Loose." Their fundraiser
was to benefit three nonprofit
organizations; The Studio,
Human Therapy on Horseback,
Inc., and the Flathead Spay and
Neuter Task Force.
The moose was the animal
of choice because real moose
were
witn essed
strolling
through
the streets
of
Whitefish during the winter.
Ohio joined the parade by
adding pigs to the cityscapes.
Nearly 400 full-size fiberglass
pigs were gracing the s treets of
Cinci nnati, Newport, and
Covington• in standing, sitting,
and walking positions- before
the summer was over.
"They gave people [citizens] a reason to go downtown," said James Moore, jun-
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ior Engineering major.
"My family and I would go
to look at the different designs
and positions of the pigs,•
Moore
said.
,
junior
Engineering major, affirms.
Following suit, Cincinnati auc•
tioned their pigs in November
13, 2000. During the beginning
of the 19th century, pigs were
honored citizens of Cincinnati
and the city"s economy was
based on pork and was the
country's leading meat-packer.
Therefore, the pig being a part
of the Queen City's history, had
influence as to which animal to
choose.
Last, but not least,
Lexington, Kentuck-y displayed
their "Horse Mania" around
the downtown area. 79 horses
trolloped their way into the
heart of a city known for its
equine sports. The art exhibition reached Lexington July
4th and lasted through
November 15th last year.

Coast to Coast
National News Briefs
A 1\,•o-Piece Combo,
Small Drink, and Som e
'dro
MILL VALLEY, Calif. Instead of the extra biscuits he
requested, an unsuspecting
customer at a KentuckY Fried
Chicken restaurant got a surprise side order - two bags of
marijuana.
The customer gave the
marijuana back to the
employee, got his extra biscuits and called police.
Police arrested Carlos
Ayala, 26, of Vallejo, shortly
after the customer complained about the weed.
Ayala often worked the
drive-up window at the
restaurant and authorities say
he may have been selling the
narcotics to customers who
used the right secret word as a
code.

Sex, Sex and "X"
ATLANTA - All-night
dancing and marathon sex
aren't the only side effects one
may receive from mixing the
club drug Ecstasy and the
anti-impotence drug Viagra commonly called "sextasy"
Leading drug-abuse specialists are warning that the
combination could be dangerous to vital organs and deadly.
The combined drugs
began as a fad among youths
in England and Australia.
Authorities say that sexta•
sy is a part of a dangerous new
trend: "cocktail pills" that can
include as many as 6 drugs.

Miss Universe Fired,
to Be Replaced by
Runner-Up
LOS ANGELES • For lhe
first time in the history of the
Miss Universe Pageant, a Miss
Universe has been stripped of
her title, according t o a
spokeswoman for the pageant.
Russian cop Oxana Fedorova
had been the first Miss Russia
to win the crown, but she will
he replaced by Miss Panama,
J ustine Pasek, the runner-up.
Organizers of the pageant,
which is co-owned by New
York real estate mogul Donald
Trump, scheduled a press
conference this past Tuesday
in New York to announce the
switch.
Fedorova had failed to
carry out the responsibilities
of Miss Universe.

Kids
Simplify
National Anthem
ELKHART, Ind.
• A
group of Indiana fifth-graders,
confused by the words in "The
Star Spangled
Banner•
rewrote its lyrics to be more
understandable to children.
-Rampart" and "parapet"
were simpli fied to "walls."
Stripes went from "broad" to
"wide." "Perilous" became
"dangerous" and "gallantly"
became "bravely."
A teacher at the school
said the students intend to
update the words to the
Gettysburg Address and the
Declaration of Independence
later this year.

Gore
Denounces
Bush 's Iraq Efforts
SAN FRANCISCO · In his
first major speech about Iraq,
former Vice President Al Gore
warned of ominous and
untold consequences concerning President Bush's wanting
to go to war with Saddam
Hussein,
Like
other
leading
Democrats,
Gore
has
expressed reservations in
recent months about military
action against Iraq, suggesting
the diplomatic costs would be
extremely high.
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War in Congo has Long History, Causes Concerns
By Amber Skinner
Contributing Writer

Sese Seko, the dictator
Also in August of
of the former Zaire.
1998, troops from the
The infllLx of refugees
countries of Zimbabwe,
Gbadoll1e
sparked an internal
Angola, Namibia, Chad,
,.,f'!'""1 ,Bumba
conflict that quickly
and Sudan intervened in
escalated to civil war.
support of the Kaliba
Klsanganl
Mbendaka
In May of 1997,
regime.
I
president Mobutu was
Rwanda
and
forced out of office by
Uganda accused Kaliba
Laurent-Desire Kaliba
of harboring refugees
and his Alliance of
from their countries and
Democratic Forces for
threatening the security
the Liberation of
of their governments.
Congo. Kaliba had
In July 1999, the
been a long time
Leis aka
Ceasefire
detractor of Mobutu
Agreement
was
signed
ANGOLA
and in . 1964 even
by the DRC, Angola,
200 400'-it
requested the brief aid
Namibia, Zimbabwe,
2CO
of the famous Cuban
Rwanda, Uganda, and
rebel, Ernest "Che"
Map courtc\y of BBC.com various rebel groups in
Guevara.
an attempt to make
The e ntire Democratic Republi c of Congo
On May 17, 1997, has been in t he mids t of a civil war c onflict steps toward peace
Laurent Kaliba named The city of Kinshasa has been severely
involving what had then
himself bead of state affected.
become the biggest war
and promptly returned
in Africa. Agreements
the country's identity to the over 25 years. Kaliba's reign were ignored and little change
Democratic Republic of the quickly
exasperated
the occurred in the DRC and sur•
Congo.
Congolese citizens as various rounding countries until
Hoping thdt Kaliba could reports arose accusing his rebel January 2001, when Laurent·
uplift the poor economy and army of killing thousands.
Desire Kaliba was assassinated
rebuild the non-existent infraBy August 1998 Kaliba's and his son, Joseph Kaliba
structure of the
DRC, administration was being cha!· assumed power.
Congolese citizens were glad to lenged by Congolese rebel
Joseph Kaliba has taken
end the previous dictatorship forces backed by both Rwanda steps toward ending the war•
that had confined them for and Uganda.
fare and has accepted support

For the average Howard
University student, an everyday concern would probably
not include fleeing from one's
residence for fear of attack by
tribal warriors and rebel factions; nor would it include witnessing friends, family members, and fellow citizens being
shot and hacked to death.
For students and inhabitants of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, this is
an everyday scene that has
been replaying itself for more
than four years.
The Democratic Republic
of the Congo (DRC) is the third
largest African country and sits
in the interior of the continent.
The country, formerly Zaire,
has been going through a peri•
od of civil war and political
unrest that has involved six
other armies and has left over
2.5 million people dead.
In 1994, the DRC was over·
whelmed by a large number of
immigrants from the warring
countries of Rwanda and
Burumdi. They arrived seeking
refuge under President Mobutu

•

from the United Nations in
attempts to d isengage rebel
forces. U.N. personnel has
been present in the DRC since
1999.
Another stimulant of the
Congolese conflict is the
exploitation
of
natural
resources. The DRC is extreme·
ly rich in diamonds, cobalt,
colt an, and gold. Rwanda,
Uganda and Zimbabwe are
under U.N. investigation,
accused of exploiting these ele•
ments.
Many feel that Congo must
resolve its own problems with•
out the involvement of other
militaries and politica l systems.
Michael Bakeley, a second
year PhD student of political
science, international rela·
tions, and black politics coin•
cides with this speculation.
"The locals will have to
solve the problem themselves,•
Bakeley said. "When opposing
a corrupt government, people
have to find their own solu•
tions."
The pulling out of troops
by other countries has greatly
reduced the amount of fighting
occurring in the DRC. At its

Starvation in Africa: A Country by Country World Page Series Special

Malawi is Worst Hit By Starvation, Drought
Lloyd Freem an
Contributing Writer

said.
that 3.2 million people are
Those not
now threatened by famine,
on the list don't
the majority in the southern
get food
part of the country.
Young chilOut of 27 districts, 14
dren, the elder·
were hit by floods and six
ly, people infect•
others experienced droughts.
ed with HIV and
Maize production has
AIDS and the
fallen by 10% since last year
disabled are the
and things have been made
ones
coping
worse by the sale of surplus
with
the
Photo coun c...y of BBC.com gra in in 2001 after the
hunger
the This Malawian woman and her two childre n
bumper harvest of 2000.
worst.
wait In line to check on the availability of
Malawi needs 560,000
"You can• food being handed out.
tons of food to avert wide•
not imagine
spread hunger, according to
the sad faces of the people that
·we have to leave out old the International Monetary
we have to tum away when we people, people who are sick, Fund.
go to the villages to register people who are keeping
The IMF announced in
beneficiaries for our food dis- orphans; said Nyirenda.
September 2002 that it was
tributions," Nyirenda told a
Malawi President Bakili providing an emergency loan of
BBC reporter.
Muluzi declared a state of $23 million to Malawi to pur•
They know that their emergency in February.
chase food.
names are not on the lists, but
According to statistical
H!V/AIDS is also taking its
have come in the hope that reports, Malawi is the worst toll and in August Malawi suf•
there might be something left affected country, and hundreds fered "a " 'orse than usual" outover at the end of the distribu• of people have already died.
break of cholera in which over
tion.
Relief agencies estimate 1,000 people died according to

Of the 14 million Africans
suffering from starvation, an
estimated 3 .2 million of those
suffering people live in the
country of Malawi.
With the failed harvests
and soaring food prices in
Malawi the people are unable
to eat.
The Red Cross is in the
country offering support.
In
the
village
of
Nkhotakota,
Matthews
Nyirenda , a Red Cross volunteer, sets up.
Those registered for aid
from the Red Cross arc called
into the line in front of a ware•
house where sacks of corn are
waiting, yet many arc turned
away.
" ...We can only give out
what is donated to us. We target the most vulnerable people,
but they all need assistance,• he

reports.
The Malawian Ministry of
Health said that 33,000 people
had been infected and the

In a message read before
the United Nations General
Assembly by Iraq's Foreign
Minister, Naj i Sabri i-iadithi,
Saddam Hussein dec lared
that Iraq "is clear of all
nuclear, chemica l, and biolog ical weapons."
In the message, Saddam
declared "The U.S. administration wants to destroy Iraq
in order to control the
Middle East oil. In
t argeting Iraq,
the
Un ited
States administration
is
act ing
on
behalf
of
Zionism,
which has been
killing the heroic
people
of
Palestine, dest roying
their property, murdering
their children and seeking to
impose their domination on
the whole world.•
Following the Iraqi
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Foreign Minister's speech at
the United Nations, White
House
Spokesman
Ari
Fleischer called the speech
"deceptive."
At the Sept. 19 White
House briefing, Fleischer
said, "Iraq failed to accept
tbe truth and engaged in
additional deceptions and
showed no will i ngness to
change attitude or behavior."
Fleischer
responded
when
questioned
about what port ion of the
Foreign
Mi n ister's
speech was
deceptive.
• I ra q
said in the
speech that
~
they have not
rejected the res·
olut ions
of the
United Nations.
"If that was true, then
why did the United Nations
pass 16 of them? The reason
is because Iraq has not com•
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U. S. Hunts aJ-Qaida in

DJIBOUTI - Last week,
the Pentagon said it had sent
800 troops to the tiny but
strategically important nation
in the Horn of Africa.
Several hundred American
t roops have been stationed
there for about five months
and that Djibouti has been
cooperating in the U.S.-led
effort to fight terrorism.
Photo coun esy of BBC.com

Malawi Is one of seven
African countries whose
population is suffering
from starvation .

results had been more severe
because people had been weakened by malnutrition.

plied."
quences for misbehavior in and other concerned parties
The United States and the future."
to send a clear message that
Britain continue to pressure
President
the United Nations Security Bush
also
Council to approve tough showed confi·
action against Baghdad. In dence in the
an interview on NPR's U.N. Security
"Morning Edition with Alex Council but
Chadwick,• Secretary of stressed that
State Colin Powell expressed the
United
confidence in successfu l States and a
progress for a United few allies will
Nations Security Council strike if the
resolution on Iraq.
United
"I am in contact with all Nations does
of the Permanent Members not.
and
Non-Permanent
"It is very
Members of the Security important
Council, a tota l of 15 of us, that the memand I am getting good reac- bers under•
tion-support
for
the stand that the
Phoc<X coune,y of CNN.com
President's speech, support credibility of George Bus h is urging the administration
for the propos ition that Iraq the
United of Great Britain to side with the U.S.
really has been in material Nations is at
breach and violation of all stake; that t he Security we expect Saddam to disthese resolutions, support Council must be firm in its arm," Bush said. • And if the
that we ought to have a resolve to deal with Saddam
United Nations Security
toughened reg ime going Hussein as a true threat to Council won't deal with the
back in if we go to inspec- world peace; and that the problem, the United States
tors," Powell said. "I think United Nations Security and some of our friends
there is an understanding Council must work with the will."
that there need to be conse- United States and Britain
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World Briefs
from Africa
and
Surounding
Countries
Djibouti

U.S., Britain Pushing for Tough Action Against Ira_q
By Mark D. W illiams
Contributing Writer

height, 12,000 Zimbabwean
troops occupied southern DRC;
now occupation is down to
3,000. Uganda has also pulled
some 2,000 of its troops from
Congo while leaving another
2,000 in the east to subdue
various tribal and rebel outbreaks.
When asked how this constant lack of peace affects the
students and young people of
Congo, Bakeley said that,
"school and education are not
great issues right now in the
DRC. Right now eating and
staying alive are more important than learning. If there is
no infrastructure how can you
think about school?"
Bakeley also theorizes that
one of the reasons for Africa's
civil unrest is due to countries'
individualistic natures.
• African countries exploit•
ing other African countries is
role-playing and imitating
European misuse of Africa,"
Bakeley said, referring to the
exploitation
of
natural
resources.
The DRC and surrounding
countries are making strides
toward peace between themselves as well as internally.

Uganda Begins Final
Congo Withdraw
GBADOLITE, Congo
Uganda began the final withdrawal Monday of its troops
from neighboring Congo
where they had been backing
rebels in a four-year war, the
military told the Associated
Press.
About 170 soldiers were
flown from Gbadolite in north•
western Congo back to
Uganda.
AID S Group Files Drug
Price Complaint
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa · AIDS activists and the
nation's largest labor federation filed a complaint last week
in an attempt to force two
pharmaceutical companies to
drop the price of tl1eir anti·
AIDS drugs.
According
to
the
Treatment Action campaign,
the price of full AJDS treat•
ment - about $117 a month was still too bigh for most peo•
pie in the country.

Gunme n Kill 3 in
Indian Hindu T emple
AHMEDABAD, India ·
Gunmen stormed a popular
Hindu temple and opened fire,
killing three worshippers and
wounding 40 on Tuesday in a
western Indian state where
hundreds were killed in religious rioting this year, according to police and The
Associated Press. northern
Jammu-Kashmir state.
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Exciting Q_pportunities
@The HillTop:

Bikes Ride Free

Were currently looking for...

PAGINATORS,
PHOTOGRAPHERS
& METRO EDITOR

WEEKLY ASSIGNMENTS
TUESDAY @ 7PM,
WEST TOWER.
For info call 202-806-6866

Soon, both you and your bicydl' will be.• abll' to ride \lldrobu~
(your bicycll' \\ ill ride fn.-e). That's bec.luw \1etro is installing bike racks
on its entin.! llt>el If you hawn't al.n.•ady -.<-en one of thes<' nt•wly-t-quippt-d
Mctrobtl',(', in your an-a, kt-t·p an ,:y,· out. By thl' t-•nd tf
2002, they'll be.> cverywlwr1,, f<1r more information, ~
visit our web site and head to thc "Bikes & Mctro"
section. Or call 202 637 7000 (TTY 202-638-3780).
••

QP8l'IS

doors

metroopen

sdoors.com

•

Understand what it takes to achieve a successful career within
a major corporation .....

•

Gain knowledge about the skills, training and education
required in the Information Systems field ...

1,
1,

If you're interested in achieving, visualizing the possibilities and
exploring the opportunities - in any field -- this session is for you ...
Find out more during an upcoming:

,,

"Careers in Information Systems Lecture Series"

Featuring Guest Speaker:

.

W. Roy Dunbar
Vice President and Chief Information Officer,
Eli Lilly and Company

Wednesday, October 2, 2002
4 :00 to 5:00 p.m.
School of Business (Room 322)
A reception will immediately follow the lecture

'•

Sponsored by Eli Lilly and Company

I•I'

-

,,

and

!1

I

Howard University School of Business

1:

Department of Information Systems and Analysis

II

All Majors Welcome

",,
I,

AS

For more information, call 202-806-1510
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Of course, using condon1s is the only way

periods or spotting . Many women stop having

to protect yourself against HIV/Ai OS or other

periods altogether after a few months and

sexua lly transmitted diseases, but make s ure

some rnay experience a slight weight gain.

you're also as protected as possible against

You shouldn't use Oepo-Provera if you could

pregnancy. That's why more women than

be pregnant, 1f you have had any unexplained

ever are choosing Depo-Provera -

periods, or if you have a history of breast

it's

99 .7% effective when administered on

cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver disease.

t ime every 3 months.

When using Oepo-Provera, the re may be a

Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect

possible decrease in bone density.

you from HIV/AIDS or o ther sexually

Oepo-Provera. One of the best and most

tra nsmitted diseases.

convenient ways to prot ect yourself from
'

Some women using Depo-Provera experience
side effects. The most common are irregu lar

pregnancy. Ask vour hea lth care p rofessional
if prescription Oepo-Provera is right for you.

See what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or
visit Depo-Provera.eorv,.

l

Birth cor\-tr-ol ~ou -thir\k aBou-t: jus-t i+ x a ~ear-.
PIP.::i!':P. !-:P.P. imnn rt ;:in t n rnrl11r.t infn r m ;:itinn o n ::irl i:::ir.P. nt n ;:inP.
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EWS
OIL from page A3
color," Huggins said. "I suppose it's also beneficial from a
nutritional aspect, especially
since a lot of people arc concerned about heart disease and
all those other cholesterol
related conditions."
The new oil will reduce
french fry trans fatty acid levels
by 48 percent, and reduce saturated fat levels by 16 percent.
Patrick Johnson, a senior
broadcast journalism major,
had a different opinion.

EMPLOY from page A2
"Howard is a wonderful
University, and teaching is a
noble profession, but I'm definitely not interested."
Employment with the
University offers benefits. One
popular perk is tuition remission.
"I love Howard University,
and although you get free
tu ition by working here, I
would not want to be apart of

CAPITAL from page A2
need in the D.C. community.
"We seek to totally saturate
and to fully engage special
needs students in the District.
We tap into great resources like
Howard and it is a win-win for
both sides; Bacote said .
"Students with the greatest
needs receive help from Howard
students who gain hands on
work experience that they can
take far beyond graduation."
At the beginning of October,
CES will begin training tutors
and mentors on the following
points to adequately equip and
prepare them for their experience: Program policies and procedures on one-on-one tutoring
and mentoring; understanding
exceptional learners (i.e. special
needs students); best teaching
and tutoring practices; conflict
intervention and resolution;
and evaluation and administrat ion of individual student
assessment.
"We want to assess each
student daily, which is more
than the once a week the D.C.
government requires," said Kofi
Graham, program director.
Graham said that teachers
are blamed for the imperfections in the school system, but
only 20 percent of the time is
spent with the kids a year.
He feels students don't have
positive role models, and if CES
collaborates with community
through work with teachers,
parents, and the concerned,
things will change.
"This is our inaugural year
and we look to be fully operational by mid-October. Our
goals include broadening work
with CFSA and juvenile court
system," Bacote said. "We also
hope to increase as the program
grows. As the program develops, we arc confident that
Prince
George
County,
Baltimore and other urban communities will utilize it."
Bacote hopes to double in
size each year, and feels if CES
doesn't impact student's lives
before high school, it will be too
late.
The program not only offers
academic tutoring, but also
facilitates social development.
CES is funded through agencies
like Children Family Services
Agency and through_ both private and corporate donations.
"It has been hard, and we
have spent a lot of time
fundraising. Through the D.C.
public school system and CFSA,
we hope to be fully funded,"
Bacote said.
The Capital Educational
Support office is located at 820
H St. N.E. Suite 101. For more
information;call Tom Bacote at
202-262-8226 or visit the website at www.capedsupport.org.

AlO

"Honestly if you go around
buying fast food all the time,
then why should you expect it
to be healthy,"' Johnson said "If
you want healthy foods, there
are a lot of places that one can
go (even on Georgia Avenue).
If I wanted healthy, I wound
not go to McDonald's."·
In a press release, Mike
Roberts,
president
of
McDonald's USA, stated that
their customers wC'uld be getting the same fre.. ch fry taste
along with an even healthier
nutrition profile.
this staff because they have too
many internal issues," Jamesc
Lovette said.
According to the office of
Human Resource Management,
"remission of tuition is a benefit
awarded to eligible employees
following one year of continuous service and is not available
for teaching assistants, graduate assistants, assistant instruc•
tors, and similar categories of
individuals enrolled as stu-

Johnson still disagrees and
stated that the hash browns he
bought did not taste like the
ones he is accustomed to.
"I'll admit that their hash
browns were less greasy, but
they certainly did not taste the

same."
Abrigo is unsure as to
when his store will be implementing this oil change.
"I guess I'll have to wait till
October as they say, but as for
now, no one has indicated
exactly when it is to be done."

dents."
Some University workers
feel tuition remission is a benefit that only a small percentage
of employees are able to take
advantage.
"Most of the staff is already
educated so they don't need the
courses unless it is for their
children," David Delem, graduate director of history said.
Students can get hired by
the University through federal

CONDOM from page A3

t ion," Clark said . "However,
many college men h:we a
still don't th ink I would take new freedom when they
tbe risk."
enter college and because
Marc Clark, Howard they are in a new environUniversity
lec t urer
in ment they take on a differhealth, human performance ent persona. This may be
and leisure studies said that part of the carelessness in
condom usage is high not using a condom."
among African American
Although condoms have
male students.
been proven to be effective
"The studies were done when used properly, they do
at Emory and Indiana uni- not prevent all cases of
versities which have a low pregnancy or exchange of
African American popula- STDs. Medical officials sug•

work-study,
the
Howard working at school is a lot easier weekly office hours. They also
University
Student than working off-campus.
receive a monthly stipend.
Employment Program, or by
"I work at the library, and
Jerwayne Macklin, a senior
applying through the Office of with the flexibility that the history major, works for the
Human Resources.
library's hour$ offer, I get time office of Residence Life, and
Andrea Brown, a sopho- to study, do my homework, and sees his position as a steppingmore public relations major, I work around my class sched- stone.
has been working for the ule," she said.
Working for the University
University for one year through
Students may also work for gives you more hands-on expethe work-study program. She the Office of Residence Life as a rience that you would get from
feels University employers are residence assistant. To com- working at a retail store in the
very accommodating to stu- pensate on-campus housing mall, he said.
dents needs. She also said that fees, residence assistants do

WOES from page A 1

Elections allowed Dorsey's should not have been closed
name to be pu t on the ballot because the election process
in
response to his initial didn't go through the cor•
said the decision to confine
grievance
that the election rect process. Conflicts conthe election race between
Vice-President
be cerning elections should
Ravin and Castillo was for
to
Special
based on special circum- opened to all students meet- have gone
Elections, then the General
stances from last year's elec- ing requirements.
Dorsey's grievance from Assembly, and finally to the
tion in which the University
September
16th, stated that Policy Board, if necessary,"
mistakenly left the two off
the
refusal
to put his name Cunningham said.
the ballot.
on
the
ballot
was a violation
Dorsey was outraged at
"We made a lose interof
the
student
code
of
conthe
last-minute dropping of
pretation of the Constitution
duct:
"Also
the
Policy
Board
his name from t he ballo t and
seeing that the VicePresident position was a cannot close the election hopes his name will be
special vacancy or 'unfin- because as stated in the H- added back on the ballot.
"No one gave me an
ished business' because the book Article Four Section I
two candidates who ran for Clause B that states that the explanation or forewarning
the position were left off the UGSA has all · powers over that I wouldn't be on the
ballot. Therefore, the Policy elections to establish guide- ballot after I spend a lot of
Board decided to close the lines, which does not inter- money on campaign materia l. That's the reason why I
position in order to take a fere with the constitution.•
General
Elections
cofiled the grievance. I spent
stand and correct some of
chair,
Cunningham
said
the
my time and money camthe prob lems from last
elections
should
have
been
paigning when I could have
year's election,• Purvis
left open.
been studying,• Dorsey comexpla ined.
"It was my understand- plained. "I want my name
Although the Pol icy
Board made the decision to ing that Mr. Dorsey could be on the ballot with another
close the ballot, Special on the ballot. The elections re-election. I had voters

Contrace tive ln'ection

gest using birth control as a
back-up
plan
in case
attempts of using a condom
fail. Unless couples are prepared for the possible outcome of not using a condom
it is best to use one every
time. In the words of Kamal
Jones, "If you're going to
play the sport you got to
have the equipment.•

looking to vote for me,•
Cunningham said the
confusion resulting from
this election stems from the
University's ambiguous con•
stitution.
"We have a horrib le
constitution. It has so many
loopholes and so many conflicts.
The
General
Assembly has exclusive
power over elections, but
the Policy board has exclusive power over policies.
What are the checks and
balances if the Policy Board
can make any ruling?" posed
Cunningham.
The results of the VicePresidential race will not be
made public until Dorsey's
grievance is resolved.

Write fetters to the editor
fog on to:
www.thehilltoponfine.com

EMT from page A4
TI1e biggest challenge for
Reid now is not only to fill the
vacancies but also to decrease
the response time, which ultimately saves lives.
A recent article in The
Washington Post, reviews Few's
actions as chief. It revealed that
Few was shaving off response
time in reports. Wb.ile this calculation is supposed to count the
time from when an emergency
call is placed to the time the dispatched unit anfres, Few's calculations reported the time the
ambulances took to drirn to the
actual scene.
rt also re,·ealed thnt, on
average, the first ambulance to
arrive at a critical emergency call
took 10 minutes. 32 seconds,
compared with fo·e or six min•
u tes in some subu rbs of
Washington.
Officials are still working
towards a solution to the short·
age problem.

Birth CQr\-trOI )Ou-thl!\k asoL.tt jus-t 4+-x a~r:
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HALL from page A2
mechanical system that includes
an elevator service.
"It's about time the construction on Carnegie Hall comes
to an end,• said acting major
Larry Joseph. "That building
should be used for additional
classrooms, because most of our
classrooms are falling apart," he
TRUSTEES from page A1

this year," said Howard.
Cornell
Williamson,
Howard University Student
Association president hopes
the Board will focus on the
future of Howard University.
He believes it is imperative that the Board strongly
take into consideration the
student needs by strategically
planning
for
Howard
University's growth. He is
confident that the Student
Trustees will help the Board
to develop, initiate, and maintain solutions.
Diara Z. Andrews, president of the Student Bar
Association is very confident
that Porter will represent
graduate students well during
his tenure.
"I am confident in his
abilities," Andrews said.
"Marwan's greatest asset is
that he is very concerned
about addressing all student
issues."
Hampshire-Cowan can

added.
McNaughton said construction should be finished by the
end of the month, but the use is
still undecided. It might be used
for classrooms or offices but that
decision has not yet been determined by administration.

attest to Howard's competence and potential.
"(I am) very confident in
Jaha's capabilities. H., is a
very serious minded student,•
Hampshire-Cowan, said. "[I
am) very impressed with him
and certain that he will do
well."
Porter looks forward to
this school year and says his
only concern is increasing
graduate student participation and strategic advances in
the University.
Howard's major concern
is combating the mentality of
Howard University students.
"I want to help students
understand the importance of
giving back and understand
the broader scope and range
of the University and where
it's going," Howard said. "I'm
concerned that too many students are here to just work,
they're not here to improve
the conditions of African
Americans in America and the
world."

ing students) also, and an
overdue salary raise.
Nurses generally felt
nature of the strike would that the HUH officials were
be strictly financial.
neglecting their complai nts.
According to the nurses
"There's a nation wide
at HUH, their complaints nursing shortage," said
were not unreasonable. The Janet Chesley, an HUH regnurses object to their inflex- istered nurse. "Inst itutions
ible shifts that do not sup- are begging for nurses. But
port the lifestyles of at Howard the nurses are
employees with families and being thrown away like
obligations to higher learn- trash."
ing, being responsible for
The financial dispute
not only their work but for was solved, but not without
the work of unlicensed care- a fight. The nurses originalgivers (PCTs, who are nurs- ly requested a 35 percent

NURSES from page A1

ful to one uninfect ed partner will greatly reduce the
Some
students
at chances of getting an STD.
Howard need to be aware of
Many programs are
the ongoing problem of STD available on campus dealing
infections and how to pre- with STD awareness.
vent contracting one. The
Dr. Carolyn Goode is a
only prevention that is 100 health educator at the
percent effective is absti- Health Center. Goode does
nence. The use of latex con- various outreach programs
doms is highly recommend- in the dorms that deal with
ed as the best protection prevention. An organization
against STDs when used known as Health Awareness
properly. Also staying faith- Coalition
of
Howard

STD From page A 1

increase, then 16 percent. es with seniority expressed
Howeve r,
stubborn disgust because they say the
University officials made contract agreed upon favors
them come down to 11 per- nurses with less seniority by
cent over the duration of the giving them higher starting
three year contract.
In salaries earlier.
add ition, each the 300
"I have always believed
employees who did not that loyalty and dedicat ion
receive a raise last July will to an inst itution was to be
receive retroactive pay, commended," said Chesley.
men ts
totali ng
about "But now,
worling at
Howard
Un ivers ity
$3,500.
When asked for com- Hospital, I don't feel that
ment most nurses and that is the case. It is no t the
administrative
workers senior nurses experience
declined comment.
The that is valued or respected.•
general population of oursUniversity sponsors different hea lth fairs throughout
the year.
"HACHU is dedicated to
crea ting a campus environment that is conducive to
safe and hea lthy behaviors,"
said Dr. Keller of the
Women's Clinic. Keller said
th at students arc given
in formation about· STDs
when they come in for contracept ion classes.
The Women's Clinic also

•

offers pelvic exams, pap
smea r testing, and STD testing
and
treatment.
Appointments are scheduled
Monday
through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
and 2 to 6 p.m.
If you think you may be
infected or are sexually
active and have not yet been
tested, call 202-806-729 0
to speak with a hea lth care
physician and schedule an
appointment.

Wanna go to t e Biggest
Party o t e Year?

Join the company that has plenty of room for advancement. Travelers Is one of
the leading Insurance oompanies in the United States. Our superior financial
strength and consistent record of sttO<>g Ol)eratlng returns means secunty fo,
our customers - and oPPQrtunities for our employees. We give you the
oppo,tunity to get In on the ground noor with an exciting Leadership
Otvelopment Rotational Procram. SO make the nJ61t move with us and enjoy
wo,ld ciass benefits from day one.

** Actuary, Rnance, Computer science,
and MIS Insurance Majors**
We ore coming to compus

RESUME DROP: Thursday, October 24, 2002
Pre-Interview Session: Thursday, November 7, 2002
Time: 5:00 - 6:00 PM
Place: Faculty Room
INTERVIEWS • Friday, November 8, 2002
Foi more information on our opportunities vist our Web site:
www.travelers.com
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Soutf,n:est C_olfege of.~~tu_~opathic · ,; ~ Medicine & Health Sciences. ·
.~/; y
@ Ho\\-~rd University on .1 QI 3/Q2
.· .:,-

Interested In becoming a
physician?
Have you considered
=;:,1...._·, natural
medicine?
Check out our graduate program
in naturopathic medicine.

nut11t1on
Visll us
Thursday, Oct. 3, 2002 at
Howard University Graduate
& Professional Schools Day
Armour J. Blackburn Center
10-4p.m.

l:ICUPt

'Clure

physIrnl med1c1ne
COLOsehng

Learn rn~ about the new i,;!neradon ofheald1care at
South~Sl CollejJ! ofN3lUl'Opathlc MedlC'ine
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AT&T
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Pick AT&T Long Distance and you could
win a trip to the MTV Studios.

Get a FREE MUSIC CD of your choice when you select AT&T.
*•

oacs.c

NO CAlL OR PURCHASE NECESSARY TO EHTER OR WIN. EUGIBILfTY: Open to legal te$1dent, Cl the 48 Untted &ates. O,trct at Colunbla, and 1he U.S. V11Stl'I Islands wno
\8 Of
as d
6'1102. Void., Puttto R100, U.S. Wg.n Isl.and$, Ha"4A,AlaSka, ll'ICI whtr• OlhtrWlse prohbted bylaw. Two W•ys lo Pattioeiptlt: A.) To tnt.r by algnlng up for AT&T tong Ol•t1nca. AT&T One Raft''"
1, Plus Plan •~or lhtAT&T Anyttourlnterl\atlonat S.vi~ Pltil'I: ca.111-en-Cot.LEGE between 12.:00"00AM eas:iernltne ("ET1onat1m ane111-S9S9PM ET on 1001102 (herea1ter referred to
as the "Promotion Petlocr) and provide the requked infom,a!.on IO lhe ope,ra.,o, o, IVR J)l'OIT'.pl to receive one ently Into the swt0ps!a.k6$. Unit one _,,,ry per household for each pran. 8.) To enbr by
mall: Hand pnnt your name, eompl,Me address, Z4> code, age, dayilme te'tlphO,ne t1Ufflbet, eni.a.,1 add,.ss. college 0tunM!lfsity name, schOol swus u,vrt) (it $pl)lic:ablt). Ind the word$ ~AT&T ~ T V
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MEN'S SOCCER FOR WIN OVER UMBC
OMEN' ~ VOLLEYBALL FOR WIN OVER lJMES
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HOWARD vs. N.C. A&T
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INAUGURAL ''HOWARD CLASSIC''
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11111 BRIEFS
aine

award
tflorida A&M

20

Delaware St

18

S. Carolina St

50

Savannah St

12

lorida lnt'I

o

ethune-Cookman 31

27
23

lcorn St

Hampton

20
35

Monmouth
Morgan St

Football Standings

1. Florida A&M
(2-0, 3-1)
. Hampton
(1-0, 2-2)
3. Bethune Cookman
(0-0, 4-0)
4. Norfolk State
(0-0, 2-0)
5. South Carolina St
(0-0, 3-1)
6. North Carolina A& T
(0-0, 1-2)
. Delaware St
(0-1, 2-2)
. Howard
(0-1, 1-2)

9. Morgan State
(0-1, 1-3)

•

1 2

F

2 0 2
0 0 0

Hartwick

Howard

Women's Soccer
(Holiday Inn Express
Tournament)
September 20
1 2 F
Army
5 2 7
Howard
0 0 0
September 22
1 2 F
Iona
2 1 3
oward

3 2

5

Volleyball
Howard

o

Naval Academy

3

(30-16, 30-12, 30-17)

ra1

Dropped passes, Lackluster Defense Give Unbeaten Black Bears 42-12 Win
By Chauna Bryant
Hilltop Staff Writer
This past Saturday the
Bison learned the key principal
of Murphy's Law, "if something
can go wrong it will." From
dropped passes to fumbled
balls to personal fouls, almost
everything went wrong and the
University of Maine Black
Bears handed the Bison their
walking papers in a 42-12
defeat before a season low
crowd of 2,518
Stadium.

Men's Soccer

econ

ISOD.

•

at

Greene

The Bears, ranked fourth
nationally in Sports Network's
Division 1-AA poll, ran their
unbeaten streak to 4-0 with the
win and added on to their 7-0
series monopoly over Howard.
The Bison gave the game
away by committing three
turnovers, all of which resulted
in touchdowns, and dropping
six passes for the second week

two-yard scamper by Michael
Ajayi.
"This is a big week for us.
We expected them to come
ready to play; they gave us a
great effort in the first half, got
the lead on us, and really had
[the game] going both ways,"
Maine head coach Jack
Cosgrove said.
A personal foul committed
by junior cornerback Rontarius
Robinson after the defense held
on third down put the Bears in
striking zone and on the board

''We are killing our
offense with the dropped
balls.''

--Kevin Simnwnds, wide
•

receiver

•

1n a row.

"You always want to reward
the defense and take advantage
of
those
opportunities
[turnovers], and we did that
today," said Maine quarterback
Jack Eaton, who completed 14
out of 26 passes for 150 yards.
In the first quarter, the
Bison came out strong and took
the lead with their first rushing
touchdown of the season, a

four plays later when Eaton
called his own number. Mike
Mellow's PAT sent the Black
Bears up 7-6.
"The momentum changed
and in six minutes we went
from a 6-o lead to a 6-21
default," Bison head coach
Rayford Petty said. "You cannot
give a team like this a short

lntralllura

field. You give a team only 26
yards t0 go, a good offense will
score."

The fading Bison received a
gleam of hope when freshman
running back Kean Coleman
retuned a kick for 4 7 yards. A
Maine personal foul landed the .
Bison on the team's 38-yard
line and the ensuing drive was
punctuated by Donald Clark's
17-yard hookup with wide
receiver Kevin Simmonds.
Shaun Miller dropped a
pass denying the Bison of their
2-point conversion to make the
score 21-12 going into halftini.e.
Simmonds, who finished with
five catches for 91 yards, was

the only Bison to catch more
than one pass.
"We drop the ball, we don't
get the first, that ends the drive
and we have to punt,"
Simmonds explained in somber
press conference. "We are
killing our offense with the
dropped balls."
The Bison defense, which
has given up 94 points in the
past two games, struggled to
hold on as the Black Bears
launched a balanced aerial and
running attack that logged 386
yards, despite the Howard
coaching staffs last-minute
decision to play injured preseason· All -American linebacker
Tracy White.

orts to

Photo by Mark Coleman
WR Kevin Simmonds lays out to rope in a pass. Simmonds
finished with five receptions for 91 yards.
"We made little mistakes
on the field that got us in trouble: some penalties, un-sportsmanlike conduct and things of
that nature really got us in trouble," White said. "On a third
down we would have them
stopped but get a penalty and
keep the drive going for then,."
The Maine defensive line

eek

suffocated Bison quarterback
Donald Clark. The senior completed only eight out of 25 passes for 101 yards and an interception. Behind an offensive
line ' that lacked Richard
Dorceus and All-American
Marcus Ogden, Clark was
sacked four times.

tatus

Members hope funding, recognition from HUSA will increase participation
By Keith Laing
Contributing Writer

Yo u'II never
guess who
our athletes
of the week
are...
Turn 10 82 10 find

out
•

As the new semester kicks
into high gear, signs of life have
begun to sprout up on campus.
The yard is once again one of
the most densely populated
areas on campus and the
Blackburn Recreation Center is
once again teeming with student athletes eager to compete.
The difference is that this
year, students competing in
intramural activities such as
golf, baseball, badminton,
bowling, billiards, taekwondo,
table tennis, chess, and spades
will be doing so as part of newly
formed student-run campus
organizations.
Samuel
Amoako-Atta,
Howard's assistant director for
Intramural
Sports
and
Recreation, insists that the
change is not radical.
"This is an old tradition,"
Amaoko-Atta said. "It's nothing new at all. The only difference is that we are now counting on student leadership. This
year we will provide assistance

and guidance here in the intramural office but we are encouraging them to qualify as a campus organization to increase
student involvement."
Dexter Harris, coordinator
of intramurals, also predicts
much change in the programs
because the sports will simply
be better coordinated.
"I think that everything
will still be run the same,"
Harris said. "We are just trying
to make sure that everything
falling under intramurals is
more organized than in the
past."

In order to become a recognized club on the campus,
the members of these sports
were required to submit a petition and a constitution to the
Howard University Student
Association.
"The students have followed the steps outlined in the
HU Organization Recognition
packet," Harris remarked. "For
the most part, the process is
complete."
Both Amoako-Atta and
Harris both hope the new
•

'

I

structure will lead to increased
involvement from the student
body.
"Any amount of positive
exposure adds up," AmoakoAtta said. "Being listed in information sources like the H-book
and the University's website
provide a big boost. It all helps
tremendously. It's like adver..
t1s1ng.
"I'd estimate that [intramural] enrollment easily tops
1,000 students," Harris said,
"and that's excluding people
who come by the recreation
center and gym to free play."
"We certainly hope this
new exposure will increase student participation, but ultimately, it most often ends up
being a case of doing something if you like it," Harris said.
Many participants also
anticipate
unprecedented
growth in intramurals sports at
Howard.
"Basically what is happening now is what I've looked forward to since I've been at
Howard," junior Billiards Club
member Randolph Cordlin

.

said. "Pool is growing by leaps
and bounds on campus. In the
past few years, we've gone from
about seven members to
almost 50 this year."
"The table tennis club has
been around for quite some
time," senior member Kevin
Beabridge said. "Our goal is to
help students develop socially,
physically, and emotionally."
Despite
budget
constraints, Howard's intramural
teams have received national
acclaim on numerous occasions. The badminton, basketball, taekwondo, bowling, and
table tennis teams have all
competed at the Association of
College Union-International
tournament year after year.
Amoako-Atta
believes
whole-heartedly that the additional funding that results from
receiving club standing from
HUSA will allow Howard intramurals to continue to shine on
a national stage.
"With proper funding, we
are optimistic that club sports
teams from Howard could win
many laurels for the University

and bring with it the requisite
exposure of competing under a
national spotlight," AmoakoAtta said. "As it stands, we are
very poorly funded. We would
like to provide students with
equipment, opportunities to
travel, and uniforms."
He said that now they are
only able to provide equipment.
"The idea is that any help
from other sources is a great
means of helping to properly
equip our athletes," AmoakoAtta said. "Any measure of support from Student Life and
Student Activities will certainly
go a long way to help."
Harris believes that club
status is a necessary step in the
evolution of intramural sports
at the University.
"Anybody can get a group a
people and call themselves a
club," he said. "However, being
an officially recognized club on
campus brings with it a level of
prestige. This way, these students will be recognized by the
entire student body for their
accomplishments."

KEON COLEMAN
Height: 5'11"
Position: Running Back/Punt Returner
Doin' it for the: Freshman
Hood: Washington, DC

Volleyball Toppled by Naval Academy,
Di~ in for Conference Rivals
By Ethan Zagore

Contributing Writer
The H.D. Woodson alum returned three
kickoffs for 78 yards (one for 4 7 yarcls)
against the University of Maine.
Coleman has racked up 182 yards on 10
returns thus far this season.

CRYSTAL AMEDEE
Height: S'9"
Class: Sophomore
Positi on: Hitter
Homet own: Columbi a, SC
Amadee had 19 kills, 13 digs and 4
block assist s for the week, including 12
kills, 12 digs and 3 block assists in the
t eam's win over UMES.

very Tuesdny, we select the nthlete(s) whose performance
uring the preceding week warranted much props. When
ou see our ballers of the week on campus, s how love.

Cross Country Teams Find
Their Stride at UVA
By Keis hia Thorp e

coming in 18th.
Contributing Writer
Coach
Michacl
Merritt was pleased with the
The Bison Cross young athletes' performances
Country team competed again in only the second meet of the
seven schools in a meet at the season.
University of Delaware this
"They work very hard.
Saturday.
Last week at the University of
The men's team Virginia, the women compel•
placed 5th in a field of eight ed against three nationally
schools consisting of 73 ath• ranked teams [University of
letes. Top performers for the Virginia, College of William
Bison included senior Troy and Mary, and Duke) and did
McArthur, who placed 20th, very well," Merritt said.
and sophomore Gerald Bright
"This meet went real•
(29th). Their female counter- ly well and the ladies finished
parts placed 4th as a whole, together. That's what we
with four athletes-three of need to win conference."
them freshmen-finishing in
Van, though leading
the top 20 in the field of 72 the women's team for the seccompetitors.
Ashley Van ond consecutive week, saw
(12th), Indira Garcia (13th), room for improvement.
and Tasha Harris (19th) were
"My personal goal
among the University's top this year is to beat one girl
female performers, with jun• from [fourth ranked) Duke
ior standout Krystal Perkins because this will improve my

'

time," Van said. "I hope to
medal in the MEAC or at least
run my best time."
Merritt also noted the
teams' performance over
MEAC competitors in both
meets, the Bison having finished ahead of Hampton and
Norfolk State the past two
weeks. Although, the teams
have done well against conference rivals, Merritt indicated that it is too e•rly to
predict how the teairl,s "~11
rank in the MEAC, but both
teams are hoping for h'igher
finishes over last season when
the men ended in third place
and the women in seventh.
Both teams will now focus
on their next meet, the MidDel Invitational, hosted by
the University of Delaware,
next Saturday.

Hawks Shut Out Bison Soccer
in Conference Opener
By Soraya N. McDonald
Contributing Writer
The men's soccer team lost
to Hartwick College, 2-0, in
Greene Stadium in their first
Atlantic Soccer Conference
game of the season. The Bison
were hopeful their momentum
from last week's 2-1 overtime
win against UMBC would carry
over to Sunday's game, but with
no such luck.
"We didn't finish opportu•
nities we had to score a goal.
We didn't take advantage of
them," said senior defender
Mike Gbologa of the team's
inability to pull the trigger.
Hartwick scored both goals
in the first half, the first by junior midfielder Neil McLean,
who found the back of the net
after wrestling the ball away
from two Howard defenders.
Senior midfielder Jonathan
Wcstmaas scored another
unassisted goal with 5:48 left in
the half. Hartwick's defense
dominated much of the game,
led by senior goalkeeper
Randall Moate's four saves.
The frustrated Bison racked up

B2

14 fouls to Hartwick's seven
and became the fourth team
this season shut out by the
Hawks.
Four Bison, including forward Ronald Goodlett who netted last Wednesday's game
winning goal in overtime, finished with three shots on the
day in a multi-tooled attack,
but none converted to points on
the board. Midfielder Kweisi
Graham, the only other Bison
with a goal this season, was
held without a shot in the game.
Hartwick's 11 shots and 4 corner kicks led to four saves by
Howard's senior goalkeeper
Jason Williams.
Although the Bison took 16
shots on the day, with 11 coming in the second half, junior
forward Brian Woodward still
saw the need for a more aggressive offensive attack.
"Instead of doing a lot of
one-touch passing in the top
third (of thefield), we should
shoot more," Woodward said.
Head coach Keith Tucker
echoed Woodward's sentiment.
"We have to control the ball
and penetrate, and then put it

away, and that's what we're
lacking . . . it should have been
a 4-2 game," Tucker said.
The Bison also missed the
talent of freshman forward
Jason Gross for much of the
game due to Gross' unfamiliarity with the playing surface.
"I can do 90 minutes on
grass but not on turf," Gross
explained.
The Bison soccer team will
travel to face the University of
Delaware next Saturday.

Last Friday the Lady
Bison volleyball team took a
s hort trip to An napolis,
Maryland to face the U.S.
Naval Academy. Although
the Lady Bison were com ing
fresh off a defeat of
Maryland-Eastern Shore (31), the match versus the
Naval Academy figured to be
a tough one, especially on
the road. As always, the Lady
Bison put up a good fight,
but fell 3-0 droppi ng their
reco rd to 3-12 overall.
The first game set the
tone as the Lady Bison fell
behind early and never
caught up with the Naval
Academy. Eventually the
first game ended 30-16 and
things didn't get any easier
for the Lady Bison. The veteran-heavy Naval Academy
begin rolling along as they
also captured the secon d

game 30-12 behind the outstand ing p lay of Ashley
VanH artesvelt and Erica
McEl roy. The Lady Bison
attempted to get back into
the match during the third
game, but once again the
Naval Academy stayed afloat
and eventually captured the
third and final game 30-17.
VanHartesvelt led the Naval
Academy with 10 kills and
Erica McElroy added 7 kills .
Also, Jessica VanNorman
chipped in with 22 assists.
The win 'took the US Naval
Academy to 7-6 on the year.
Despite the loss, the
Lady Bison continue to
sharpen their game as they
prepare for upcoming matches against conference tough
opponents. Sophomore setter Brittany Williams continued her excellent play as she
led the Bison with 15 assists.
Also, sophomore hitter
Crystal Amedee had 7 kills
while freshman outside hitter Mercedes Posey posted 7

kills to go with 9 digs.
The Lady Bison are
improving with every game,
wh ich is important to a team
that has more freshman and
sophomores (8) than upper•
classmen (5) and crucial
injuries that have sidel ined
veteran outside hitters Dawn
Thomas
and
Markezia
Jennings. The potential is
sky high for the team especia lly considering the stellar
play of young players like
Posey (89 kills, 98 digs on
the season) and Amedee (84
kills). Challenging games
agai nst
non-conference
opponents will definitely get
the Lady Bison ready for
those vital conference opponents and give the younger
players more expe rience.
Nine games remain against
conference foes, i ncl uding
tonight's contest versus
Delaware State University at
home.

Womens Soccer Nets First
Win of the Season
By Stephanie Holland

Contributing Writer
The Lady Booters spli t
two games in the Holiday Inn
Express Tournament this
weekend in Stony Brook, NY.
The team opened the weekend
with an extremely physical
match versus Army on Friday,
with Army's athletic ability
dictating the pace early as
they finished the half with a 50 lead.
Captain Erinn Garner
believed the Bison had,
"chemistry
problems"
throughout the first half.
"Three [of Army's) shots were
unstoppable goals, but the
other four were defensive
breakdowns,• Garner said.
Assistant coach
Cecily Powell stressed the
importance of individual
marking at half time. "When
you coach at a military academy, you are able work mainly
on technical ability and formations during practices; fitness is not an issue," Powell
said. Howard's coaching staff
also made a slight formation
change, which showed an
obvious difference in the second half.
Freshman goalkeeper

Lindsay Walton was under
extreme pressure throughout
the game. Despite the score,
she was able to make eight
saves against the Army's constant pressure.
Freshman
Samantha Romantini stepped
up on defense and made many
key contributions with her
aggressive play for the Bison.
The Bison started the second half much more physically. "We finally started playing
with some heart,• sen ior midfielder Jocelyn Fischer said.
Along
with
Romantini,
defenders Karisma Horne,
Kamilah Bywaters, Erica
Jackson and Dayna West were
able to maintain their ground,
allowing only two goals to
Army's never-ending attack.
Unfortunately, the Bison for•
wards were unsuccessful in
their attempts to score.
Although the 7-0 loss was
a physical and emotional
defeat for the Bison, sophomore midfielder Sakira Cook
believed that they were able to
"leave the loss on the field and
get focused for the game to
come."

The Bison did not hang
their heads after the loss, opt·
ing instead to scout their next
opponent Iona's strengths

thehilltop@hotmail.com

Contact Elena and
Aisha to write for
Sports

(202) 806-6866
File Photo
Freshma n MF Michell e Williston knocked In the final goal of
the game to seal the team's first victory of the season.
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and weaknesses in preparation for their next match.
"Team morale was up for
the second game," Cook said.
With Saturday off, the Bison
were able to rest and reflect
on past games of the season.
Sunday against Iona, the
Bison set the pace when Cook
scored in the first five minutes
of the game. Sophomore forward Reneika Bean made an
impressive run, taking on a
few defenders before striking
a shot. Iona's goalkeeper was
able to deflect the shot, however, Cook was able to collect
the rebound and hit the back
of the net.
Minutes later, junior
defender Karisma Horne
made an exciting overlapping
run from the defe nsive position to net a goal for the Bison
at the 11-minute mark. On the
next drive, Dayna West made
a lofty cross to Bean, who was
able to collect and take a hard
shot on the goal to give the
Bison a 3-0 lead only 15 minutes into the game.
The Bison may have
begun celebrating too early, as
Iona's Stephanie Belisio and
Shannon Nilan, were also able
to score later in the first half.
Head coach Michelle Street
advised her squad to keep up
the intensity and instructed
them to remain more compact
in the midfield.
Day remained tenacious
on the attack, and was able to
score off an Iona turnover in
the box. Day's score lifted the
team at the 67th minute mark
however, Mary O'Rourke nar•
rowed the gap by netting
another Iona goal bringing
the score to 4-3.
Despite O'Rourke's tally ,
the Lady Booters refused to
give up a last minute victory
to Iona's persistent squad.
Howard freshman midfielder
Michelle Williston made a
swift lateral run onto a pass
from Vicky McLean to seal the
5-3 victory in the 80th
minute.
The Bison left the tourna•
ment with a 1-6 record and
will host Mt. St. Mary's this
Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. in
Greene Stadium. The Bison
ran off a 4-0 win over Mount
St. Mary's last season.
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Don't Be

a

By Alysha C.Obb
Life & Style Editor

HL\TER
There are still people
who think it's okay to take
their aggression out on
someone simply because
they're different from them.
They have a different color
skin, religion or lifestyle that
"offends" some person or
group, so they take matters
into their own hands.
Someone takes on the
idea that they are the ultimate authority on right and
wrong and then starts dishing out punishment as they
see fit. They decide what's
okay and what isn't, and
everyone else has to adhere
to their rules or suffer the
consequences.
There's a word for that:
prejudice.
Our campus had an
example of this kind of thinking recently. Without getting
into the details, it would suffice to say that a student
being outnumbered, beaten,
and called outside of his
name was not one of our
shining moments.
It's said that the slurs
used during the altercation
related to the student's sexual orientation. Obviously,
fighting is not something you
expect from a Howard scholar, but name calling? This
sounds like an elementary
school playground, not the
Mecca.
We're trying to develop
leaders for America and the
global community. Come
into the 21st century and
work with us. Do you schedule a fight before or after
your Algebra class? On the
black progress chart, this
would rank right down there
with one of L'il Kim's awardwinning outfits.
If you ~~ant to pick a
fight, pick a fair fight.
Handle it person to person,
not two-, five-, or ten-to-one.
That' s how cowards handle
things and I don't think
Howard's admitting any of
those.
The point is, this university was founded because
there were people who felt
that no matter what color,
race or means, everyone
deserves the chance at higher
education.
Many people
came to Howard University
to get that chance. They
came for a place they would
not be judged because for
being different than the
majority. They didn't expect
hate to be a part of the university's curriculum. Is that
what your thousands of dollars pay for each year?
Let's take a few steps
back. Most of us weren't
born when lynching was a
daily occurrence, but a black
person could be bung from a
tree in public view and no
one so much as shook their
head. Black people were
hung just because white people hated us and felt they had
the right to do what they
pleased.
By definition, hate
crimes are motivated by an
opposition to a person's origin, religion, sexual orientation, color, etc. In reality,
hate crimes are motivated by
fear or ignorance. People
are ,•ery often uninformed
about the very thing they
hate so much.
The Ku Klux Klan as a
group historically bates anyone who isn't, in a nutshell,
Christian and 100% white.
One report stated that they

See HATER page 85
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HBCU Black Author Tour Comes to the Mecca

2002

How often have you heard it
stated that African Americans do
not read? Well tJlis asswnption
has finally recognized for what it
is - a myth - as America has
been taken by stom1 by the smge
in African American readership.
With the popularity of Oprah's
Book Club, clubs sponsored by
black bookstores, and even book
signings on college campuses,
not only are people joining book

clubs in record numbers, but also Group, a full service event planbooks are flying off the shelf.
ning and marketing group,
Even politicians got in on the BAOT was designed to spread
act with Chicago's Mayor the joy of reading to the black
Richard Daley asking tJiat community by sponsoring events
Chicago residents read Harper that combine motivation, educaLee's, "To Kill a Mockingbird" tion, and entertainment. The
and form discussion groups. tour targeted to avid readers as
Because of the new breed of well as aspiring readers and peoAfrican-American writers, more ple who were just interested in
books are being written by us for learn ing about their favorite
u
s
autJ1ors and celebrities.
With this in mind, "Black
With a special interest in
Authors on Tour• was born. TI1e readership among college stubrain child of The Trimani dents, this year's tour is set to
over the campuses of the major
HBCU's in the nation. The tour
kicked off with Hip-Hop mogul
Russell Simmons, author of Life
and Def: Sex, Drugs, Money, +
God, at Norfolk State University
before making its way here to
Howard University.
Jo a roundtable discussion
set in Cramtoo Auditorium
Howard was graced with the
presence of actor/poet/hip-hop
entertainer Mos Def, and tJ1e wit
of best selling autJ1ors Karen
Quiones Miller, Kimberla
Lawson Roby, Mister Mann
Frisby,
and
Dr.
Tiy-E

Muhammed.

Photo by Akeya Dickson
Libe rty, a Howard graduate,, was one of the authors who
came to the HBCU Black Author Tour Friday.

In a conversation that was
just as raw as it was real, the
authors and their intimate audience seemed to mesh as they
conversed about relationships,
life, and literacy on college campuses.
Howard Alumnus,

Photo Counesy of HBCU Bbc~ Author four
Hip hop artist Mos Def participated In the HBCU Black
Author Tour Friday in Cramton Auditorium.

Liberty, was also among the What They Don't Tell and pronotable authors who graced the fessor of Human Sexuality at
can1pus with their words and Clark Atlanta University, has set
inspiration. "It's good to be back off in a one man storm to defy
at home," said Liberty of her the myth that has underestimatreturn to Howard, to which she ed to intelligence of the black
fondly refers toas "boot camp for community. Known as the Love
life•. "My novel New Moon is Doctor in Atlanta, his current
definitely relative to college age place of residence, Mul1ammad's
students and I would love for my novel Secrets Men Keep is writoutlet to that age group to be ten just for the fellas - although
through Howard." Liberty's book he does suggest that the ladies
features a collection of poems pick up a copy too. "The book is
that explore matters of the heart, written to help explain to men
coming of age, and social strug- why we do what we do." said
gles of young adults.
Dr. Tiy-E Muhammad,
See AUTHOR page 85
author of Secrets Men Keep:

A Fantastic Voyage: India's Sophomore Album Write f 0
By Alysha Cobb
Life & Style Editor
When is the last time you
encountered an artist not distracted by the pressures of
celebrity, obsessed by brand of
their clothes, or who seems to
naturally gravitate towards her
fans? INDIA.ARIE definitely
stands out among the rest,
especially in an industry
swamped in materialism and
record sales. Since the release
of her first album on Motown,
Acoustic Soul, India.Arie has
combined rich melodies, with
soothing vocals, and moving
lyrics to deliver a powerful
message.
Beating the industry's
sophomore curse, India.Arie
has come back with yet another
dynamic album full of heartfelt
songs. Voyage to India is a
guaranteed spiritual journey
bubbling with fresh inspiration. Fans are bound to identify
with one or more of the many

voices in her music.
Voyage to India catches the
artist in the middle of a transition and through it all listeners
cannot help but to be 1110,•ed by
her words. India.Arie has an
unparalleled gift for articulating the way we are all effected
by love and relationships, on a
spiritual and emotional level.
Her g"ntlc inspiration can be
immediately felt in the first single "Little Things", a song that
will definitely leave you reminiscing about the small things
we may be forgetting to appreciate.
Seemingly wise beyond her
years, India.Arie breaks down
the importance of patience and
the need to give, receive, and
respect it in "Talk to Her• and
"Get it Together". Shying away
from tricJ..-y lyrics and complex
messages, these tracks flow like
everyday conversation or
words spoken from one lovedone to another.
In "Slow Down", whose

lyrics remind you that the race
is not given to the swift, the
album offers a unique combination of folk music, a little

India.Arie has recently
released her sophomore
album 'Voyage to India"
pop, and a lot of soul.
India.Arie also dabbles in this
fusion of musical genres in
"Headed in
the
Right
Direction•, song capable of taking you on its own journey
through the unique blend of

lyrics, and the placement of
soft but constant beats in the
background.
"Beautiful
Surprise" lulls listeners into a
dream like state through
India.Arie's uncomplicated but
rich vocals, a sharp contrast to
the rich and irresistible
melodies in "The Truth" and
'"Interested".
Tl1roughout the duration
of the album, fans a trailed
from track to track by a strong
sense of self-discovery gently
pushed along by the artist's
uncanny ability to talk through
her words with unguarded
emotions. At any point on the
album, it is obvious India.Arie
is more about speaking to the
inner voice of au intimate audience (in this case her many
fans) by using her own.
Voyage to India also exemplifies India.Arie's closeness to
heard band members, as the
tracks on this album exemplify
the cozy relationship between
words and instruments.

Life and
Style.
Contact
Alysha
at
(202)806
-6866.

VIP: Edward "Steel" Rush of Third Power Futness Dominate Fashion Dominates The Area
By Jennifer L. Williams
Contributing Writer
Weight gain. The two
words that can strike fear into
any college student. With the
erratic schedules that college
students have, our diets are
primarily made up of fried and
fatty foods, and we consequently began to pack on
pounds.
What is a student to do?
Exercise is an obvious answer,
but many gyms in the area
have such a sterile appearance,
it is easy to bore quickly and
lose sight of your weight loss
goal. Enter Third Power
Fitness, a fitness center ahead
of
its
time.
Th ird Power is unlike any
other gym experience.
To begin, members, upon
entering, are greeted by bright
sunset - yellow walls, African
sculptures, larger than life
African paintings, and exotic
furniture. The music selection

at Third Power is also worth
noting: one working out can
hear anything from Brazilian
to Arabic to Trance to Funk,
which allows for a pleasing
auditory experience.
Third Power Fitness is the
brainchild of Edward "Steel"
Rush, a Howard Law alum.
Steel, who has worked out for a
numher of years, was growing
weary of the traditional gym,
and became inspired to create
his own fitness center.
"I wanted a gym that
reflected
us
[AfricanAmericans] and that wasn't in
existence," said Steel. "I wanted my gym to look funky and
sheik on a physical level, not
like
a
typical
gym."
However, Third Power is more
than just unique appearance.
Along wi th the traditional
treadmills
and elliptical
machines, the gym boasts an
18 square ft. boxing ring, as
well as an Olympic lifting platform and a Power Runner.
Third Power also has a

diverse selection of classes,
from African drumming and
yoga to Tai Chi and Capoeira.
Steel prides himself on having
instructors who are authentic.
"I have instructors who
have trained in their given field
of study for a number of years,•
said Steel. "All of the classes
have something that can be
applied to combat, so many of
the classes have self-defense
properties, as well."
Third Power Fitness is definitely a venue that breathes
new life into working out. Also,
as an incentive, Howard students get the opportunity to try
a class, or to work out with a
personal trainer for free,
through
the
27th
of
September.
Keep in mind that in order
to lose weight, one must put
forth initiative, and stick with
working out and maintaining
sound eating habits in order to
see results.
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Rhashecma Sweetin g
Hilltop Staff Writer
·11 is not the Gap, J.
Crew, or Banana Republic.
But for a little more money,
Dominate Fashion is worth
the extra buck and holds the
key to looking distinctly elegant.
Dominate Fashion has
been around since the
beginning of 1993. Over the
years,
the
store
manager/owner, Gary, has
observed the cons iderable
change of the Georgetown
area. "The area is more
upscale, compared to five or
six years ago.''
A quick observation of
the area yields well-dressed,
fashion-conscious individuals, upscale stores, boutiques, and restaurants, and
the omnipresence of highpriced elite luxury vehicles.

Dominate Fashion is
distinguished from other
stores in the area by its
exclusive collection. "We
carry better merchandise,
more letter products, and all
major brands."
In order to stay abreast
of the fashion trends, Gary
attends shows four times a
year in New York, two times
in Las Vegas, and overseas.
Dominate
Fash ion
receives shipments weekly,
sometimes even daily. Every
week, there is guaranteed to
be something new.
Dominate carries a vast
array of suits for men,
shoes, particularly Fratelli
shoes and Steeple Gate
boots, Armani Exchange
and Dolce & Gabbana belts,
and all types and brands of
jackets, including leather,
wool, fur, and athletic

See FASHION page 85
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. •· Understand.what it takes to achieve a successful career within
a major corporation .....
• Gain knowledge about the skills, training and education
required in the Information Systems field ...
If you're interested in achieving, visualizing the pos~ibilities and
exploring the opportunities - in any field -- this session is for you •.•
.

F_
ind out more dur.il'.lg an upcoming:
''Careers in Information Systems Lecture Series''
.

Featuring Guest Speaker:

·w. Roy Dunbar
Vice President and Chief Information -Officer,
Eli Lilly and Company
Wednesday, October 2, 2002
4:00 to 5:00 p.m.
School of Business (Room 322)

•

A reception will immediately follow the lecture
Sponsored by Eli Lilly and Company
and

Howard University School of Business
Department of Information Systems and Analysis
,

All Majors Welcome

I

For more information, call 202-806-1510
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Muhammad. "Some traditions
have been imbedded in us since
day one, but that does not make
it right." Secrets Men Keep tackles evety issue from does size
matter, to friendship to the old
myth "get as much as you can
before you settle down".
BAOT also derailed the
assumption that any "good"
black novel must have a plot
intertwined with sex and infidelity. Mjster Mann Frisby tackled a genre normally reserved for
white authors when he wrote his
debut novel Blinking Red Lights,
a murder mystety set in Philly. "
I didn't want to distract readers
with characters swamped by sex,
because that was not the focus of

HATER from page B3
have an average IQ of less than
90. How much do you think
they know about you?
Authorities point out that
hate crimes are never committed on a level playing field.
They usually aren't one-on-one
confrontations, or are commit-

the plot," said Frisby. " So I
chose to have two male characters instead of the traditional
male and female roles, and
although they deal with relationships, it does not take over the
stoty."
While the college portion of
the tour ends on October 8th,
BAOT will continue its t~ek
across the nation spreading
black love and knowledge to all
those who are willing to listen.
So, the next time your in a bookstore do not limit your buying
selection to Source, Honey, and
Vibe - support your black
authors and help break down the
myths surrounding the black
community.

FASHION from page B3
styles. Dominate specializes
in men's suits varying in
style, including upscale
designers such as Stacy
Adams and Falcone.
But for the females,
Dominate boasts new shipments of women's coats often
and regularly. Just recently,
they began carrying Baby
Phat, the elegant designer
label of Kimora Lee Simons,
husband of Russell Simmons
(Pbat Farm, Def Jam), worn
by Alicia Keys, Ashanti, and
Britney Spears.
Ever since, the product
bas been a bot seller.
"We have very good Baby
Phat prices and quality.•

ted in situations where there's Why they hate us doesn't matsome advantage to the perpe- ter as much as the fact that they
trator so he can have the upper killed because they hate us, and
hand. Why? Because they no one is better off for it. The
might not be able to win if terrorist attacks of last year
things were even. Hey, if the were the worst hate crimes ever
deer had a gun, who would still seen in this country's histoty.
want to hunt?
Advantage: we never saw it
Last year, thousands of comjng.
people in America perished
After September 11, crimes
because someone hates us. against people of the Muslim

Additionally, the styles carried by the store arc exclusive and not found in other
stores, setting Dominate
ahead of other carriers.
This fall, the most prominent colors seem to be
shades of light and dark
brown, navy blue, and black.
Dominate carries attractive
and sexy styles for both genders. From the simple yet
elegant navy blue peacoat, to
the sandy brown colored
lambskin demi adorned with
fur trimmings, and the long
sleek black cow skin jncket,
one is definitely modeling
high class taste and style,
guaranteed to turn a few
heads.
Dominate's distinctive

faith increased across the country, even though less than
twenty people were responsible
for the terrorist attacks.
Innocent people were unable to
attend prayer services because
their mosques had been vandaHzed, they had been jeered
and threatened, and they
feared for their safety.
I feel the incident on cam-

collection is also comprised February and August. With
of brands including Nicole remarkable deals on odds
Miller, Coogi, Davoucci, and ends styles and sizes,
Timberland, Phat Farm, Sean one is bound to find a hot
John,
Guess,
Avirex, bargain.
Kenneth Cole, and Nine
Dominate has dominated
West.
the area for 10 years and conThe popular and unique tinues to provide pleasantly
fashions attract a diverse welcoming
professional
melange of people of various assistance from a close-knit,
races and ages. Customers family-oriented staff includthat frequent the store are ing Wondy, Fre, and De.
mainly between the ages of
Bottom-line: The store
20-40 years old, particularly boasts distinctive styles with
25-35 year old males with an the best labels.
average spending of $300
Dominate Fashion is
per visit. The store is usually located at 1344 Wisconsin
"
busiest between the daily Avenue, near the Georgeto~p
hours of 4 and 7pm.
Inn, amidst the1 heart of
Dominate Fashion bolds Georgetown.
spectacular sales twice a year
' .
at the end of the seasons,

.

pus was an isolated mistake. I
think if we remembered that
person is someone's son, broth•
er and friend, things would
have been different. We all
make mjstakes and hopefully
learn from them.
I applaud the person who
came to the student's aid.
Strength in the face of adversity
is a tough thing to have, but we

learned it from the best.
(Thank you, Martin.) Howard
University's students are the
best and brightest young
African-Americans and will
make great strides in the
future. I hope this event will
tum out to be a bump in the
road to higher learning.

Sq1V<D'Y.f4_.<B<R,O.Jl<D cr'CXD.Jlcr7 ! ! ! !
'1.'HE RALPH BUNCHE INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
CENTER AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY IS OFFERING A
WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENTS TO
STUDY ABROAD.
*******DEADLINE DATE: OCTOBER 1, 2002

• SOPHOMORE OR ~NIOR STANDING A T
TIME OF APPLICATION
• 3.0 CUMULATIVE G.P.A

LOC.Jl'I'IO:N:
RALPH BUNCHE INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
CENTER
2218 6TH STREET, NW
SECOND FLOOR
ATTN: MSo BETTY AIKENS, DIRECTOR
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A Shared Family Joke?
In
Sunday's
Chapel arc not that serious and are University should be especially
address, Jesse Jackson, Sr. truly funny-or even real.
cognizant of their own use of
posited that the AfricanHowever, we agree with these terms and jokes. Many
American community has yet to Jesse Jackson and believe that times Howard students arc
draw a line between what if there has to be a line between looked to set the standard in
funny and what is sacred. what we allow each other to dealing with large black social
Sadly, Jackson was right.
joke about. This line shouldn't issues. If we are to partake in
With specific refer- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - this kind of
ence to the movie
"humor• then
Barbershop, Jackson cited
OUR VIEW
we are telling so
the movie as relating to
many
others
Martin Luther King, Jr. as
that it is accept"whore" and Rosa Parks as
Howard students need to take a
able.
having a "lazy fat ass."
s tand and help draw a line
There is a
Jackson also drew an between w ha t is fun ny and w hat is
analogy
that
interesting
contrast
not.
people
combetween
Michael
monly use. "You
Jackson's inability to use - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - may joke about
the word "kike" in a song
your
family
and a Schwarzenegger film be drawn simply because the members, but if someone else
being edited because of its subject matter isn't funny, it does there may be a problem."
depiction of the Twin Towers. should also be closed as to not
The problem is not that we
With these two examples, allow others to joke about it.
have a joke "in the family." It's
Jackson pointed out how there
Once we have publicly that we have joked about our
was a clear line as to what oth- shared our "inside" jokes, we family out loud, which makes it
ers were willing to make jokes open the floodgates for all to fair game for all.
about and what is not funny.
join in on the "fun."
If we don't want others to
Black humor has even been
Other jokes about slavery share in on our jokes, we have
studied and some conclusions and the Civil Rights Movement to draw the line between what
suggest that African-Americans are not only unnecessary, they we will accept as simply a joke
shield themselves and create a steal away from the importance and what we won't allow to be
much-needed thick sJ..'in by jok- of the struggle that our people joked about.
ing about sensitive subjects.
have worked so hard to overIt is time that Howard stuMany African-Americans come.
dents take a stand and help
would even claim that the jokes
Students
at
Howard draw the line.

Advisors Please!
This school year began the less experienced of the three advisors. What is
with students in the School two new advisors, many stu- School of Communications
of Communications worried dents were wi II ing to work doing to ensure efficient
about their academic advis- with Andrews in order to get academic advising for its
ing. After the only two their schedules in order and sn1dents?
counselors in the School of continue with their year.
The students of the
Communications resigned
It is now the fourth week School of Communications
th is summer, two new advi- of classes and Michael cannot wait while the Office
sors were placed into the Andrews has resigned. The of the Dean scrounges
educationa l advisory center over 900 students in the around to find more acawith questionable expertise School of Communications demic advisors. The adviand training.
sors in previous years
As the school year
could comfort the stuhas progressed, students with their experiOUR V IE\.V
dents were becoming
ence and depth of
comfortable
with
knowledge about the
The School of
Academic
Advisor
school. However, one
Co1111111111icatio11s has to make
Michael
Andrews.
finding a new advisor a top prior- new advisor with no
Andrews joined the
previous knowledge of
ity.
Students
ca1111ot
s1tfler
due
to
School
of
advising in the School
personnel complicatio11s.
Communications the
of Communications is
day before registration
not comforting to stuwith no prior college
dents, especially those
counseling experience. In an are stuck with one coun- trying to graduate.
interview with The Hilltop selor.
Finding a new counselor
at the beginning of the year,
The main concern is has to be a number one priAndrews cited some fnistra- how long Carolyn Cramer ority for the Dean's office.
tion over the lack of training wi ll be in charge of advising So far, no one from the
he received before arriving all the students in the School Office of the Dean has had
as well as the poor commu- of Communications alone.
any comments as to how
nication between severa l
In the past few months, they plan on reso lving this
University offices.
the
School
of maJor issue.
Although Andrews was Communications has lost

Another McCarthy Scare
In our post 9/11 haste to times of great anger, despair undoubtedly affected by the
identify terrorists, law enforce- and unrest.
attacks. How on earth are any
ment authorities have been
The result is the creation of of these suspects supposed to
quick to hold anyone suspected a minority group now more be fairly tried with a "jury of
of any Al-Qaeda affairs. despised
than
African- their peers?"
Congress has e,,en given fedcr- Americans. We know what it
Just like Black rt1en and
al Jaw agencies more power to feels like to be watched, fol- women who faced all-white
infringe upon those rights that lowed, beaten and arrested juries, these men allegedly
most Americans hold so close- without any warning, "hard connected with Al-Qaeda face
ly. One of these rights is being evidence,• or reasons at all.
the same fate of being "fairly"
"innocent until proven guilty.•
Now that another minority convicted by bias jurors.
Yemen Ramzi Binalshibb group has become the target of
In the 1950s, Congressman
is allegedly one of the
McCarthy decided to
most important Al-Qaeda
make up a story
figures arrested so far.
OUR VIEW
about certain offiReports from American
cia\s'
association
authorities suggest that
Alleged members ofAlwith communism. In
Binalshibh has been Qaeda face unfair court system
a scare, also supportinvolved with Al-Qaeda in America. African-Americans
ed by Congress,
for quite some time.
McCarthy and the
Drafts of aircraft, flight sltould recognize tlte struggle of
s ub s eq u e n t
simulation CD-ROMS and America's "neo-Negroes."
McCarthyism creatother materials were in
ed one of the largest
Binalshibh's possession. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - legal
embarrassHowever, authorities are still federal officials, African- ments in American history.
looking for hard core evidence Americans need to be sure to
Now, almost a half a centuwhile the men are being held stand up for the rights of the ry later, America is on the
after an arrest in Buffaloe, NY. "nco-negroes" whose civil lib• witch hunt for terrorists. From
We, like most other erties are being violated.
false alarms in Florida cars to
Americans, are tired of waiting
It is impossible for any holding dozens of s uspects
around for the government to suspected Al-Qaeda member within hours of the 9/ 11
find our· attackers. No one to get a fair trial anywhere in attacks, Americans have lost
wants to go through years of America. There is no corner of all sense and sensibility as a
investigations to bring terror- America where an impartial result of fear. We are now facists to court. In the process, citizen is available for jury ing another embarrassment
however, we have decided to duty.
Any suspect would and break-down of our judicial
overlook some ,,a\ues which we immediately be subjected to system.
must hold at all times, even in the attitude of Americans

NI'\\' in it-. "'~lh y,.:ar, The lhlltop is publi.-,h~.J t!\ C'I') 1\1.L-sday and Friday h}· How,1rd Vnlwrsity ,tud\.•nN. With u rt· id~
ership of mol"\.· than ao,ooo, The HUlt<1p h. tht· lari;c;-st Blai:~ collcgi.ate ne\\<.;J)3l-"'l, •r in tht· ?l:1tion.
nieopinions e:cp1'(•~00 on thl' Editorial r.t~(• an• the \h:w~ or·J11c Hilltop f.ditonal Boat'U .md do nol tlirecth rdl1,.'t"1
tbe 01>inio11 of Howanl l'niv.:rsity. it~ :\dmini~tration. iudh itlttal Poli.:) 80.1rJ mtmbcrs or thl' ,tudcnt body
·
The opiniCln'> cxpn.~<:cd on the Pcn.pt"<.t:v1..-s l'age me- lhosc of the J11thol"!i und do no! rcprcsl'nt the -. it\\S of th1,.•
JltDtop Policy Board
ibe HRJtopenrour~ it~ l"t';'lders to ,hare- lhit•roJ,ioio11s"1th t'1.c nc·wsr per tlu-ou~h t th•~ to The F.ditor. All leters
abobld tnclude a compl1,.•l · uJ<l~ ind tcl~phonc nmnbcr
P1eut ~nd k1t1,.•rs ti): The Hilitop. 25 Sherman A\e. !'i\\'. \\ hiuxton, nc .:0001. The Hilltop can nlso be re ch,~
,ia <"mlil at Thcffi1ltop@'Hotm.1il.com. Th(' offin.. phone nt1ml)C_•r b (202)8C>6-b86().
The Hilltop r\'SCl"Ws the right to t.-dit lctt1•r.1 for sp;tCt., and gr-Jm,1tic.1I erron.. All letter, mu.;t be submitted.\ ,,1,.•1•k
prior to publk.ation.
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Can't Knock the
Hustle

Check
Your
Insecurities

EDITOR'S COLUMN

-

Genia A . W right

•

COLUMN
Brandon A. Miller
There arc many skills
taught at Howard to become
not only successful in the
classroom, but outside of it
as weU. Some of these skills
include time management,
communication and punctuality. There is one trait that is
almost a necessity but isn't
taught in any classroom.
Unlcss your family possesses an ignorant amount of
money, it's almost a must to
be a hustler to make it on .
campus.
Don't get it twisted. The
connotation of a hustler is
always negative, but it can be
positive. Hustling isn't all
about peddling an illegal substance. It invoh•es noticing
an opportunity and utilizing
the necessary skills to thrust
yourself into a position to
capitalize. Llke Nino Brown
said, it's the American way.
There is already an abundance of hustlers on campus
you encounter everyday
without realizing it. One may
be a friend or classmate who
hawks phone cards, books,
food, or anything else they
can get their hands on.
Another could be a
prominent student leader
who smooth talked his way
into office.
Even some professors
are hustlers, requiring you to
purchase their book for class.
In no way am I ostracizing
this practice. If ru1ything I am
an advocate as well as a practitioner of this train of
thought.
Being a hustler requires
certain characteristics, some
are born with them while
others adapt and acquire
them along the way.
One of t11e biggest components of being a hustler is
communication. Until you
reach position of power, as a
hustler you will have to communicate with the public on a
daily basis. Your mouthpiece-or way you commw1icate-can determine just how
successful of a hustler you
will be.
Planning and organization is important also.
Predicting a trend and being
a step ahead of the competition can make or break a hustler. To be on time is to be
late, while being early is to be
on time.
When backed into a corner, you must come out
swinging. If college students
have the initiative and creativity to hustle in order to
better their way of life, when
they enter tl1e professional
world theill use the same
skills to breeze through the
corporate system.
Hustle to satisfy your
needs now, but also look
towards the future. Braid
those heads, destroy those
Howard I-shirts and call it
fashion, turn all those
queries about getting a ride
to the airport into a "shuttle
service", but also hustle to
get that internship, job or get
funding to start your own
business. Hustling isn't such
a bad concept if you use the
energy towards something
positive. I'm grindin' jack..
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For All 1hose "Who Have Something to Say
This year, the F.ditorials &
Perspectives page has had
strong stances and opinions on
numerous issues.
Editorials and perspectives
such as the "A Member of the
Band Speaks," "You Don't
Need A White Woman," "It Is
Never That Serious,'" "If You
Don't Like Your Job ... Leave It. and
"General
Assembly
Members Are Out of Control,"
have all sparked some controversy. Ne(•dlcss to say. the
readers who most offended arc
to whom the editorials/perspectives directly apply.
Every
day.
someone
approaches a member of the
Editorial Board or myself in
regards to our Editorials &
Perspectives. Members of the
University community who are
strong!) against some of our
views
have
privately
approached me as well as other
members of the staff.
So, with that said. I wanted
lo explain a couple of tl1ings to
our readers.
Editorials, found on the
Editorials page, arc the collcc-

tive Yiews of the Editorial
Board. Editorial Board meetings are closed meetings with
all section editors and myself
as the Chairman of the
Editorial Board.
These meetings are for The
Hilltop to take a stance on a
particular issue. The collecfo,e
stance on issues are decided
and written as the voice of the
Editorial Board. However, no
editorial necessarily r<>presents
any individual ed.itor·s view.
Perspectives and letters to
the editor are g('nerated from
general submissions. Any
member of the University community and abroad is able to
write perspectives and letters
to tl1e editor on any topic the
writer so chooses. These pieces
are chosen through no special
pro,·ess other than what would
be most relevant to the readers.
Pieces are mostly edited for
space and grammatical errors
unless some content can't be
verified or is t·onsidered inap•
propriatc. Perspectives and letters to the editor only represent
the author and not The Hilltop

Editorial Board.
staff.
Although we welcom(' any
Const'qucntly. I am now
l'nd all feedback r<>garding The unavailable for private comHilltop, personal approaches ments
about
anyone's
to staff members are inappro- view/opinion they don"t want
priate. The Hilltop is set up like to publish. If you see me, or
any other newspaper, and like any of the editors, don't pull us
other newspapers, you have a aside to share your disagreevenue to express your views ment. Don't make bold and
and opinions on any subject boisterous comments if you
111attcr.
aren't willing to speak on it in a
Tiw Hilltop staff constantly larger arena.
receives oral comments but
Now don't get me wrong.
rarely anything
written. We love to hear what people
Students, like in many other have to say about The HiJJtop,
areas, have become apathetic.
but it is not enough for just us
The
Editorials
& to know what Joe Blow thinks
Perspectives pages are your about the "Alpha Political
pages. Use them. It serves no Machine· or "Why Arc We
purpose when you make per- Marching?" if you don"t want to
sonal oral comments to editors share it with your other colbut "don·t care enough" to let leagues.
your opinion be knom1 with all
In short. please use the
readers.
Editorials & Pcrspcdi\'CS s('(!•
While some readers want tion as your s<)Ction. You Jre
to personally comment. no one free to speak on your issues on
wants to voice their opinion a grand scale. We, and more
where it counts. If we (The importantly. the readers want
Hilltop] are writing for a circu- to hear what you haYe to say.
lation of more than 10,000, Let us know what you think in
your opinion should be voiced writing.
to the readers as well as our

Open Up Oh Feminine Mind
MARCUS BIRD
" To be or not to be, t11at is
the question, whether tis
nobler in the mind to suffer the
slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, or by opposing
end them." T hat line ladies and
gents, was taken from Hamlet,
a classic Shakespearean play
about love.
Often we ask ourselves,
what is to be or ... not. In some
cases, what is absolutely never
meant to be. I mean, how often
have I gracefully approached a
young woman, filled with sweet
words, and calm gentle mannerisms, nice cologne wafting
through the twilight breeze,
only to face scathing retribution and the occasional insult?
Yes comrades, it is rejection. The worst line I ever got
so far was: " There are good
people in the world, I hope you
meet one of tl1em."
Talk about dropping and
anvil on my little toe! It's not so
one-sided like you see on TV.
Ifs like things that girls do are
kept in secret meeting, where
dumb voice passwords and
hand signals are used to enter a

derelict cabin in the woods, impossible to stay cool in a rag, and know what he's about.
where groups of women excit- club. Like a hundred people
Face it; good manners,
edly discuss who they flopped bumping and grinding, all that (>OSture and diction are a thing
this week.
heat, and I still get to pull num- of the past. For girls to love us,
" ... And then when his bers!
we need to slur, walk droopily,
clothes were off, I told him I
If any of you have ever and fight when a guy speaks
didn't want to do it!"
sneaked a
look in a inadvertently about our mothMen also require sympathy Cosmopo l i t a n ers!
for the wrongs done to us. They magazine ... don't! It is filled
There is no need for inteltoo indulge in the ex1Temcs, with questionnaires about lectual conversation, just talk
orgies, sleeping with best men's sexual ability, weird about the 'hookup' drops the
friends, lust, raw desire, and grad ing systems, and dare I say number on tl1e ceU phone with
unbridled sexual passion it...pictures of men! But then all the other 'bitches' and that's
(wait. .. that's almost like lust again, that's why it's called a it! What a simple formula.
.ISn't.1t.?) .
woman·s magazine.
I sometimes th ink it's a
I like the world, and I love
However, the mystery of form of mental control. When
the women in it, but it seems the woman is preceded only by you have person in a mental
like with each new woman, the need to perpetuate stereo- hospital, you drug them till
there is something pro- types she's heard of. An exam- they are droopy, they barely
grammed to affect your mind. ple of this, is me treating a girl talk straight, and are highly
Why is there inequality every- like she's the only thing in the volatile, yet highly lucid ... wait!
where? Then we have girls who world, and she lambastes me Epiphany!
are highly attractive.
for playing her, when I'm actuI think I've discovered the
To me, girls that are ally not. It's like seeing a really correlation between the need
pretty always seem to think asse1tive girl, and giving her for the thug and the mind.
everyone doesn't like them. room to be who she is, then be Control! Well, Maybe.
Even when they are walking scolded and dumped for being
No matter how many
and people are like " Hi, you too sensitive.
women say they hate it when
look so nice today! I love your
It is then Mr. Thug, with certain men grab their ass,
smile! Let's have sex!"
bad teeth, a funny walk and they'll probably get with him if
You'll always see guys ask- jeans hanging off the ass comes he buys her a bottle of merlot
ing one another if they are in! It is he who openly displays or a BMW. Are we really tl1at
sweating at a party; yep, gotta all his good and bad character- programmed?
look cool for the 'honeys'. istics all at once. The girls see
Speaking of cool, it's nigh tl1e walk, the bad teeth, the du-

The Hilltop

During a recent conversation with a friend of
mine, she expressed suspicions that her boyfriend
might be unfaithful. As I
switched to "these-menain't-no-good" discussion
mode, I began to inquire
about her man's infidelities. After about an hour of
conversation, it became
apparent to me that these
"suspicions" of disloyalty
were actually assumptions
based on her own insecurit ies.
What do I mean? Her
only rationale was: "Well, I
know he usually da tes girls
who are shorter and darker
t han me. Why would he go
from Keesha (fabricated
name) to me? I mean, he
must be cheating." In
other words, she doesn't
feel like she is good enough
for him and there is no way
he could actually care
about her.
Sadly enough, this scenario is not uncommon
amongst young women. In
t he event that we aren't the
"type" of girl our current
counterpart usually deals
with, we think he will be
unable to truly care for us.
Or, if we find any part of
ourselves to be inadequate
- thighs, nose, height, complexion, annual family
income, etc. - we use that
self-pronounced insufficiency as a reason for our
boyfriends to be dissatisfied.
Ladies, we have to stop
allowing ourselves to project personal insecurities
onto our relationships. We
cannot continue to doubt
our men because we doubt
ourselves. Too many times
we create or confirm suspicions based on our selfesteem issues. we·vc got
to change our attitude
from "it's just a matter of
time" to "innocent until
proven guilty.•
I told my friend that
her man truly cares about
her and she should not Jet
her imagination get the
best of her. Remember, I
told her, that relationships
arc 100% compromise, and
a mature guy won't waste
time looking for perfection. I also reminded her
that the guy in question
approached
her
two
months ago, not the other
way around.
Ladies, the best we can
do is our best. If you have
given your all in the relationship and it still ends
based on his unfulfilled
need, then he just isn't the
one for you and the
involvement needed to
end.
But, before you
return the box of his
belongings, don't forget to
remind him how far from
"Mr. Perfect" he is.
Don't allow a potent ially substant ial relationship to end because of
what you are afraid may
happen. As hard as it is to
believe, there is a man out
there who is willing to
accept your imperfections,
as much as you are willing
to accept his. The most
important thing is to recognize him when be comes
along.
If you're reading this,
(you know who you are),
call me.
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All HILLTOPICS
arc due, paid in full, the
Tuesday and Friday before 1-----------...------:::----:,------,
Personals
Nntbm.n'.I !Hlmr F/.lo:il.ell <Callli
publication date.
Announcements by
Jtff, Cary, Ktnrya, Jant, Vou
all are lbe bnt! Thanks for
campus organizations for
l.lJIDil'°11Jlr.r1( S ll:oID~OJWl,2
1howlng me a good lime! Nul
meetings, seminars or
tE.l~liD'IY•l'IJnl1t,, lF-i,anclt:i, ,m
rounds on mt! - Dertk
non1>1·ofit arc charged $5 for .n:1u, sill 11e~ l'iY.ti1n1tJUJll/',
the first 20 words and $ I for
'!>/2Sl@ '1J>ID, [BJ11cltibllJ'Jl
ToJe«W.
every additional five words.
l<Hl/lll,O
Remembtr what I said- U 2
Individuals advertising for
'(6 02} •6~1~3102
bavt the big put down-u Just
ltave to work w/ lhe duller.
the purpose of announcing a
Spring Break
-Dertkser vice, buying ot selling are- - - - - - - - - - cbarged as local companies
To Princess Avi, the RCG,
# I Spring Break Free Trips,
with a rate of $ 10 for first 20 Drinks/Meals Lowest Prices
Notorious K.l.M., G-Lo. TayPartiesw/MTV/Jerry Springer
words and $2 for every 5
Tay.
Featured w/MSNBC/Travel
words thereafter. Personal
Lets do it up this weekend!
Channel
ads a re $2 for the first 10
Better than ever!!
W. t got my "lens" on
words and $1 for every
www.1umplHhtouc,.com
you. No more wings.
additional 5 words.
1-800-426-7710
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Spring Break 2003 with STS
Americas# I Student Tour
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Aurellia-thanx for sitting
with mel

cotnpany and making me
feel special' Until next

tttt:tt'.,IVPIPIHhtoun.com

time..

J Thanx for keeping me

1-800426-7710

-Kee
Brakk without you this
be impossible!

1.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-4would
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==========~
Attention College of Arts
and Sciences Juniors and
Seniors and Other
Preprofessional Students!

Register for
The Sunulated. Full Leng1h
Medical College Admissions Test
(MCAT)
Saturday. November 2, 2002
9:00 a.111. - 5:00 p.m.
ALSO
The Center for Preprofcssional
Educ:i1ion "ill conduct the
Spring 2003
MCAT Preparation Course
(Princeton Review)
for Howard University
~tudent~
Contact the Preprofessional
Center located rn the Howard
Center, Suite 518. (202-2382363) for more infonnat,on.

Since 1944, MRI bas developed
practical solutions to challenges
brought forward by government
and industry. J\1Rl s diverse talcot expands scientific koo.,ledge
across the full spectrum of
research and devlopment.
Founded as an independent, notfor-agrigulturnl and food s:ifety,
and the environment.

.~

Associate Scientist- Masters
degree in Biological Sciences;
Bachelor s degree in Biological

sciences.
Staff Biologist- PhD, MS or BS in
Molecular Biology. microbiology.
biochemistry

on

CAfflPUJ'

>>

on

TH& ,l'TRE&:T

Thanks for being the
greatest staff a girl could
ask for.

LUARD SCHOLARSHIPS

THE ENGUSH-SPEAKlNG UNIO~ OF THE UNITED STATES

144E.m 39 SIBEET, NEwYoRK, NY 10016
The English-Speaking Union of the United States is pleased to announce the
competition for the 2003-2004 Luard Scholarships, which will enable students
attending United Negro College Fund schools or Howard or Hampton University
co spend a junior year at a university in the United Kingdom.

The awards will include: round trip transportation, tuition, room, board, books
and related necessary expenses for the academic year.
0
0

0

The competition is open to students of all majors who are t.:.S. citizens
and will have completed their sophomore year by August 2003.
Candidates must excel academically, and possess a good knowledge of
African-American history.
In addition, they must feel confident that they'll be able to adjust to li,ing
and studying abroad.

Finalists will be asked to come to New York City for a personal interview with the
Luard Scholarship Committee, at the expense of The English-Speaking Union.

Love ya,
EIC

For furtbtr information and application forms,
please contact the college offidal listed belC1W.

APPLICATIONS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM:
Dana, Have a safe trip.

As,istant Bioloj:ist- Bachelors in
Molecular Biology, microbiology,
biochemistry or a closely related
field with experiencing a laboratory setting.

>>

Administered by:

115, BETTY J. ATIEIIS, DD.ECTOR STUDY AJlOAD

Career Opportunities:
Assistant Chemist- B.S. in
Chemistry

P1◄ onc:

~ J UNIOR YEARA:f A BRITISH UNIVERSITY

Amanda. Shannon, Shay, Jan.
Kim, and Dushawn- thanx for
being great friends. I know I
don't kick ii often. but I love ya'II
-Kee

Attention Spring Breakers
Travel Free 2003 F ree trips,
drinks & meals Party w/ MTV
Homst Destination~ Most
Reliable

Help Wanted

o n THC

To all Campus sources

thanks for corporating with
Sell Trips earn c;ish Travel Free my writers.
Information/Reservations
Writers keep up the Good
1-800•648-4849 or
work.
_ _ _w_"_
·"_
'.s_ts_tr_a_ve_1._co_n_,_ _-1Cheers Kerry-Ann H.
# I Spring Break vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Florida.
$ Padre. 110% Best Prices!
Book Now & get Free Parties &
Meals!
group Discounts. Now Hiring
Campus Reps!
l-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

>>

RALl'B J. BUNCHE Illl'EiliAIIOJW. AFFAIRS CEIII'£ll

Lauren

2oc1

The Return of the Smut
Peddler...Ladies night
coming this Friday
sponsored by Dark &
Ugly.. .Jonnie Toxic...
Count Poundula... Sir
Pounds-Alot more info call
(202)320-1665

nooit

COMPLETED APPLICATIONS l\fUST BE RETURNED BY:
NOVOOER 11, 2002

: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . - - . -- . . . - . . - . - . - -

Dean's Office for Student Life and Activities

Apply online@
\\ ww.mriresearch.org

Presents
For Sale

Financial Officers Workshop

J o~ef,
You arc so sexy, I

love your

braces. Smile for me one
more time.

Your secret admirer

Have yon seen our Friday
managing editor?

Special offer starting@ S25 &
Up
Get that Job or Internship.
Knowing whut to say makes all
the Difference. Let our
Professionals help.
Call today for a F ree
Consultation (202) 297-4490
The Copy"riters Group

•

5'4", glasses,
supposedly from L.A.
If so,
please call
202-806-6866
~

Ii 'Mc: ? OR DON'T

YOU NEED TO PLACE
A HJLLTOPIC?
EMAIL US@
hllltopbuslness@
hotmall.com

B8

Term Paper Assistance
Writing /Editing+ AIOI More
Low rates. Guaranteed Results
Call For Free Consultation
The Writers Group
(202) 297-4490

•

Thursday September 24
3-5pm

.:{f;:.;t ~V~'Zf~ft:,

J~:;::=.~.-.ut Ce::iH! f:e
lE!fli? Jl',r,1 1er-,;;
CJr~f®'.:, «.1 i;.;~Z-'
••r'"~~
c. .
·;;rt""''-"',at
· • l,r.
, 1,,,~ .. w1ra.:,.,,,
Cill t!lfA'Plil f~:r Gl~Ld:l=
~

Blackburn Center, Room l 26
For Student Government /Councils with accounts at the University ·
The Hilltop

September 24, 2002
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Jerri Hayes
Height: 6'0"
Position: MB
Hometown: Charlotte, NC
The junior recorded 37 kills this week, including a sea·
son high 13 against Providence on Saturday.

Every Tuesday, we select the athlete(s) whose perform·
ance during the preceding week warranted much
props. When you see our baller of the week on cam·
pus, show love.

Write for
Sports,
Contact
Aisha or
Elena at
(202)806-6866

Moore Named New Assistant Athletic Director
"I wanted to play basketball
in college, but my skills were not
up to par," Moore said.
TI1e Howard University
Moore made the deciDepartment
of
Athletics
sion to play oollege football at the
University of Virginia. He redannounced the addition of Sean
Moore as the new Associate
shirted his freshman year, but
finished his Undergraduate
Director of Athletics last
degree in four years. The talentTimrsday.
"We are e.,tremely pleased
ed quarterback was one of the
best in the conference's history,
to have Mr. Sean Moore join the
athletic department as the assoearning ACC Player of the Year
ciate of Director of Athletics,"
honors in 1989 and 1990. He
Howard Athletic
Director
finished his career as a C.avalicr
Sondra Norrell-Thomas said. was a bonus because they are with the ACC record for pass effi ''He brings a wealth of knowl- one of the more visible institu- ciency (143.75). With one year of
edge and experience to the tions in the DC area."
eligibility left, Moore attended
department and I look forward
Moore comes to Howard the Uni,•ersity of V-uginia's gradto working with him."
with a lifelong knowledge of uate program in Education.
Moore's function as the sports under his belt. Having
Moore's professional career
Associate Athletic Director will played football since agcn, took him all over the country.
be to aid Thomas in the planning Moore was recruited by After only one year in graduate
and
implementation
of University of Maryland, Virginia school, he was drafted by the
Howard's athletic programs.
Tech, and North Carolina to play Denver Broncos in the 11th
The Martinsville, Virginia quarterback. Basketball was round and played four years.
native said working at Howard another passion of his, but he Moore spent a year playing for
was ideal for several reasons.
chose to stick with football when the Calgary Stampeders of the
"I really wanted to be back in entering college.
Canadian Football League (CFL)

By Chauna Bryant
Contributing Writer

the DC area, that was first and
foremost," Moore said. "Howard

before retiring.
In 1997, Moore moved to
Kansas City to work for the
NCAA, as a member of the
enforcernent staff. He then relocated to Stamford, Connecticut
where he worked for the
E.xtreme Football Le,1gue (XFL).
Moore worked in the operations
department, which he likes to
refer to as 'the backbone of the
XFL'.

"lo football operations you
kind of have your hands on
everything," Moore said. "From
scovting to evaluations, to background, to personnel moves,
medical history, travel schedules,
everything."
TI1e XFl., a venture by the
World Wrestling Federation
Entertainment Inc in conjunction with NBC to start a new
football league, received poor
ratings and was terminated in
June 2001 after only a year.

Lady Booters Blanked by Stony Brook, 0-2
By Shari Davis
Contributing Writer

porous defense allowed the freshman fo1ward to score 18 minutes
into the game.
The teams matched one
After a tense 90 minutes, the
Lady Booters dropped a 0-2 deci- another
offensively,
the
sion to Stony Brook Friday at Seawolves barely out-shooting
Greene Stadium in the last match the home squad 10-9, but the visof their three game homestand.
itors' multi-headed offense
The loss leaves the Bison (0- proved too much for Walton. The
4) looking for their first victory of talented rookie collected eight
the season and marks the team's saves on the day, but as the first
first shutout of the season. After half ended Stony Brook fomoard
being blanked, the team's frustra- Jennifer Fontanetta netted a shot
tion was palpable.
with only 32 seconds left to give
"Were a better team, we hus- the team a two-goal lead.
tled, but we just need to put it
The
Lady
Bootcr's
together. ·n1ey shouldn't luwe rcgrouprd in the second J1alf,
won- point blank," midfielder dropping a forward up top and
Jocelyn Fi.sher said.
adding a defender to the hackline
"(W)e came down to their in a 3-4-3 fonnation after the 4level. We oould have played bet- 4-2 scheme failed in t11e first half
ter," forward Victoria McLean
stopping Stony Brook's
added.
Brittany Norwood from making a
In the first half, the Bison goal after a drive up field. Walton
came on strong with Jocelyn made the impressive save 14 minFisher attempting a shot on goal utes into the half after tripping,
within the game's opening min- getting up, then gathering
utes. The Booters put the pres- Nom-ood's shot on goal. TI1e secsure on Stony Brook defense ond half ended with neitl1cr team
early, but several mi.ssoo shots scoring.
and shaky passes caused the Lady
Erica Jackson started off t11e
Booters to lose momentum and half with a rush attempt to goal
gave tl1e Seawol"es opportunity that missed, but was not
to soore their first goal.
deterred, charging to the goal
Despite freshman goalie twice more in the opening minLindsay Walton's save on utes of the half. The J.ady
Victoria Feliciano's first effort, a Booters· displayed improved

Pho10 h)' M.ari. CokmJn

Sophomore defender Karlsma Horne puts a move on a
Stony Brook forward.
foot-work all through the seoond Bean tussled with the Stony
half witl1 Raneika Bean making Brook back line on every possesthree crisp drives to the goal.
sion, collecting a yellow card for
The sophomore striker her aggressive play.
scored five goals in the team's
lne Bison travel to Stony
first two games, but was ham- Brook, NY to face army and Iona
pered by a swarming Seawolf in the Holiday Inn Express
defense and was held scoreless Tournament ne.~ weekend.
for the second consecutive game.

Cricket Fridays Take· Over the Yard
By Kia Wood
Contributing Writer

"Just gimme the light and
pass the .. ."
Hips start to sway and feet
tap as music from a boom box
begins to sweep across the scattered crowd. Smiling faces
laugh and shout on th.is typical
Friday afternoon on the Yard.
Crack!
A tennis ball shoots
through the air, and the crowd
erupts in cheers. Maybe this
Friday is not so typical.
Over the past few Fridays,
a strange tradition has begun
the Yard. Weekly scrimmages
have sprung up and caught the
attention of students straggling
out of late classes. What makes
tl1ese Friday workouts especially interesting is that many students have no idea what sport
is being played.
"It's stickball."
"It's baseball."
"It's...! don't know."

l..

Actually, it's cricket.
For a few weeks now, many
West Indian students have
gathered on the yard to play
what they acknowledged to be a
"makeshift" version of cricket .

B2

Photo by Il:ln-t:y k nlin"

A batsman (foreground) awaits the offering from the bowler (up path) as a fielder prepares to defend (middle)
It all began when one of the
students brought out a cricket
bat and a tennis ball. Soon, a
full on game of cricket erupted.
But wait, what is cricket?
A sport native to England,
cricket was first introduced in
the West Indies throughout the
period when tl1e islands were

under British colonial ru le.
Nowadays, cricket has about as
much popularity in the West
Indies as football has in the
United States, if not more.
Though most often compared
to baseball, cricket is a sport
that is unique in it's own right.

In other words, it can be
confusing.
In cricket there are two
teams of eleven. The game
requires a cricket ball, which is
much like a baseball, a cricket
bat, which is a wooden board
that is flat on one side and
humped on the other and

attached to a cane handle, and
two wickets.
Wickets arc
wooden structures about 32
inches high made up of three
wooden posts evenly spaced
and topped with two wooden
crosspieces which sit in grooves
on top of the posts and are
placed about 58 feet from each

The Hilltop

other. Like baseball, one team
fields, while the other bats.
1\vo people batting, called
strikers, stand in front of each
of the wickets. The bowler, the
person who pitches the ball,
then throws to one of the strikers. A team scores when a striker hits the ball and both strikers run to the opposite wicket
as many times as they can
before their wicket is broken by
the opposite team using the
ball. A wicket is considered
broken when one of the wooden pieces on top falls off, or a
stump is removed.
It is a game better learned
by watching.
To many Caribbean students however, this game is far
from foreign. Most of the students grew up watching cricket
and see the weekly matches as
a way of bringing a piece of
their culture to campus.
"It brings us together, it's a
way for us to feel not too far
from
home," said
Kris
Dawkins, a member of the
Caribbean
Students
Association.
West
Indies
native
Shinceta Gordon agreed. "It's
refreshing to see some cricket,"

See CRICKET page 85
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The Dorm Room Way to Feng Shui

Natural Woman

Here is a Crash Course to the Ancient Art of Chinese Furniture Placement
By Meredith Moore
Contributing Writer
My fantasy with natural
hair began when I came to
Howard
University.
I
admired it from afar but my
hair, like Samson's, was my
strength. I was scared to cut
it. I had been told all of my
life, it was my glory, it made
me beautiful and I was constantly reminded (however
false it may be) guys don't
like short hair.
One day, I found myself
all alone with my thoughts,
my feelings and, most importantly, my hair. It hit me that
those reasons were not mine
- they belonged to society.
Those were the opinions of
my friends, my teachers, the
media and even my family.
My chemically processed
hair had taken control of me.
What I had always acknowledged as my strength, was my
biggest weakness. My hair
made me dependent on
things I could not control products and people.
Finally reached a point
where I had to put my faith in
the Lord (yes ladies, it was
that deep!) and give him not my hair - control of my
life.
I hid behind my hair and
sometimes used it as an
excuse. "I can't go to the
gym, I just did my hair... I
can't go out, I'm doing my
hair," and so on and so on. I
bought into this lie for 20
years.
As I listened to my sisters
gloat over how freeing and
low maintenance their natural hair was, I continued to
struggle with my shou Ider
length, 'permed' and highlighted hair.
So, on a Monday morning I walked alone, leading
my shoulder length hair to
slaughter. I'd be lying ifl said
I was 100% sure it would look
cute, but in life you must take
chances.
Eleanor Roosevelt once
said, "You gain strength,
courage, and confidence by
every experience in which
you really stop to look fear in
the face. You are able to say
to yourself, 'I have lived
through this. I can take the
next thing that comes along.'
You must do the thing you
think you cannot do!"
When my hairdresser
finally began cutting after
asking me several times if T
really wanted to cut it all off I had doubts, "I'm an idiot!" I
thought.
I smiled the whole day
and l was so proud of my hair
and myself because finally it
was me - all natural, no
chemical mask to hide
behind. I could take full credit for my beauty. I was free
from a life long burden.
People were forced to
look past my hair, they saw
my eyes, my bright smile and
many noticed my dimple for
the first time! I loved myself.
And the response? Well, I
am still single, but that's not
the point of the story. The
point is if you are not completely happy with yourself,
you can never be entirely
happy. Cutting my hair was a
life changing decision.
The leaps and bounds my
spiritual life experienced by
this little leap of faith made it
worth every terrifying snip of
the scissors. I want a man
who can see past the looks
and sec the beauty of my
soul. I knew my soul could
never find me until I found
myself.
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By J e nnifer L. Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer
Imagine the scenario:
You walk into your cluttered,
messy room, feeling oompletely
drained of energy. You begin to
look around your room, and
deep inside of you, something
just doesn't feel quite right. You
have either one of two options:
You can leave your room as is, or
you can turn towards a tried and
true philosophy: feng shui.
What is feng shui? F~ng
shui is a philosophy that creates
an environment which is
ergonomic; it lets us work efficiently, oomfortably and successfully by following the patterns of
nature. 111ink of yourself as a
boat, it is simply easier and more
effective to sail with the current
and wind rather than against it.
This idea is one of the basic ooncepts of feng shui. Imagine your
home as an e.xtension ofyourself,
like a shirt that you can wear. If
you were to wear the shirt so that
your neck were to fit through the
sleeve, you probably would not
function very well, finding it very
constrictive and bard to breathe.

In fcng shui, a house is designed ture arrangement, etc. and how Feng Shui philosophy as well.
to fit the body comfortably, ori- they affect your metal and physi- Color is seen as a personal chi
entated to allow the body to take cal energy. In the philosphy of (life force) enhancer. In terms of
in vital enercolor, Feng
gy or qi so
Shui tells
that is can
its user to
function
incorporate
effectively.
different
There
are
shades of
many aspects
colors that
to
getting
bring feeldressed for
ings of l1apsuccess - you
piness and
can't just put
peace. For
on a shoe
e.xample, if
and walk out
blue is your
the door for
favorite
an inten~ew.
color, using
Similarly,
different
there
are
tones
of
many aspects
that shade
to
underPhoto by Harvey Jenkins can make
standing and
your room
designing One Howard s tudent uses the techniques of Feng Shul to decoa
more
with
feng rate her dorm room in the West Towers.
peacefu l ,
shui. It is not
enjoyable
just about orientation and open- feng shui, everytltlng has qi or place to live in. However, if your
ing the door in the right direc- the ability to affect you, regard- color of choice ever changes, the
tion. It is about being aware and less of your awareness. Feng shui color that surrounds you should
in tune with yourself and your theories guide us in creating an generally change as well, to
environment: the combination of environment tailored to promote maintain a balance.
interior and exterior space, light, our individual well-being.
While the fundamentals
sounds, smells, materials, furniColor plays a part in tl1e of Feng Shui may sound like

•

eBay: A Risk Worth Taking
ByRhasheema Sweeting
Hilltop Staff Writer
Need to purchase last
minute tickets to a sold out
game? Desperately searching
for a break on te.,t book prices?
How about finding a nice piece
of designer clothing at a more
than reasonable price? Before
you nm out to a scalper, the
campus bookstore, or a designer
boutique try your luck on one of
the internet's top shopping
sources, eBay.
San Jose based online trading company, eBay, boasts nearly 50 million users. Founded
September 1995 by Pierre
Omidyar, its mission is: "to help
practically anyone trade practically anything on earth."
John Williams, biology
major from California, has been
able to strike some hot deals on
eBay. "eBay is periect if you want
to find number one high price
fashionable items [priced] lower
than any outlet store." Williams
found $600 Gucci pants for $70
and some rare lime green high
top Chuck Taylors. "lf you can't
find the particular style around
your area, you can look around
the world [on eBay]. You can tell
someone to look for you .. .lt's like
you're able to be in two places at
once. It broadens the possibility
of finding what you want."
There are some drawbacks
to using eBay. Williams outlines
three big concerns for buying
and selling on eBay: First, "you
are at your own risk. ..you are
taking risks from someone you
don't know." Second, "shipping
and handling doesn't have a flat
rate. The seller sets the rate on
shipping [and] you can get
ripped off." Most importantly,
'·You don't know the quality of
an item."
Allen Jenkins, infonnation
systems major from New Jersey,
said, "You can find a specific
item quicker and cheaper than
shopping around [in different
stores.]"
Two year eBay user, Eric
Holmes, chemistry major from
New York, recalls only one bad
experience. "I sent $225 [for a
pair of sneakers] that I was supposed to receive within three to
five days." Weeks later, after emails, phone calls, and instant
messages, he never received the
shoes. However, under eBay's
insurance plaJl he was able to

absurdity to some, the principles
of this age-old practice actually
do work. Fung Shui-ing your
room can begin with a procedure
as simple as moving your bed.
"In my room, my bed is positioned so that it isn't next to the
wall pointing straight out of my
door," said Michelle Colins, a
junior Broadcast Journalism
major . "It is said in Feng Shui
that having your feet point out of
the door means that your soul
escapes through that door."
Clutter seems to be a big
problem in many dorm rooms on
can1pus. As a student, it is easy to
collect an incalculable number of
loose paper and the like on any
given day. However, to better
appreciate your space, try not to
leave objects in disarray, as
tempting as it is. Throw away
objects you don't need as soon as
you have the opportunity to do
so. In terms of organization,
make sure objects on your desk
are pleasing to look at and are
arranged in such a way that you
don't have a problem locating
anything you might need.

Boyfriend, Girlfriend Thang:
The Real Deal About
Relationships
I

By Phenda Varnie
Contributing Writer

Photo by Kerry-Ann Hamillon
www.eBay.com has prices for every college student's
budget.
recover most of his losses.
Meanwhile,
Jendayi
Trimble, fashion merchandising
major from California, recalled
her first and only eBay experience: a negative one in which she
never received the item she had
paid for via money order.
However, eBay does attempt
to prevent fraud through its
insurance coverage plan and also
through PayPal. Mountain View
California based, PayPal, is a
payment system that allows
users to transfer money through
e-mail, phone, and web-enabled
pager with transactions charged
to tl1e customer's bank account,
credit card, or PayPal balance.
PayPal boasts 1,3 million users
averaging over 190,000 transactions per day. PayPal also has
alliances with Wells Fargo and
Providian.
eBay's popularity is soaring,
as oopycats try to take away business or in another case, create a
preventive re-election campaign.
According to Associa ted Press
reports, E-gray.com is a parody
website of current California
Governor Gray Davis that was
produced by his opponent's
campaign. It portrays Davis as a
self-setving fundraising tool. In
no way related to eBay, it offers a
strikingly similar setup where
buyers can 'bid' on publicized
allegations including 'dioxin

dumping permissions', 'get out
of jail free cards', and 'lucrative
banked table games.'
With over 18,000 categories
of merchandise, eBay generates
revenue tluough listing and selling (commission) fees. eBay's
competitors
include
amazon.com, ubid.com, and
Yahoo!.
In 2001, the company
reported $748.8 million in sales
boasting a one-year sales growth
of73.6%.
eBay's mission has been corroborated by the ensuing accolades the company has garnered
over the past seven years including but not limited to: 'Number
one fastest growing company'
(Deloitte and Touche, Nov.
2001) and 'Top 100 companies
most likely to change the world'
(Red Herring, May 2001),
according to its website.
"eBay is periect if you know
exactly what you want and are
not in a hurry to get that item
You can find anything, anywhere, anytime," according to

Williams.
eBay seems to be the source
of those unusual, hard to find
items. S?, before you spend a
fortw1e, try your luck with the
internet's guide to shopping. It
just might be the answer to your
prayers.
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Central High School in,
Capitol Heights, Md., and the
later services are at the same
With the recent premiere location that the play was held
of Barbershop, moviegoers in southeast, D.C., at the
lined up to invest in what they Patricia
Roberts
Ha rris
anticipated to be a treat. But if Educational Cente r. The orgayou were one of the financially nization's name, Soldiers, is an
challenged
individuals, acronym for Souls Outlive and
chances a.re, you opted for a Deliver
In
Everlasting
more inexpensive pastime.
Righteous Setvice. They proOne
option
was, vide numerous community
Boyfriend, Girlfriend Thang!, outreach programs including a
a one-man stage play present- 58-acre youth center called
ed by Soldiers Inc. The half Another Day Youth Center.
comical, half spiritual play,
It was clear that Cloud,
which was periormed by and the Soldiers did not just
Deron Cloud, exposed and aim to entertain, and profit
confronted the causes and from the community; they had
effects of bad relationships.
a bigger goal. They sponsored
In the first half of the this event with hopes that they
show, Cloud warmed up the would touch lives, and give
mostly teenage crowd by using back to the community.
parts of music from various
Even though the ticket
artists such as Nelly, Ludacris, stated that no one under l3
Missy Elliot, Jennifer Lopez would be admitted, the play is
and other mainstream per- a must-see for everyone.
formers.
Cloud's messages are for
He used the lyrics from everyone regardless of race,
these artists' songs to fill in the gender, sexuality, and age.
missing parts of his scenarios,
Many of the D.C. residents
including a go-go song with that were a t the show agreed.
the title, "Scenario." He also Some were seeing the free play
played the role of different for the second and third time.
characters, including a young
Olivia Hardy of Capitol
boy in his elementary school Heights, Md. bad already
days, an older woman, and watched the play three times.
himself dressed in clothing of She said: "It's a play that
the hip-hop culture. (Keep in everyone should watch."
mind that Cloud is middleJuan Josie of D.C. said,
aged.)
"the play was excellent and
Cloud was receiving so meaningful." He continued to
much applause, laughter, and describe the play as "not only
Amens, it was hard to distin- for entertainment, but in the
guish if one was in the front end well rounded and focus
row of a Comic View taping, or driven."
the local Baptist church.
Don't miss this opportuniHis emphasis was mainly ty to see an entertaining, hilaron healing those that attended ious, and even spiritual show.
the play, as well as the sur- For those who haven't been to
rounding community. One church in a while, t!Iis is a
significant message was that chance to get deliverance; and
the emphasis should be taken did I mention that it was free?
away from sex, and placed on
Take advantage of this
bettering one's self.
phenomenal event which is
Part of the reason that the unlike no other, and women
performance was so remfois- will be reminded that they are
cent of church is because still roses, a nd the men will
Dcron Cloud is a minister. He realize that machismo does
is apart of Soldiers' Ministries, not make a man.
and they have church setvices
For more information call
in two locations in the D.C. 301-772-REAL, or log on to
metro a rea. Tl1e early morn- www.deroncloud.org.
ing worship sessions are a t
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On How Life
Is ...
Three's
Company?
By Monica Ba.rbara
Hilltop Staff Writer
A few years ago, my
mother made a very interesting statement to me - one
that I've come to learn carries
a great deal of trnth with it. It
was, "Three girls can't be
close friends." It sounds
ridiculous at first; you see
female trios all the time, but
at second glance, it makes
you wonder. Is it possible for
three women to have a true
friendship with each other?
The possibility of drama
in any relationship is always
present, but when the trio
factor is introduced, it lies in
waiting like a crouching tiger.
Anything can prompt it to
pounce, and once it does, the
drama is so much more complex than it would be if it
were happening between two
friends rather than three.
For example, with three
friends it's inevitable that one
is likely to feel a little left out
at some point. This task is
often passed around so the
feeling has eventually left its
mark on all three. If making
that third wheel feel connected to the bicycle sounds difficult, consider the difficulty
that arises during a disagreement. It's not possible for
any one of the three to stay
out of the situation regardless
of how hard they try to be
neutral. The outcome is usually two against one.
Granted people fall in
and out of friendship all the
time, and this back and forth
may even be considered an
element of friendship. Being
the drama minimalist that I
am, however, I've never been
interested in the at home version of seesaw that friendships can often be. I figure if
we're friends, we're friends.
There's no need for weekly
battles... my courses provide
enough of that.
What's even more unsettling to me is the prospect
that this whole dilemma is
magnified or more of an issue
witli female trios than with
males. Often, I've heard
comments like, " ...you know
how girls are," and other references to how catty women
can be; these comments have
even come from other
women!
So, what's the deal? It
seems clear to me that it's
highly possible girls are
. socialized not to get along
with and relate to their
female peers as well as males
are. While guys are introduced to competition via
sports from an early age, girls
are taught to compete over
men and the things that
attract them.
As early as junior high
guys are able to build friendships that appear to be more
laid back-playing sports
together, video games, etc.,
while girls spend their time
with each other pining over
guys or talking about other
girls. I don't mean to imply
that all of the time girls spend
with each other is meaningless or even frivolous or that
there's anything wrong with
discussing your latest crnsh
with your gal pals, but it's
possible that female relationships being built on a foundation such as this breeds
weakness from the beginning.
If females were accustomed to interacting with

see LIFE page BS
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Home Sweet Home
By Rhas eema Sweeting
Hilltop Staff Writer
Packing all the belongings
that took 18 years to accumulate, moving to an unfamiliar
city and surroundings, new
food, people, experiences may
sound overwhelming - but it
doesn't have to be ... What is a
'freshie' to do to make that
adjustment from high school
to college?
Aquil Meeks, a freshman
biology major from Redwood
City, Calif., has looked forward to this move his whole
life.
"I've always known I
would go to Howard ...! am
happy to be on my own ...
independent."
Meeks was fortunate to
have the opportunity to participate in the summer program at Howard, giving him
an edge over the incoming
'fresh'men. He made the
adjustment a pleasant process
"by becoming comfortable
with those around [him] and
not [being) antisocial.
"I have to be responsible
and independent, realizing
that no parents are there to
wake me up when I oversleep," Meeks said.
Katrina Ellis, a freshman
mathematics major from Palo
Alto, Calif., claims '"the hardest thing about moving away
from home was [having) to
compact all [her] stuff and
wanting to bring everything."
Ellis credits meeting people right off the bat, not being
afraid to get a feel for the campus and her new surrounding
city, and finding at least one
person who she clicked with
as her keys to success.
Upperclassmen, with the
knowledge and experience of
the first year or two under
their belt, are naturally better
adjusted,
prepared
and
equipped to cope with missing

home.
Phillip Duffy, a
sophomore psychology major from
Houston, decided
not to leave his old
home
behind.
Instead, he brought
his old room and
Texas spirit with
him, hence, his Texas nag,
Texas dishes, Texas-sized
jellybeans, his belt buckle,
and even an ice tray modeled
after his home state.
Others find places or

5 ways to

cope with a
new life:
1. Find people from
your hometown. Talk
about what/who you
know from home ... maybe
even hang out back at
home ...
2. Find familiar things,
places, or food to remind
you of home.
3. Find your niche by
getting involved.
4. Cultivate a hobby
or interest.
2. Find fami!iar things,
places, or food to remind
you of home.
3. Find your niche by
getting involved.
4. Cultivate a hobby
or interest.
5. DO NOT spend all
of your free time locked
up in your room.

restaurants reminiscent of
home, like Starbucks (Seattle)
and Jamba Juice (California).
However, a new living
space is only a small portion
of other necessary changes
and adjustments. Dr. Thomas
R.
Wessel,
Dean
for
Counseling
and
Career
Development, has been at
Howard for almost 30 years.

.I.

George Johnson:
For the Love of the Game
"Stress, a common yet
avoidable experience, continues to add to the academic
demands of transitioning to a
new place," Wessel said. The
move coupled with financial
stress and relationships can
be a formula for anxiety and
discomfort.
"Learning how to cope
with stress is key. Try to minimize change as much as possible by having a structure and
routine," Wessel said. "Setting
aside time and order for tasks
minimizes change and [in
turn] eliminates stress. It is
very important to manage
time."
So, don't be a stranger in
your new home. Get out and
explore, but maintain your old
traditions and it can feel like
you never left.
In addition to these
axioms,
the
University
Counseling center (located in
the C. B. Powell, 1st floor,
Monday through Friday 8:oo
a.m. to 6:oop.m.) provides a
valuable resource for students. The services include
counseling and specia li zed
group sessions in order to
help each other deal with
problems.
Most students don't seek
help this early in the semester, but a high frequency of
students appeared in the
office during the first week.
Naturally, the busiest time of
the year is midterms, but in
the early weeks of school,
many freshmen sought assistance.

Add Some Fuel to Your Fashion with Diesel
By Dionne McDaniel
Contributing Writer
When walking around
campus one may notice that
people are rocking Diesel shoes,
jeans and t-shirts. The Diesel
s tore
located on
1249
Wisconsin Avenue is one of the
hottest stores in Georgetown.
The two-story store is filled
with goodies that catch the eye
of any passersby on the
st r e e t .
Offering a stylish yet casual
collection,
Diesel's prices
can be worked
into the budget
of most college
students.
Junior
Cameron
Trimble speaks
highly of the
Georgetown
Diesel location.
"Right
now
they have the
hottes t
footwear out.
The store is
nice, comfortable.
and
affordable. To
be honest I
own about six
pairs of Diesel shoes," replies
Cameron.
But do not be fooled - even
a store geared towa.rds college
students can tend to get a little
pricey. And some feel the
Georgetown location does not
measure up to others.. "It's

kind of small compared to their
other stores," said Sophomore
Nya McKenzie. "They don't
have a big selection to offer,
however I still enjoy going there
to shop."
The store offers high quality denim wear for both men
and women. In addition to
their denim styles, they also sell
bags, watches, shoes, perfumes,
and sunglasses. The clothing
always renects the hottest looks

of the season with enough versatility to sastify even the most
selective of shoppers.
The Diesel store in general
offers a combination of casual,
sporty and clubby clothes. "The
store's style is creative and
innovative; said sophomore
Kia Wood. "Though the store is

•

a little overpriced for my taste, I
still enjoy shopping there."
Diesel's bowling shoe is the
popular item worn by Howard
students. Prices range from
fifty dollars to eighty dollars.
The shoes can make any ordinary outfit, colorful, bright, and
hip. Instead of throwing on a
pair of Jordan's or Nike One's
before heading out the door for
class, more and more college
students are throwing on the
Diesel
bowling
shoe.
"I get the same
support and cushion as I would from
a tennis shoe,
which is important
when
walking
around Howard's
campus,"
said
sophomo re
Courtney Nelson.
The shoe comes in
so many colors and
styles, that any one
can find the right
shoe for them.
Besides their
shoes,
Diesel's
jeans seem to be
another popular
item worn by college
students.
Karina
CorreaMaury is a strong
supporter of the
jeans line. "I own
like six pairs. I enjoy the way
they fit the contours of my
body. They may be a little steep
in the price, but you get what
you pay for."
If you are looking to purchase a pair of Diesel jeans, be

See DIESEL page BS
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By Melanie Clark
Hilltop Staff Writer
Have a conversation with
George Johnson and you get
the feeling that you've been in
a Vin Diesel flick. "The guy is
nonstop," says Ed Hill, Sports
Information Director for
Howard University, who has
known, Johnson for nearly
twenty years. "He has so
much passion ...you can feel
it."

Johnson is an announcer
for BET's Black College
Football and host and producer for Comcast SportsNet in
Bethesda, Maryland.
At
SportsNet, he's part of an
Emmy-award winning team of
seven anchors, including
three minorities and two
females. There, he reports and
anchors all of their news programs.
"He has this quality on the
air that just makes you smile,"
says Jim Cuddihy, VP of
Programming and Production
at Comcast SportsNet. "He
always seems like he's having
fun. Viewers really like him."
Johnson is a native of
Pittsburgh who relocated to
Maryland and attended
Bethesda-Chevy Chase high
school. "I felt like the first
'Fresh Prince'," he says,
remembering the change from
the inner city to a suburban
lifestyle, "I was one of s blacks
in the school."
After graduating, he
returned to Pittsburgh to
attend college for a year, then
returned to Bethesda where
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he and a few other brothers
formed a rocked band. He
worked for a while until he
decided to return to higher
education. His father was a
professor at Howard, so he
encouraged George to give it a
try.
"Howard was the greatest
thing that ever happened to
me," Johnson says, recalling
events like one afternoon
where his band played the
yard following The Junkyard
Band. "I'll never forget the
experience.•
¾'bile here, he worked as
an intern at WHBC radio station, which led him to radio
jobs off-campus, also unpaid.
He worked thirty hours at a
gas station while maintaining
internships and earning 16-17
credits per semester. He made
contact with Home Team
Sports through people he met
at the gas station. He graduated from Howard University
with a degree in Broadcast
J ournalism. "You've got to
make sacrifices,• he says.

Howard Hii:h
HU's Fight Club
Are there some things at
Fellas, the girls are not
Howard that make you feel going anywhere (did you forlike you never lef t high get they outnumber us?), so
school? Well welcome to stop fronting. And ladies, it's
Howard High, our new bi- just not cute when you fight.
weekly column that address- Besides, what are we trying to
es all things adolescent that prove, the last time I got
some forgot to leave at home. props for fighting was last
By Joshua Mercer
Hilltop Staff Writer
FIGHT
CLUB
AT
HOWARD!!! FIGHT CLUB
AT HOWARD!!! You can sign
up at any local club, house
party, or even in the Punch
Out, no pun intended. And, if
you can't wait that long, just
accidentally, yes accidentally,
brush up against someone or
step on their Timbs, or look at
them the "wrong way," if
there is such a thing.
Okay, Jet me cut to the
chase, what's the deal with all
of this petty fighting? I
thought that was left behind
in high school.
Then again, the more I
think about it, the more
Howard is like high school.
How does "Howard High"
sound? You gotta feel me on
this, and if you don't, keep
reading. Let me break it down
for you.
This one is for all of you
"Howard High" students that
get ready to throw blows
every time someone bumps
you, even when it's by accident. My message to you is
relax. You are at Howard
Univers ity, THE MECCA,
THE CAPSTONE, all that
good stuff.

year! Damn, this is high
school!
Seriously, all that fighting
is for the burbs; I'm trying to
stack dough and graduate.
Your very existence here is
proof enough of your intelligence and your man/woman
hood.
Okay, this one is for all of
you who wear Timberlands. I
have no problem with you,
hell, I have about five pair
myself. I do, however, have a
problem with those of you
who are ready to fight every
time someone steps on your
Timbs. Damn, take a chill
pill!!! True, true, true they do
run between $100 and $150,
but still, a mistake is a mistake.
If it's that serious go to
Foot Locker and get some
Colorado's. I know you've
been tempted, we all have;
they look just like Timbs (on
the low - I do own a couple
pairs). Plus, they're only
$39.99, and with the buyone-get-one-half-off sale, you
get two different colot5 for
about $60.00.
And now, the worst of
them all, it's what I like to call
"the two second rule." Let me
define it for you. If you look

see FIGHT page BS
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BOYFRIEND from page 83 years.

mentor ... ! can't say enough
positive things about him."

Athletes took to George's
"He was always a hustler,"
One game Johnson was
laid back style of interviewing.
said Hill, who doubles as procalling
had Walker pitted
"You got this vibe that there
fessor of Sports and the Media.
against
quarterback Steve
was no reason to act a certain
Johnson spoke to his class this way around him ... even though McNair, then with Alcorn
past spring. "His passion, his he was the media," says Jay State, now of the Tennessee
desire to do the best possible
Walker, quarterback during Titans. Tony Hyman made the
job... is incredible," he remarks,
Howard's undefeated 1993 winning play as the clock ran
"He loves this university so
season and sportscaster for out. George enthusiastically
much."
started shouting Tony's name
MBC in Atlanta.
After graduation, Johnson
George had lived in the over and over again. llis call of
got on board full-time with
dorms with athletes on cam- the play was so exciting that
HTS where he covered profespus, so they thought of him as every local news station
sional and collegiate sports,
a regular guy. As a result, "he replayed it that night on their
anchored games and called
was able to catch that true broadcasts.
football and basketball games
He's got a "unique style of
emotion," Walker says, adding,
for Howard. He later moved to
"He's a great professional delivering sports,"' says Jackie
WfKR in Norfolk, VA for three

FIGHT from page 84
someone in the eye of the
same sex for at least two seconds, then its t ime to box. I
pay too much money and
I've waited in too many lines
to put up with this nonsense.
Why is everyone at
Howard so caught up in
their image? If you don't
understand what I'm talking
about, then th ink back to the
last time you heard someone
say, " ... he/she always be
looking at me funny."
Please, nobody is worried about you. And, if they
are, so what! Everybody
wants to be a thug, just don't
do it on my expense. Plus, I
know you don't want to lose
that Laureate Scholarship.
What can I say about
Howard? A high school on a
macro-level or "The Real
HU ." Howard High or the
Mecca, whatever you call it,
Howard is just more proof
that the more things change,
the more they stay the same.
See ya ...

,
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or bowl. In an area of the Yard
populated predominately by
Gordon said on a the clear Caribbeans, Dawkins asserts
"We welcome everybody to
Friday afternoon.
Indeed, the cricket match- participate with us.'"
And they have. While many
es arc more social gathering
students
prefer to just sit and
than sporting event. Students
watch,
a
few
have actually tried
languorously lounge on the
their
hand
at
the sport. Kaelie
benches as people file up to bat

CRICKET from page 62

Coleman, VP of Sports for American athletes and their
Black
Entertainment images and roles." I le received
Television. l-le's been calling an NAACP award for his biogBCF games for BET since the raphical work on the NCAA.
When HTS was purchased
late So's, and was a part of
by
Comcast SportsNct last
"Sports Reporters·· on BET,
spring,
George was recomwhich was the first roundtable
"Somebody here
sports discussion show ever. mended.
"I've always loved BET," said ·you should take a look at
this guy,' .. says Cuddihy, "I
Johnson says.
"He's a sports guru," saw his tape and ... he did a
Coleman said, illustrating that great job...he was a great fit."
Johnson's appeal was that
he's gotten to where he is
he
came
across like a regular
because "he's meticulous·· and
guy
who
was a sports fanatic.
has a "love and desire for
"lie
can't
get enough of
sports." He's "a very fun person
in
sports
... very sports ... he's a mile a minute,""
strong ...very dedicated and Cuddihy remarked.
"I love this. 1 love where l
supportive
to
African-

am now," Johnson says about
the opportunities and freedom
he gets in his current position.
''This has been a godsend to
me."
He knows that one of the
toughest things for anyone in
this business is to maintain
your identity and still get
hired. "l want to keep the
demeanor I have. I want people to understand that I like
being black.'"
His formula and his advice
to students is simple. "I've
been persistent... things didn't
come easy for me. I wanted it.•

that the organization obtain a
permit for any sport that
occurs on campus. ·11,u~ while
the majority of the participants
are members of the Caribbean
Student Association, it is a CSA
supported event, not spon•
sored.

Nevertheless, plans are in
the works for future cricket
events. An intramural league
has been proposed, and
according to Knight, CSA is
hoping to ha,•e fete cricket with
American University, which
would be a day lJf cricket,
music and food.

Knight, vice president of the
CSA sees that participation as a
way that the sport bridges the
cultural gap between American
and Caribbean students.
The scrimmages may soon
face challenges, however,
reportedly
because
of
University policy that requires

..

DIESEL from page 84

LIFE from page 84

ready to come out of your pocket with at least $120 to $140
dollars. Since the jeans are
made to conform to all body
types, they just might be wortl1
the splurge.
Trying to create your own
style at Howard University or
on any college campus is hard.
But the Diesel store offers creative and catchy t-shirts, great
form fitting jeans, shoes to go
with any outfit, and tons of
accessories. The Diesel store is
a great place to shop. So what if
the price is a little out of budget;
all that counts is that you look
good and you're comfortable.
So go ahead, use that refund
check and splurge a little.

each other in a more supportive manner, jealousy and the
tendency for drama may be less
prevalent in female relationships. Maybe the trio could
survive less turbulently.
At the risk of being too progirl power, I suggest checking
yourself next time you feel the
triangle dissolving into a single
line. Chances are, if your grievance with one of the trio - or
any female friend for that matter - starts with, "She thinks
she's ..." you should re-evaluate
the situation. One thing is for
sure, making a trio-friendship
work may be tough, but one
has and will always be the
loneliest number that you've
ever known.

Come to The Hilltop
Assignment meets every
Tuesday at 7:00 pm in the
West Towers. You don't have to
be a journalism major to write
for us.
Writers are paid!
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The Conduct of
Some Represents All
The Howard vs. Hampton Everyone should be at Howard end up representing all of us.
It is important to
game brought the much antic- to experience the Mecca and to
remember
what we represent
ipated rival attitude to represent it at its best.
at
all
times.
While on and off
As students who should be
Virginia. Howard pride (even
campus,
after defeat) packed the
Howard s tuhotels along Mercury
OUR VIEW
dents should
Boulevard. For some
represent
locals, they got their fist
those core valimpression of the
ues of excelHoward students they
The conduct of some Howard stu- lence,
leaderheard so much about.
Unfortunately,
our dents at a Hampton J,otel was appalling. ship, truth and
image was tarnished by TJ,e students wl,o participated in such service. There
is no excuse
the conduct of a few
behavior
sl,ould
be
ashamed.
for
the behavstudents.
ior
that will
Students at a
certainly
be
particular hotel in
imbedded
on
Hampton left a mark
with hotel managers, staff and cognizant of the negativity the minds of Hampton resilocals. The mark they left was directed towards Blacks as a dents. It wasn't enough that
despicable. Some Howard result of stereotypes, it fails us we lost the game, some had to
students were carrying open to think of why any student act like losers after the fact.
For those students to
containers of alcoholic bever- would be a part of its perpetuages in the hotel lobby, being ation. If any university should whom this editorial directly
loud and unruly and even per- defy all stereotypes of Blacks, applies, you are an embarrassbe
Howard ment to your colleagues, your
formed other unspeakable acts it sl1ould
family, and most importantly,
against
their
fellow University.
While we do realize yourself. Your conduct has
Howardites.
Disorderly conduct by that all students were not threatened the Howard image
"grown college students• is involved, the careless action of that has impressed people
what leads people (including some students is what people from all over the world. You
our own administrators) to will remember about all are to be ashamed and embarstudents. rassed.
believe that we can't handle Howard
ourselves in a mature fashion. Unfortunately, one of us can

We Need TALENT!
Save Our School Pageants!
For my talent, I will per- the songs, monologues and year surprised the audience by
form a song by...For my talent, dances are performed well, creating a model to display her
I will be reciting a mono- rather it's to say that we're tired interior design talents. The
logue ... For my talent, I will of seeing them.
year before Miss CEACS played
dance to. Wait a minute? Is
Howard is full of the :>.')'lophone. If these don't
this all?
"firsts• and "originals" so why sound interesting, just wait
Every pageant has pre- aren't ou r pageants? For all until you see them done on
sented nice intros, beau- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - stage. Audience memtiful evening wear and
OUR VIEW
bers (and judges) can
horrible talent portions.
appreciate someone
There hasn't been one
who is willing to step
contestant thus far that
Our pageants are dying for out on a limb, move
has presented its audiraw talent. Contestants should
away from the norm
ence with something
and showcase their
unique, something truly
steer away from the traditional
true abilities instead of
original, you know, songs, monologues and dances if weak attempts to persomething that really
form someone else's
showed talent.
they want to kept he audience's
song, monologue or
Howard pageants
attention.
dance.
are beginning to reveal
If you are
the lack of talent that
guilty of this display
contestants really have. For those really talented students you still have a chance. If you
most "talents• you can count on out there who have something just won your school pageant
a monologue, dance or song. unique to share with the and are about to participate in
·Why? Are we to understand University community, come the Mr. and Miss Howard pagthat Howard students are void out for all to see. Our pageants eant, think about something
of real talent or originality?
are dying for raw talent.
new and innovate for your talThese songs, monoThe talent doesn't even ent. Wow us v.~th your creativilogues and dances just won't have to be conventional. Miss ty and originality. Please, we're
do. Now this is not to say that School of Communications last dying out here!
l)lqw in Ill ,Slhyear.
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What Are We Marching For?
However, marches in the march is supposed to be
Every couple of months it
seems that Black leaders from today's society are played out. supporting. Our marches are
across the country meet to Especially marches with no more concerned with how
decide on a march topic. post-march plan. Every issue much press they will gain
Whether they all decide on facing any American now instead of what the press
the same topic or if they split turns into a march of some needs to relay. And our
on different issues, the out- kind. From the Million Man, marches are now more concome is the same-a march Million Woman, Mill ion cerned with the single event
Family, Redeem the Dream, rather than creating a plan for
somewhere in DC.
Last week Jesse Jackson ProChoice and ProLife to after the event.
Black
America
has
came to campus to rally sup- even Trucker's Unions, the
port for a march to the streets of DC are filled with become aloof to the idea of
marching anywhere
Department of Justice.
for anything-and for
While his appearance on
reason. From the
campus attracted over
OUR VIEW
past five large
250 students, the march
marches, what has
only garnered the supBlack
America
now
needs
come
out of them?
port of 25. Some attribWhat
planned outute the low attendance of
a plan, a plan that will solve our
comes
for future
the march to apathetic
problems
and
settle
our
issues
success
have
arisen?
students, however we
without
having
to
march
If
the
answer
is
believe that there is more
none,
why
are
we
to the issue than a coveranywhere
trying the same
all excuse.
thing time and time
The marches of the
again?
sos and 6os meant someA f r i can thing.
Marches with
Martin Luther King, Jr. and what becomes meaningless American leaders need to
other Black leaders of the marches. What president rally their constituents with
time gained mass publicity would care about any particu- more than just a march idea.
partly because it was a first. lar march in DC if they hap- Black America now needs a
It was an event that showed pen every couple of months plan, a plan that will solve our
proble ms and settle our
all of white America the and end with no solution?
issues
wi thout having to
Our
leaders
(as
well
as
issues
facing
Africanmarch
anywhere.
All we need
Americans on a mass scale. ourselves) have failed to
is
a
clear
plan,
and
maybeState legislators or presidents replicate the impact of pas t
just
maybe;
we
can
handle
could not ignore the marches marches because we are conof the sos and 6os. The cerned with a theme and not a things from there.
So, what are we marching
marches were something that plan. Our marches are more
most Americans cou Id never concerned with the number of for again?
supporters rather then what
imagine or seen before.
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Anatomy of a Hate Crime
Diana Sands

Black man the same way white
frat boys at Ole Miss used to
A HATE CRJME was com- beat up James Meredith (20+
mitted against a Gay member people vs. 1).
of the school community by a
They beat up another Black
number of community mem- man the same way unemployed
bers. When I heard that such v\lhite auto-workers fatally b.eat
an event had occurred at up Vincent Chin (replace the
Howard I cried because of the weapon of choice in that case, a
nauseating irony.
baseball bat with a trumpet).
I think it's safe to assume, They beat up another Black
given the make-up of the stu- man the way the LAPD beat up
dent population here at Rodney King.
Howard, that the people who
They beat up another Black
beat up this Gay man identify man as if they do not know
themselves as being of African what it feels like to be a disaddescent. l11e actions of some vantaged and persecuted
band members make me won- minority in American society.
der if they are aware of this fact
Maybe these are Howard's
or if they have forgotten only Black students who do not
because they beat up another know what it is like to he fol-

lowed around a retail store by a behavior is a manifestation of
suspicious sales person.
the insidious power they allow
Maybe there are the only others to exercise through
ones who do not know a single them.
childhood friend or family
The perpetrators of this
rncm her who is or ever has h einous Hate Crime have
been incarcerated. Maybe they demonstrated for all to see how
are the only ones who have their desire to overpower, subnever experienced racism in ordinate, and marginalize their
their lifetimes.
own brothers and sisters in the
But maybe they are Black struggle for racial equality is
in America and they still have shooting themselves and ALL
the inclination to oppress OF US in our collective foot!
another Black person because
These
unity-challenged
he is Gay.
Howard students might as well
Despite the intellectual be the Black overseer slaves on
level college students are John Smith's plantation who
assumed to have achieved, whip another slave who was
these Howard students are caught trying to escape his
demonstrating that they still bondage without even being
haven't learned how their ordered to do so by the Massa ..

EDITOR'S COLUMN

\>\'hen you stood over
And to the ignorant scum
him after you beat him, did you who committed this hate crime
call him a Faggot or did you call last week and anyone who
him a Nigger? Is there even a applauded
or
otherwise
difference?
enabled them, SHAME ON
I am speaking as a Howard YOU!
student, but more importantly
You are an embarrassment
as a Human Being.
to evecyone in our community
I hope that the next time who fights daily for social jusanyone has, or witnesses in tice and you are an enemy to
someone else, the impulse to peace and love in our commuOverpower,
Subordinate, nity. The ways in which others
and/or Marginalize another victimize you as well as the
Human Being, that they will ways in which you in turn vicconsider that by one of us doing timize others.
it to one of our own, that's one
We have all, as Human
more white/rich/straight/man Beings, been victimized by this
who does not have to risk Crime of Hate and we should
breaking a nail or a sweat to all stand up and speak out
keep us, whoever we are, in our against it!
place.

,,1..,
ATTENTION:
Anyone interested in submitting a
Letter to the Editor or Perspective
utters to the Editor must be at least 350
words (no more than 550) and be
~i:-,v-.:::::i published with your name.
Perspectives must be at least 550 words (no more
than 650) and be published with your name.

I Am Still So Glad I Go To Howard U
E,cn afkr we were pi11rull> defeated al 1hc "llnltle of1he Real HU's" on this
past Saturday, my love for 1he Capstone is
unwavering. Although I left completely disheartened by our display of a1hlc1ic inferiority in 1he backwoods of Virginia. I left salisfied wilh my school.
I never heard abou1 Hamplon
lnsutule and \\ as qu11c curious abou1 1h1s
"other HU" claiming to be our closest com•
pctitor andior worth opponent In my senior
year. I decided I would finally make my way
to the lns1i1ute, to sc.: exactly II hat lhc foss
was all about. 1 wanted to see II hy there
were some students enrolled in Hampton
who seemed to believe they or their school is
better than the Mecca.
With Howard spirit and young energy at its purest level. my friends and I decid-

cd to slay over in llampton for the \\CCl..cnd.
Ol course.,,~ ,,t:rc c.,pcclmg ex..:1h.:mcnt
and all sorts of social activity after two of the
biggest rivals 111 I IBCU history took to the
field.
Wh, le 111 Virginia. I had the opportunity 10 visit the campus of the I lampton
Institute before the game. I will not hale.
Hampton has a very nice campus with great
lookmg athletic and sludent acth ity facilities. The campus had beautilill sprawl mg
),irds, \\ell-kept buildings and nice apartments homes ( fhc Harbors), and endless
parkmg for their students.
Ilowc, er. there was an clement
absen1 from the campus. The campus. the
town. and the whole surrounding area were
dead If you have never been to Hampton,
Virginia. let me save you a mp and tell you
1hat there's nothing there. Nope, not a thing.

:s;ut one thmµ for I lamplon <>r Virginians to
boast about.
~ olks, ,r you haven't been or heard.
it ·s a sad sight. There '"'ere no club~, no late
night spots (excluding Wal-Mart). no shops,
no public transportation, no Club MickeyDs
close by and surely no To11ers. It was 1hen
that I real i,cd "h> Hampton spent so much
11me on building that nice new student union
and football field. I realized that with the
surrounding area and nothing on campus,
their s1ud,·nt, would ,mcly die of utter boredom.
Even if you arc someone who doesn't like all the busy and city aspects of DC,
you at least have the option of doing some1hing whenever you please. At Hampton.
there arc no options. The closest clubs and
hot spots were miles and miles away in
Newport News or Norfolk.

DEADLINES:
Tuesday Issue: Friday, 10AM
Friday Issue: Tuesday, JOAJf
All Letters to the Editor and Perspectives should
be submittedelectronically (if possible) to our
website (www.thehilltoponline.com) or directly to
the Editor at dkindle@howard.edu
If you are interested and would like additional
information, please e-mail Derek Kindle at
dkindle@howard.edu

Our Leaders are Calling Us to the Wrong Movement
Leslie Ellis

tion, the third is political franBlack hatred among Blacks words remind us that slavecy
chise and the fourth is access to is our major problem. If you isn't dead? The physical chains
After listening to Jess capital. There is a major prob- contend that we don't despise have been broken, but the menJackson speak, I realized that I lem with this scheme; there is each other, or at least look tal chains of self-hatred and
could no longer stay silent no Love Movement.
upon each other with indiffer- ignorance ?nslave our thoughts
while our so-called leaders
After the abolition of slav- ence, then how do you explain and prevent progress.
direct us toward the will of ery, the movement towards a the continuous use of derogatoI believe it must be said
society. I cannot believe how love et hie should have taken lY names when referring to that the "American Dream" is
many of them promote the place and should still be pro• each other? Words like nigger, not our dream. Don't get me
'"American Dream" and speak gressing. How can we take bitch, whore and nappy should wrong, we do dream and are
nothing about self-love or advantage of the fruits of these not be used.
more than capable of achieving
returning to a love ethic. Many "movements" without first
We n eed to stop trying to material wealth and success.
of them are nothing more than moving toward and learning to convince ourselves that we are However, we are not considwhat Huey P. Newton would love each other and ourselves? simply turning something neg- ered Americans, but half (I
have called "endorsed spokesI contend that we are put- ative into a positive. Just think mean hyphenated An1ericans,
men," who promote white capi- ting the horse before the car- about it. Have you ever consid- or African-Americans) we cantalist values.
riage.
ered why these words still not look to the "American
I wou Id like to start by
Before we can even begin exist? Huey P. Newton said Dream" for our hope. We must
making reference to Jesse's to move toward capitalistic that as we progress we must inspire each other to live, what
"Freedom Symphony" poster, gain as a people (which, at "recognize that the concepts I call, the African Dream.
which describes the four move- least, I hope Jesse means to and ideas which were previousIn Africa, the dream was
ments toward the Black pursuit achieve in the "Fourth ly used to define us as peoples considered to be We ("I am
of happiness. According to the Movement") we have to unite can no longer apply." Why do We") and individual well-being
poster, the first movement on a more substantial ground. we even bother to tcy to change was bound to the well-being of
towards Black improvement is Love is the root of everything the meanings of these words the group. During slavccy, our
the abolition of slavery, the sec- and is definitely the grounds when they should have died dream was to become free. In
ond is the end of legal segrega- for unification.
with slavery? Or is that these times of segregation, our
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dream was to uplift our people.
Huey Newton said, "a
It wasn't the "American nation conceived in the liberty
Dream• but the African Dream. and dedicated to life, liberty
The fact that our dream has and the pursuit of happiness
become my dream and that we has in its maturity become an
hand us have been replaced imperialist power dedicated to
with I and me, confirms that we death, oppression and the purhave lost sight of our dream. suit of profits," and "the lowly
The fact that leaders, like Jesse conditions of Blacks are caused
Jackson, would lose sight of by a complex intenningling of
love and many times not even capitalism, imperialism and
make mention of it, shows that racism."
their vision for the people is not
If this is at all true, then
For The People.
how can our "leaders" be leadIn order for capitalism to ing us toward this ideal of an
exist there has to be a class sys- American Dream?
tem (otherwise known as a
I call my brothers and siscaste system) in which some- ters to a Movement of Love in
one is exploited for another's which we can grow to lo,•e self,
success.
God, our people and then the
LOVE IS OUR VISION. collectively spread a love ethic
But love and capitalism are in throughout the world.
constant conflict and cannot
Love is the most revolucoexist. True love cannot be tionary concept. "LOVE CONfound in the make-up of freed, QUERS ALL."
and greed is what perpetuates
capitalism.
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tiou date. Announcements by
campus organizations for meetings, semina rs or
Spring Break
For Rent
nonprofit arc charged as individuals advertising ~-------..:.........::.....------------11-----.,-::----------- - - - - - - - Atten ti on S1>ring Breakers Travel Free 2003 Free
for the purpose of announcing a service, buying
Brick Townhouse: \Valking Distance to H. U.
trips, drinks & m eals Party w/ MTV Hottest
or selling arc charged $5 for the first 20 words
Accommodates 3-4 Students
Destinations
Most
Reliable
W'.»"''.sunsplashtours,com
and $1 for every
Amenities: Wall to \Vall Ca1·pet, "asher/dryer,
air conditioning.
additional five words. Local companies are
#l Spring Break Free Trips, Drinks/Meals Lowest
1,400 + utilities
charged $10 for first 20 words and $2 for ever y 5
Contact
: 301-552-9058
Prices
words thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for the first
Particsw/MTV/.Jerry Sp1·inger
10 words and $1 for every additional 5 words.
Rooms For Rent
Featured w/MSNBC/Travel Channel
$200 per month & $300 per month
Better than ever!!
Personals
1\vo blocks from Campus
www.sunsplashtours.com
Call Mr. Dumisani @(202) 526-1209
1-800-426-7710
Leave Message
Are you looking for those DevaStaTing Di vas in
red? They' re roming...
Announcements
.
SELL SPRING BREAK TRI PS
Krystal Little! Th211ks for feeding me & ruaking life
ALL THE FUN & ALL THE PROTECTIONS
T HE HEALTH PROFESSIONS SOCIETY
a little easier! Desi-Rae-lbe: I'll see you at someAMERICAN EXPRESS WORLDWIDE
1 st General Body meeting
body's Happy Hour this Frida,·! Meg, Alicia, Tdl,
GUARANTEED BEST BUY
September 18th, 2002
Chinen. Tash. Jess-where the bell are yoa? \\'e
l FREE TRIP FOR EVERY IO PAID
At 5:30 PM
attd to kick it! - X s & Os. Keya
OR CASH STARTING \VITH FIRST BOOKING
In the Blackburn Auditorium
YOU SELL WE COLLECT PAYMENTS
YOU WORKED AT THE SILVER SPRJNG GIANT _
WORLD CLASS VACATIONS
THIS SUMMER
1-800-222-4432
O Pf:1' HOUSE
You: Handsome cashier with brown, beaded cornrows
There is a new date for the Open House sponsored
Mc: Girl with Jong braids
by Re.JOYce in J esus Campus Fellowship. It will
Spring Break 2003 with STS
Passed through your line this summer. By coincidence,
take
place this Thursday, Sept. 19. Come meet new
Americas #1 Student Tour Operator
saw you on H.U. 's cam pus Orientation Week. I was
Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
people, check out what RJCF has to offer the camwith a friend and missed my chance to say, "Hi." Don' t
pus community, enjoy some refreshments, and win a
Information/Reserva tions
want another missed opportunity. Email me at
l -800-648-4849 or www.ststravcl.com
raffle prize!
paintbynature@hotmail.com
\Ve're still meeting in Blackburn Center at 7:30
# I Spring Break vacations!
p.m. Look for Rooms 148 & 150.
Cancun,
Jamaica,
Acapulco,
Bahamas,
Mazatla
n,
For more information, call (301) 585-9341
HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUDENT ALUMN I
Florida,
SPadre.
110%
Best
Prices!
GROUP'S
Akeya, I see you trying to run the Tuesday issue.
Book Now & get Free Parties & Meals!
Thanks for all your hard work.
group Discounts. Now Hi.-ing Campus Reps!
Spring Information Session
--EiC
1-800-234-7007
September 23, 2002
endlesssummertours.com
6:00 p.m. Howard Hall
Kindle, you know I've already made the first
To all the people who make each day special,
AND second cuL Who a re you trying to fool?
Mebership Benefits:
waterman, Henry, Bertrand, Williams, Cannon and
--Lauren
Access to the Alumni Community
White- I love you alt
Staff, even with a computer virus and half the staff
Networking Opportunities
out of town, we still came through. Keep it up!
Career & Professional Development
To all the people who make my day harder, Miller,
--EiC
Leadersship Opportunities
Collier, Smith, Booker, Gardener and Kendall-- I
Josef, thanKs 1or bangm· out that web site, just
(Refreshments will be served)
still love ya but you are riding the line.
For more information, please call Ebony L . .Jackson
@806-5857
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PS·- applications are comming soon (hint,
Anderson)

handle Eldtorials so we don't have to hear
-i..lC

--Derek Alysha, glad to see you down here yesterday.
We see you with your upper management skills.
Brak-- you can run, but you can't hide. S ee you
--EiC, Keya and Kindle
TOMORROW!
--EiC
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Up In Smoke: Students Prefer 'Blacks' Over ·cigarettes
By Tiffani Turner
Contributing Writer

When someone has had
a trying day, they might say11
something like " I'm gonna
go for a smoke." People still
say this but they have
turned in their pack of
Marlb oro cigarettes for a
very affordable pack of
Black & Milds.
Black & Milds are begin ning to replace other stress
relieving substances like
cigarettes and marijuana.
Black & Milds - better
known as "Blacks" - are very
inexpensive and arc widely
accepted by the everyday
college student.
In a sense, Black &
Milds are a smaller version
of a cigar, except they're
cheaper. Black & Milds can
be bought for as cheap as 65
cents each, which makes
them one of the most ine., pensive habits to pick up.
For those who do choose
to "blaze one up," smoking
is used as a way to become
relaxed. Brandon Roberto
Carter, a junior advanced
marketing major has firsthand knowledge about Black
& Milds.
"If cigarettes and cigars
had a baby, it would be a
Black & Mild," Carter said .
"What I mean by that is it is
the best of both worlds; it's

Photo, b)· Andrea Reed
Sit back and relax, many students find relaxation In smoking Black & Milds.

a high breed so to speak."
Not only are Black &
Milds put into the upper
echelon of smoking, there is
also a certai n skill to smoking them.
"You
don't
inhale
cigars," Carter said. "But
you better believe you
inhale Black & Milds the
way that you would a square
(cigarette)."
Smoking Black & Milds
should not be seen as an
easier or a less dangerous
way of achieving relaxation.
On the box of Black & Milds
it reads "Surgeon General
Warning: Cigars are not a
safe alternative to smoking
cigarettes.• Black & Milds
are 100 percent tobacco and
internal effect that comes
from smoking them is very
strong, which is why some
students choose not to touch
them at all .
Caroline Dennis is one
of those students.
"Deciding or choosing
to smoke is like signing your
own death certificate and
purchasing your own coffin," the junior music education
major
said.
"Smoking is dangerous to
the person inhaling the toxins and the people that they
are around. I am not the
type of person who would
like to endanger others or
myself. I'm clean."
Despite the health risks

that coincide with smoking
Black & Milds, many people
still choose them over cigarettes.
William Wilson, a sophomore psychology major
explains why he bas chosen
Black & Mi lds over cigarettes .
"Black & Milds are
something you smoke to
relieve stress; t hey makes
you feel good, they relax
you, and they smell better
than cigarettes."
Willis also not ed several
other reasons he chooses the
brown colored inhalants. "In
L.A. they arc 75 cents.
There are iibout five in a

A student smokes a Black &
Mild while doing homework.

A student takes in the view
while enjbying the sweet
taste of a Black & Mild.

pack and they cost somewhere around two dollars.
I don't really buy packs I
buy one or two. Black &
Milds are bigger t!1an cigarettes and arc like mini
cigars"
The campus has spoken. While students are
not saying Black & Milds
are the better alternative
to cigarettes, they do
appreciate the less expensive costs and the sweeter
more comforting aroma.
As more people pick up
Black & Milds, less people
are picking up cigarettes.
Black & Milds arc not better than the alternati"e,
just a new way to relax.

Chivalry and Today's Woman

Fake IDs Prevalent in District Clubs

By Jennifer L. 'Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer

By Keyanna Doctor
Contributing Writer

equation is the evolution of the
independent woman, and how
she impacts chivalry (or the
"I kiss my own hand when supposed lack thereoO.
I meet men, because chiualnJ is
In the era of "I can do
dead and I'm trying to revive everything for myself," and
it."'
cries of • All my women, inde•• Dana E, Cmwford pendent? Throw your bands up,
feel me.• have we as women
possibly pushed the whole
Part 1, Females:
Here you are yet again, independent thing a bit too far?
rushing to your next class. As And can men be completely
you approach the front doors of faulted for letting chivalry fall
Douglass Hall, the guy in front by the wayside?
"Chivalry is definitely dead
of you doesn't even bother to
bold the door for you, and you in terms of what our parents
quickly grab the door for your- defined it as, and it has been
self. "Is chivalry dead?" you ask redefined because of the indeyourself. Hell, emphatically, pendent woman," said Dana E.
Crawford, a graduate psycholoyes!
gy
major. "Some women like
In this day and age, it isn't
difficult to see chivalry isn't men to open doors, but now,
quite what it used to be. Doors society makes it seem wrong to
aren't opened with swiftness, want those kinds of things."
The rise of female empowchairs aren't pulled out and
seats aren't given up to accom- erment could very well cause
modate women. The list could many women to believe that
liberated, strong-willed women
goon and on.
However, what many intimidate men. For the most
females don't factor into the part, this belief isn't too far off

Photo by Andren Recd
A male Howard student pauses to open the door for two
female students while rushing off to class.

the mark.
How has this intimidation
morphed chivalry from a
female perspective? Could it be
that men are genuinely afraid to
open a door for a woman, for
fear that their action could be
met with an attitude instead of
with a smile?
•r personally don't want
any male to do for me what I
can do for myself," said Jessica
Powell, a junior business major.
"I don·t want to foe! like I owe
him something."
With this example in mind,
has the phenomenon of the
independent woman caused
males to slack off on their jobs,
so to speak? As chivalxy is syn•
onymous with respect, have
men begun to respect us less?
Could it be that females are
becoming so emasculated by
society that a "why bother?"
attitude is being adopted by
men
as
a
response?
Furthermore, how has pop culture and the media affected
chivalry and our perceptions of
it?
"In some respect, the
<lemise of chivalry is both the
fault of men and women," said
Kamari Simpson, a sophomore
marketing major. "If we were
to watch any music ,~deo, they
usually don't include any
actions that can be deemed
chivalrous."
The supposed death of
chivalry may be just the foundation needed for the birth of
true reciprocity between the
sexes in terms of respect.
Ladies should never take disrespect from any male, but
shquld also be sure to thank
the brother who gives up his
scat for them.
They should also be aware
that showing appreciation isn't
a sign of weakness.
Moreover, women might
want to tum the tables a bit
and hold the door for a man
once in a while. Remember
there is a fine line between'
being independent, and being
overly proud.
Look for the second
installment pertaining to men
and chivalry on 1\1esday.

The first time Tiffany
thought about buying a fake
ID was during Howard
Homecoming her freshman
year. She wanted to get into
a club so badly that she felt
she bad to get one. Then
reality took over and Tiffany
told herself, "It's not that
serious."
Situations like Tiffany's
are due in part to the recent
opening of ma.ny clubs for More and more clubs a re cracking
the District's 21 and over act like there older with fake IDs.
crowd.
1
Clubs such as Dream ¾Ind birth elate/Tasha admit~. Crystal
Platinum have increased the-age used her student ID in an innovarequirement to avoid being liable tive way. "I took my fake univerfor underage drinking. . In sity ID and went to the D.C.
response, many college studits Department of Motor Vehicles to
and teenagers go out and buy get an official ID, so if tl1ey scan it
I won't get arrested," Crystal
fake IDs.
explained.
Many students brought their
When asked why they get
IDs in Adams Morgan and on
fake
IDs, many students replied
other District college campuses
such as the University of that they need them for partying
Maryland
and
George and buying alcohol.
"I am a self-sufficient, independent person who does not
require anyone to supply me with
alcohol
or to get me into the
as well as the
hottest spots in town," explained
newly-issued books one female student.
A male student reminisces, "I
froni the DMV"
bought my first ID when I was 17
--Drea11i associate to get into strip clubs and buy
liquor. I wasn't worried about
Antoine
nightclubs until I got to college;
that's when I bought a new one."
But states like New York and
New
Jersey are beginning to
Washington University. Others
crack
down on students using
said that friends in various
fake
identification.
Clubs in these
Howard dorms were their venstates
are
usually
flooded with
dors.
police.
New
Jersey
is
also known
"I have a boy in the Towers
for
random
checkpoints.
who sells IDs but I don't now how
Students can be arrested if they
much he charges," said Lou.
Another student, Mike, are caught with IDs that don't
recalls, "My boy from New Jersey match.
ms can cost $10 to $15 if
didn't start selling IDs until .h.f:
made
in a donn, .and the better
came to Howard. It was goM
the
quality
the higher the price.
money."
Most
students
who purchased
Some students go outside of
the District's confines to craft their IDs in New York spent anytheir fake' aliases. niey can he where from $30 to $45.
Currently, many clubs are
found in Greenwich Village in
raising
their age requirements
New York, flea markets in New
from
21
to 22 and even 25 in
Jersey, and the streets of Atlanta
response
to the fake ID craze
and Detroit. Otl1er students use
because
it
is easier to distinguish
university IDs with incorrect
between
those
of true legal age
birth dates.
"Most clubs take university and those perpetrating.
Often, students don't think
ms, so I just lied and changed my

"We use scanners

DL

Photo Courtc,) of Gooe lc.l·om
down on students who try to

about the legal ramifications of
fake m s. Students may be violating the law if they mL,rcprcscnt
their age by way of false identification" ith the intent to induce a
person to sell, serve, gfre, or furnish alcoholic beverages; use
false ide ntification or that of
another person to gain access to
an establishment that is licensed
to sen·e liquor; or give infom1ation they know to be false to an
employee of the Motor Vehicle
Division in order to obtain a false
identification. Students caught
with a fake ID can receive fines or
jail time.
Some clubs are using n~w
technology to prevent people
from using fake IDs. One lactic is
the use of scanners to check the
state's system of verifying identity.
"We use scanners as well as
the newly-issued books from the
DMV," said Dream associate
Antoine. "Most states are using
seals and holograms as an ci..1:ra
means of security,· he said.
Antoine said that people who
use fake IDs ruin the effcd that
clubs like Dream arc going after.
"We want to create an atmosphere for black middle-age business crowds so after work they
i,an come and relax," he said.
"Most of them don't want to be
around the vounger crowd."
In tl1e end, fake IDs arc illegal. 'They are also expensive and
can sometimes be of poor quality
not to mention that it is impossible to report a vendor who does
poor work. It's enough to make
many students wait until college
night to party.
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ANNUAL
''RETURN TO LEARN'' FEST
1ST

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28,

2002-

HOWARD UNIVERSITY,
CRAMTON AUDITORIUM
SPONSORED BY STUDENT ATHLETES FOR EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES (SAFEO),
HOWARD UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE (HUB),

''ACHIEVEMENT MATIERS''
DISCUSSION PANEL
INCLUDING RECORDING ARTIST, HEATHER HEADLEY AND OTHER
DISTINGUISHED GUESTS
1:00 P.M. -3:00 P.M.
: , , , , , ... ,

,

..

, ...

,.,,

..

ActtIMMENT

MATTERS
GITTING
YOUR
CHILD
THE BEST

EDUCATION
POSS ISLE

WITH A DISCUSSION 8c AUTHOR SIGNING
BY HUGH B. PRICE, PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE
3:00 P.M.-5:00 P.M.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
HOWARD UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE AT 202·238-2640
OR WWW.HUBOOKSTORE.COM

-Getting Things Done.

SPECIAL CONCERT
FEATURING:
EVIE
Fueu ENTERTAINMENT ARTIST,
54TH PLATOON
AND
RCA RECORDING ARTIST

HEATHER HEADLEY
LIVE!!!
PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS THROUGH
TICKETMASTER

~ cingular
WIRILlSS
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Lady Bison
Volleyball
Team Defeats
Delaware
State, 3-1
By Ethan Zagore
Hilltop Staff Writer

11,e Lady Bison volleyball
team improved their conference record to 3-0 with a victory over the Hornets of
Delaware State Tuesday night
in Burr gymnasium. The team
raised their overall record to 4 ·
12, but their flawless conforence record is key as the majority of their remaining games
are against conference opponents.
Delaware State came into
the contest 1-7 overall and
found out quickly why the Lady
Bison are in competition for
the conference crown. Howard
raced out to a lead in the first
game before slowly taking it,
30-20.
There was a fine display of
teamwork as sophomore setter
Brittany Williams (44 total
assists in the match) continued
to set her teammates up for
kills following excellent defensive plays.
Although Delaware State's
Monica Gutierrez (40 total
assists) and Shanina Harris (16
total kills) attempted to keep
the game close, the Lady Bison
were just too strong defensively. For the Lady Hornets,
things would not get any better.
The second game proved to
be quite entertaining as both
teams showcased their skills
with excellent digs and returns.
The Lady Bison jumped out to
a 9 to 3 lead and never looked
back as they crushed the Lady
Hornets 30-10.
Although it looked as if
Howard would easily run away
with the match with a 2-0 lead,
Delaware State wasn't quite
finished. The third game was
close and points were
exchanged back and forth until
the end. It looked like Howard
could get the shut out, but the
play of Harris and Monique
Washington (12 kills) was stellar as Delaware State escaped
with a narrow 31-29 win.
"They definitely showed
some character by staying close
winning that third game; said
sen ior defensive specialist
Margaret Alexander. "But in
the end, we wanted to win a little bit more, especially for the
home crowd and our focus
quickly turned to winning that
fourth game and ending the
match."
The fourth game was very
close as well, but Howard's
determination proved to be too
much for the Lady Hornets as
Howard escaped with a 30-28
victory to end the game and the
match.
Williams,
freshman
Mercedes Posey (10 kills, u
digs), and junior Jerri Hayes
(14 kills) were they key players
for the Lady Bison, however it
was the effort of the entire
team that allowed the team to
maintain their undefeated conference record.

To Write
For Sports
Contact
Aisha or
Elena at
(202) 8066866.
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Freshmen Playmakers on the Rise
By E t han Zagore
Hilltop Staff Writer

In the past year, the Howard
University football ~eam has
,, undergone a series of changes.
For starters, a new coaching staff
has been brought in to help tum
around a proud football program
that stumbled to a 2-9 finish last
year.
Along with Head Coach
Rayford T. Petty and his staff,
another welcomed change has
been the exciting group of freshmen recruits Petty's staff has
brought in.
When recruiting these players out of high school, it was initially thought that long-term,
these players would guarantee
success on the field for many
years to come. The Bison
returned many upperclassmen
at key positions and the initial
plan was for the freshmen to
learn under these veterans and,
after the season, begin to gradually carry Bison football back to
the top.
Well, so much for the longterm plan. This year, injuries at
key positions have forced freshmen recruits to take on major
roles very early in the season.
Freshmen Keon Coleman
(RB/KR),
Jamar
Smith
(RB/KR), Vaughn Waters (P/K)
and Sam Buck (TE) have significantly helped the Bison this season.
These four along with other
freshmen peers have embraced
the opportunity to gain significant playing time and have
responded with maturity and
success on the field.
TI1e coaching staff is comfortable ha,ing a mixture of veterans and new faces on the field.
"The freshmen have played a
large part in the special teams
aspect of the game, especially the
return guys and Vaughn who has
stepped in for our injured kicker," said Petty. (Junior kicker
Alessandro Marchesini is currently out with a pulled quad.)
'These freshmen players arc
coming in and all of this is new to
tl1cm. 111is is also the first year

Pho10 by Elen3 Bergeron
(left to right) Sam Buck, Vaughn Waters, Jamar Smith and Keon Coleman are talented freshmen making an Impact on the football team.
for the coaching staff. They know
right from the start how we do
things and how we want things
done," Petty said. •we look for
big thi11gs from these guys in the
future, but right now they have
stepped in done a good job and
will continue to do so."
Currently, the Bison's rushing leaders are junior Jay Colbert
(36.3 yards per game) and senior
Tauric Rice (24.0 yards per
game), but Coleman and Smith
have combined for 10 carries
thus far.
As for special teams, the two
freshmen have done wonders for
the return game breaking off
long returns to set up easier scoring drives for the offense
(Coleman's longest was 47 yards
against Maine; Smith's 36 yarder
came against Texas Southern).
··we know tliat if we get to
the other team's side of the field,
the offense will feed off of that

Lady Booters Duel to a 1-1 Draw
By Stephanie Holland
Contributing Writer

After playing 110 minutes of
soocer, only to end in a 1-1 draw,
the Lady Bison walked into the
tunnel with solemn faces
Wednesday night.
"TI1ese kinds of tilings are disappointing, but they happen," said
head coacl1 Michelle Street.
The Bison exploded onto the
field with quick sharp passes, and
explosive runs, while Mount St.
Mary's struggled to adjust to the
pace Howard had established.
Junior Tiff.my Day displayed tremendous hustle early
on. Her impressive run resulted in
an early 1-0 lead over the
Mountaineers.
Day's goal in the seventh
minute of match play raised the
team's intensity and the Bison
were able to dominate play for
most of tl1e first half.
Captain Kamilah Bywaters
was instrumental vocally and
physically as she directed her
defensive line.
"We have a young squad, but
we're finally learning each other's
strengths and weaknesses,"
Bywaters said.
The defensive line was able to
nm a successful offside's trap
catclung Mow,t St. Mary's overaggressive striker Leshima Jones
three times. Jones was hungry for
the ball, whicl1 posed a minute
threat to the Bison line, but the
defense played relaxed as they led
a calm attack.
1\vo freshmen or '·baby
Bison" (as tl1e upper classmen
joke) came up big for the team:

defender Samantha Romantini
and goalkeeper Lindsay Walton.
"Samantha was very
solid the entire game,"Street said.
"She not only wins the ball, but
also makes a beneficial play up
field."
Walton came off her line three
times to challeilge Mountaineer's
quick fol',-ards. Her aggression
and confidence shut them out
every tin1e.
"She's improving every
game," say's goalkeeping coacl1
Tung Ngtl}'Cll; "Her communication and ball handling has
enhanced.."
With an enthusiastic cheer
the Mountaineers took the field in
the second half with an agenda to
score and tl1ey quickly did just
that. Hauley Howe scored a header off a driven ball from teanunate
Nicole D'Angelo in the 71st
minute, tying the game at 1-1.
The relentless Bison fought
back minute's later when midfielder Shan.non Peters Jauncl1ed a high
cross to Obi Ogbuawa, who
crossed up her defender and
smacked a fum shot to the near
post. Compano bobbled the ball
but was then able to regain control.
The game went into two ten
minute over time periods.
Howard dominated the first period but were never able to finish off
their opponents.
TI1e MOLUltaineers reclaimed
possession of the ball in the second
over time pe1iod and remained in
Howard's defensive third, however neither team was able to score.

and get in the end wne much
faster," Smith said. "We want to
help the team in any way possible and the upperclassmen realize we can play and really help
this year. They have pushed us
along the way and made our jobs
easier by giving us a tip here and
there."
Offensively, tight end Sam
Buck is currently third on the
team with three receptions,
including one for a 25-yard gain.
On the defensive side of the
football, lineman Floyd Clark is
performing well and has had
four tackles this season on a senior dominated line.
"Floyd adds depth to the line
and brings a lot of fire and energy when he's in there," said fe).
low freshman Smith.
Even more remarkable is the
number of freshmen on the team
from D.C.'s own H.D. Woodson
High School. Woodson took sec•

ond place in the city last year. having a 1-2 record, the team has
Coach Petty didn't have to look only lost one conference game
far to grab some of D.C.'s most (at Hampton) and seven of their
talented high school recruits.
eight remain ing games are
Besides Coleman and Clark, against conference opponents.
defensive backs Steve Norris and
"We definitely have time to
DeVaughn Venable all hail from turn it around," said BrownWoodson High. In addition to Hopkins of the team's disaphaving the support of upper- pointing start. "We have a lot of
classmen, coming in as freshmen new players and a new coaching
with other teammates has with- staff, but that is no excuse. From
out a doubt made the transition incoming freshmen to graduatfrom high school to college a lot ing seniors, we have the talent on
easier.
this team to win the conference
"Eveiybody on the team has and we'll no doubt come out with
become a family and when you more victories."
come from high school to a new
As the season rolls along,
college football environment leadership and guidance will
where more is demanded of you, come from the upperclassmen
it helps when you have those and coaching staff. However, it's
close to you working along side witl1out a doubt that the freshof you," said senior left guard Z. men will be right along side of
Brown-Hopkins.
them lending more than a hclpAlthough the Bison are com- ing hand in future Bison victoing off two heartbreaking ries.
defeats, consider that despite

Bison Look to Improve to 2-2 in Atlanta
By \>V. Anthony Youngblo.xl
Contributing Writer

Tracy ·white and junior free
safety Vontrae Long who
leads the team in tackles (20
solos, 10 assists).
Engineering the offense
will be senior quartcroack
Donald Oark who has completed 42 of 89 passes for
449 yards and six touchdowns in th.ree games.
Clark's main targets have
been wide receivers Kevin
Simmonds (22 receptions,
282 yards, 5 TDs) and
Shaun Miller (9 receptions,
95 yards, 1 TD).
Look for the offensive
line to open up holesforseniorrunningbackTauricRice
(28 canies, 72 yards) and
junior running back Jay
Colbert (31 carries, 109

The Howard football team will
travel to Herndon Stadium in
Atlanta tomorrow to compete in a
non-conference game against the
Wolverines of Morris Brown
College.
The Bison (0-1 MEAC, 1-2
overall) expect to get back on the
winning track after suffering consecutn-e defeats against Hampton
Unh-ersity and nationally ranked
University of Maine (No4 I-AA) in
which tl1ey were outscored by a
total combined margin of 93-14.
On the other hand, Morris
Brown (1-3, independent) is fresh
off their first victory of the season
after defeating Division II oppoyards).
nent Qark Atlanta Unh'Cl"Sity 44-7
Fi le Pholo
tlli.s past weekend.
The Bison find themSenior running back Tarulc Rice.
The Bison's unbeaten streak in
selves in a must-win situathis series (4-0) includes a 29-0 viction as they approach the
tocy over the Woh-erines in 1990, yards.
Oct. 5 bye-week. After facing a
On the defensive side, Monis nationally ranked opponent last
whicl1 also happens to be tl1e last
Brown
has gotten most of their weekend, they should ha,-e an eastime these h,'O teams met.
production
from sophomore line- ier time putting points on the
Despite the recent setbacks,
backer
Torres
Mozley who leads scoreboard and making defensive
the Bison players seem to be in high
spirits going into the game tomor- the team in tackles with 21 solos stops against a Morris Brown
andl6 assists.
row.
squad who has yet to defeat a
Bison Head Coocl1 Rayford T. Division I-AA opponent this sea•Asa team, we put the past h\'O
games behind us. Now our focus is Petty identified "playing well in the son.
set on evening our record before \\'C early st\ges of the game" as one of
However, the Bison pla)'Crs
head into the bye-week,• said jun- the critical factors for this week- are by no means underestimating
ior wide receiver/punt returner end's contest.
the Wolverines.
"Morris Brown had a break
Shaun Miller.
"This weekend tl1e team is
The Wolverines' most potent out game last weekend," Petty said. looking forward to the opportunity
asset is their running game that "\Ve need tO\\'Otk hard and be well of getting back on the field and
features a trio of backs led by red- prepared so that we can set the showing just how good of a team
shirt freshman Myshyn McAlphine tempo from the very start."
we really arc," said senior wide
The Bison will be expecting a recer,,er Travis Gilliam.
who had a dominating performance last weekend, rushing for 16s strong defensive performance from
Kickoff at 7:00 p.m.
senior All-American linebacker
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Presented by Careers Exploration Week and the Howard University School of Business

All Students Invited!
Citigroup Recognition Reception

c,t,groui>t

featuring

•

Thofllas W. Jones
Chairman and CEO, Global Asset
Management and Private Banking Group
11

•

•

•

In 1969 Tom Jones, with a raised fist and a rifle, led a
militant revolution on the campus of Cornell University.
In 2002 he leads another type of revolution for African
Americans as "one of the most powerful black
executives in America." -- Fortune Magazine 7122/2002
Come hear his thoughts about his life and how he
translated his passion into what he feels is the new
frontier for African Americans - business! Opportunities
abound at Citigroup!
Join the University community and Citigroup
representatives in recognizing Citigroup for its support
of the University and the launch of the Citigroup
Scholars Program.

Coming Monday,
September 30, 2002
4:00pm - 5:30pm
•

Blackburn Gallery Lounge

Refreshments and Networking

c,t,groupt

Come Join Citigroup for the
Upcoming Citigroup Activities

Information Session, October 2, 2002
5 :00 - 6:00pm, School of Business, Faculty
Lounge

'

Citigroup Ethics Module Presentation
October 7, 2002
4:00 - 5 :00pm, School of Business Auditorium
Come Play the Ethics Game! Networking
Reception following the event!
For more information .contact Howard
University School of Business
Center for Professional Development
(202)806-1518.
September 27, 2002
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Let's Not Baby-Sit Anymore Making Dollars With No Sense!
"Excuse me, could you for others, it's a wonder that docs constantly go over the
assignments on the syllabus
slow down? Uhm, what ques• they are alive.
What is worse than a stu- and expects everyone to
tions are going to be on the
test? Can we have an extra dent who acts like a baby is know. Or a class where the
day to turn this in? Does this the professor whom chooses professor doesn't make
have to be typed? I didn't get to baby-sit. There is a point allowances for late work or
when the responsibility lies poor performance. We will
the homework assignment.•
almost guarantee
Why has the transition from high school - - - - -- --UR
--YI-E_W_ ____ that his/her class
0
will be that class
to college not been
that is most premade for so many stupared and perdents? Have you ever
forms at peak levasked yourself (or your
els.
classmates) are you
It does not do
serious? Is this colus
justice
to be
lege? Walking into
babies
or
to
let
some classrooms on - - - - - -- -- - - - - -- - - - ourselves
be
campus, you would be
babied.
We
came
to
Howard
led to believe that Howard is with the professor not to baby
not the Capstone, Hilltop, or his/her students. Students expecting a challenge- it's
Mecca and that we just came will usually only do what they why our institution is
up with great pseudonyms for feel is expected of them (as unquestioned and our degree
becomes impeccable. When
most people).
advanced high school.
The integrity of our insti- we stap into the real world,
Many students (all
classifications, schoo ls/col- tution becomes threatened the professors who challeges, and gender included) when professors allow stu- lenged us most will be the
are just plain babies. What's dents to take up class time most memorable while those
amazing is that this same with unnecessary immaturity. who babysat fall off into hispeople who can't seem to get When professors start mak- tory.
Fellow students, let's
their school life together are ing allowances on a broad
t he ones leading most social and general scale, the excep- expect more of ourselves and
scenes and other obligations. tions and allowances become make sure the faculty does
t he same. We can do it and
For some, the baby act only the rule.
Just test this theory. Go that's exactly why we're here.
extends once in a while-which
is a bit understandable. But into a class where a professor

We, as students, need to
expect more from ourselves
and our faculty.

Do you mean to tell us that believe that Marriott doesn't can enjoy with each other and
the Punch-Out is more expen- care about raising the price not have to share with outsive than McDonald's or since they are in contract and siders.
Meanwhile, the Punch-Out
Subway now? Get outta here! know that many students are
tricks
you into believe that
required to have a meal plan.
What is really going on?
everything
is just that much
Recently, the prices in the What they don't realize is that
better
because
of later hours.
infamous Punch-Out skyrock- more and more students are
eted on some of the more pop- moving off campus, students Now don't get us wrong, we
ular items such as chicken fin- are starting to get fewer dining definitely appreciate the later
gers and buffalo wings. This dollars and they're whole busi- hours but if it means that we
have to pay an arm
has students wondering why the big price - -- -- - --UR
- -VI--E-W
_ _____ and a leg to eat there
0until 9PM, we have
jacks?
other
cheaper and
It
would
be
better
options
understandable
if
awaiting us. Why
Marriott raised the
can't we just work
price on the menu if
together to get our
the Punch-Out were
stuff together?
some nice new restauMarriott needs
rant providing quality
to
work
with cusservice with a smile at
tomer
satisfaction
McDonald's speedand quality food
but we all know this
service
before
they think about
isn't happening. With all the ness could suffer.
having
price
jacks.
Students
Students would love to
complaints about the service
and quality of the Punch-Out, pour their money into will have no choice but to start
you would think they would Howard's dining services for eating elsewhere if they prices
decrease the prices of the food many reasons. Number one, continue to go and the sen~ce
it's easier to spend dining dol- continues to go down . If
or at least step up on service.
The recent raise in price is lars/meal plan than it is cash. Marriott worked with sen-ice
subsequently driving students Number two, it's closer and and prices, students would
off campus. Students are more convenient-not lo mention the more than show gratitude by
likely to dine at a restaurant social atmosphere it provides. the business they would proalong Georgia Ave., than their And most importantly, it's our vide.
very own Punch-Out. Many own. It's something that we

Marriott needs to work on
quality food service before
raising the prices on broke
college students.

Career Building Starts Here

THE HILLTOP

Some Howard students unemployment issues after ings, volume's of research
Thou sa nds
of materials and handouts.
learn for four yea rs straight, school.
In the near future, the
graduate and find absolutely resources are available in
no employment because they the office that will surely Career Service Office will
both
a
website
never obtained internships secure a job for any student erect
(Careerserviccsonline.com),
and received the crucial on Howard's campus-any.
The Office is host ing its newsletter, and a virtual
experience needed to funcprogram called
tion outside of the
University.
- -- - - -- -- UR
- - - - -- - - - - Sigi Plus, which
0
Oftcn times we
VIEW
will allow students
to wal k
come out and blame
through
the
our degree program
career
developor the economy for
ment
process,
not being able to find
providing suggesemployment.
The
tions for fields
number of students
the user might
who have come out of
want to explore.
Howard
with
no
We at The
employment seems to
Hilltop feel that
be growing.
every s i ngle stuBut we at The
dent
on
Howard's
campus
32nd
Annual
Career
Hilltop know the solution.
visi
t
the
Career
Services
Located on the 2nd Exploration Day for tomorfloor, East Wing of the row- which invites 130 com- Office severa l times before
School of Communications panies to the Blackburn graduation and attend their
is the Career Serv ice Office, Ballroom-and the Career events this week. There is
wh ich has revamped its Exploration Week began absolutely no reason for stuoffice, hired a new director, yesterday and will end on dents to miss out on internships that will only make
and implemented unprece- Friday.
In addition to the career finding employment easier.
den ted programs to its
al ready dense infrastruc- fair are hundreds of job list- The Career Service Office
ings that are post ed daily by has walk-in hours from 3
ture.
Every student needs to federal agencies, a Career p.m. to 4 p.m. Monday thru
vis it t he Career Service Service Handbook, resume Wednesday.
Office in order to avoid any writing support, intern list-
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Do Civil Rights leaders have valid issues with
the movie Barbershop ?
vote online at www.thehilltoponline.com
We will post responses in the next print issue of The Hilltop
B6

Bntkklon Booker

K~IT)"-Ann Hamilton

Every single Howard student
should visit the career
services office several times
before graduating fro,n this
university.

Tell us what you think ...

Akeya Dickson

Ma11aglt1g Editor
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Oh Howard,
the Beautiful

Cleaning
OutMy
A Word From the Undergraduate Trustee
Closet

From the Board Room

COLUMN
Brandon A. Miller
Take time right now to marvel at our pristine campus.
Admire the flowers and notice
how eveiy brick in the buildings
are perfect, because ne,t week it
won't look this good. That's
because there are only three
times a year Howard's campus
looks impeccable: Convocation,
Charter Day and graduation.
I must admit, Howard's
maitenance crew does a good
job of keeping the campus looking decent, particularly the
main yard and its lawn. But for
the three events I named, you'd
be hard pressed to find any
faults across campus. Its good
to show off for ,~sitors and allow
them to re,•eal in a beautiful
campus, but is it sending a subtle message to the students who
pay thousands of dollars and see
the cam pus daily?
Is tl1ere any reason that
this beautification process can't
be maintained-or at least an
attempt-throughout the year?
Do the notable speakers, media
and family members deserve
more than the students?
Acrording to the actions of the
university, the answer to these
questions is yes.
It ceases to amaze me to
observe the days leading to
Convocation, Charter Day and
graduation. I swear Howard
employs a maintenance task
force that rivals the Roman
Empire during its height.
Where have these people been
hiding the semester? There isn't
a job they can't handle. Money
seems to make people work
much harder and faster. Any
problem or defect on campus
will get fi~ed. And it often looks
as if they put problem right back
where it was after the respective
event is over. Appearance is
eveiything and I guess Howard
wants to appear like today's
campus is the norm for the
other 364 days of the year.
Keeping tl1e campus stunning is a group project. Howard
has to be committed to employing and properly compensating
the maintenance staff. ensuring
they will be motivated to do
tl1eir jobs efficiently. Students
must be involved in the process
as well. I am far from being a
neat freak, but tl1ere are garbage
cans scattered all across the
campus. It takes veiy little energy to walk to one of these receptacles and throw away your
trash rather than leaving it for
the pigeons and squirrels to
fight over. While students may
complain about not ha~ng contemporary buildings, we have
no direct control over that.
Some of the buildings need to be
updated, but the final say is in
the hands of the administration. We can protest and petition for these new buildings, but
a good start to a sparkling campus is properly throwing away
trash.
In no way am I complaining about the state of the can1pus. But by the looks of it today,
perfection-or close to it-is
attainable. If the feat is attainable, then why not make a valid
attempt to reach it? Do we have
to bring a notable guest or
members of tl1e media everyday
to get tlus treatment? Or do we
have to just wait until Charter
Day?
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Greetings Bison,

I am delighted

.iddress
you on this very special day. the
day of our 135 th Opening
Convocation ceremony. Rather
than catching up with some sleep,
I encourage each of you to take
the opportunity to experience
Congressman John Lewis.
Last Spnng the undergraduate snident l>ody elected me
as the L' ndergraduatc Trustee for
this school year. Since then,
Marwan
Porter
(Graduate
Trustee) and l ha,·c had the ph.:asurc of attending a conlcn:ncc on
trusteeship in Boston, I\IA. At
this conference \\ e gained an
inside look on hm\ universities
function. We were also able to
refine our platforn1s and plan for
this academic vear.
ro maintain steady com:spondencc with my follow c lassmates, I will write a monthly perspective in the Hilltop entitled
"From the Boardroom," to
address various issues that concern Howard lJmvcrsity. These
topics will range from retcntion
rates to tuition.
In an ctlort to help stu
dents become mon: fami li ar with

Dear Editor,
I would like to thank all the
editors and everybody involved in
producing this worth\\hile student
paper.
Although I'm a transfer student and I've only been h,•rc sin«•
this semester, I was impressed by
the story on the communications
advisor who resigned.
The story was powerful
because it shed the light on the
frustrations I've endured since I
transferred.
It's unfortunate that the advisor quit but the dean and the
school administration should also
be held responsible because they
should have figured it out that '" a
new advisor, be couldn't possibly
fulfill all our needs.
I remember asking him "by
my transfer credit paper work wasn't done, yet I had applied in !Ifarch
'02 and all he said was that he
couldn't help me because everything was disorganized. To date I'm
still classified as a Freshman yet I
graduated with an M.
I couldn't register for some
classes because they needed prerequisites, which I know I have
already done such as English 101.
Well, I ended up taking some
'safe' classes, which will fill in later
as electives, but I'm angry and disgusted because I'm wasting time
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the Board of Trustees, Marwan
and I will help disseminate
Trnstee information booklets that
will contain pictun:s and bio!!:raphics of each member of the
Board. Furthermore, we will set
up a meet and greet mixer that
will be open to all students once a
semester.
The first initiative that I
am pushing for is the revamping
of our freshman seminar course.
Mun) of you whom ha\'e taken
this course either loved it or
thought it was a wast.: of time. I
am pushing for an extra component that will help first year students become acquainted with
Howard University on more than
a historical kvcl. The idea is for
students to learn about campus
resources, campus organizations,
support services, and the importance of gi\'ing back to the university. Research has shown that this
methodology has improved ihe
retention rate of first year students
at several other universities. so I
believe it is time to apply this
equation to Howard.
The ne11.t initiative is a
more daunting task. I am in the
prel:rninary stages of helping to
develop an academic cenificatc

and money. I hope just as you
reported that the situation is
rcsoh·ed very soon breause Mrs.
Cramer can't do it alone.
EH'l')·onc has a cracking point
and it will come soon for Cramer
and other students if the administration doesn't resolve this is....-.uc as
soon ns possible.

On another issue, J totally
agree with the Sept 24th Editor's
Column. In this day and age, it's a
shame that some members of the
Uniwrsity community are strongly
against the student views
expressed.
I believe this is a democracy
and as a foreign student, I'm glad
I'm ln a count()· that allows me to

<'Xl)rcss mi· self freely. If selfexpression can't be done here,
\\here else c«n it happen?

It saddens me that some people don't really appreciate what
they hm·e (in this case freedom of
expression).
If they only knew how it feels
to li\'e in a society where you arc
scared to death to say a word,
they'd never make such silly
remarks. May the power of fn,e stu-

program in contemporary Black
studies. This concentration or
cluster of courses will give interested students the option of lt:arning more about ho,\ to perform
research and develop solutions for
current issues alTecting the Black
community such as healthcare,
coun system, and education. The
wider view of this in itiative is for
Howard to produce well-trained
social scientists to perform monumental research in the forthcoming Center for Public Service
(found in President Swygert's
Strategic Framework for Action
II).
On a lighter note, keep in
mind that the Undergraduate
Trustee position has no official
stall nor an official budget; therefore I am open to any student who
wishes to a~sist me or simply
offer suggestions. For the rest of
the student body. faculty, and
admimstrator:;, I want to thank
you in advance for your support,
patienct:, and constructive criticism throughout the year.

Jaha Howanl is a senior
chcmH,ry lll<IJOr from 4tla11ta.
GA
ff, c1111 he reached at
Jaha/,({vhotmail.com

Dear Editor.

My qtu.·stion to hrr was '"\\'hat is

Pc..ecw! \Vhat i, that .t\\ful
smell? J think it is tht: ;ltlituch:~ of the
campus security guarct...

It -0\S

like sinre the bt~innins

of the !-Choo) yt-;_1r Howard has been on

:«>m · S~"'"luity trip, Every timt.> we
t•nter a building '"' a~ askt>d tn ,hCJ\\'
ourl.D.
RL'l't!ntl\ at my floor lllC<'I ing in
the \Ve:-,l Towt'rs. :-.tudcnb \\1.·rc told to
be patient \\ith st·nnity guard,. who
now havl! the ri~ht to a,k ~tucll'nt-.. for
their I.D. before entering the buildini.

1111"" same securit)' gtmds that
~tudents are to be patient with come to
work J>O\,er tripping and ,,ith funk\·
attitude:-..
·
l und<-'~t•md tli..11 the Univ~rsitY
i~ t1Jin~ to increase the h,.•yt,•l of sc(·uri-ty on <".ampus but st'Curit)· guards an.more OOnC('rned ,,ith hassling stu ..

dents ratl1er than hclt>inR them.
I ha\'e been told a do1cn times by
seeurity guards in the Towers that. " I
don't li, e there" or 1'11cy ha,·c nc\'cr
seen me bcfow."
l am son) Mr. and Ms. Fake
Security, but bt I clll'cked my hous•

th~ purpose of acti,11tinR C.,pstonc
rarcl,?" 1110 1>11ri><>-e of the card is to
F,h l~ n.-sident'C ae<."Css to the dom1 and
to kt~p non-f'C'siden<.-e out.

But (."\\'II ancr I --can nly Ca~tone
c.tnl to opcn the door. -.ccurity guanls
arc ~till not t'l1mincx."CI that 1 am a resid~nt and \,ant to check a list to make
~un.• J live there. Titis process can rage
from five to trn minutes depending on
tht: guard's comprehension of the

English l.lnguagc.
~ll·,11mhilc•. a bunch of students
\\ ho may or may not lh·e thC'rc walk

through the door "ith no problem.
A few \\(•ek,, ago after my mother
wa~ denied entry to my dom1, she .spo--

ken with the Property Manas;er of the
I lowanJ Pl,11..'l10wrrs \,·ho ~ured her
that she would nc,-cr I~ dt•nied again.
11,, s.'lid that their hnw been other
complains and their was to be n staff
nu..'Cting to n·soln! lhe issue.

Unfortunately someooe forgot to
infonn security. I recently saw anoth-

er parent being gh-cn a hard time by a
security guard "·ho wonld not let her
in. 11,e gunrd was loud and was phys•
ieally blocking the doom-ay.
I challenge the Uni,·crsitv to

dl'nt expression lh·c on forever

ing a..,;;signmcnt said .. Howard-Pla1__.,
Towers.'
Se<'urit-y's frrqurnt claims of
amne~ia an.~ annoying and only slo"

because the Hilltop is OUR newspaper.

me do--,1 going back a forth to clas_~s.
I was told by a R. A. that there is

of it, before animore disputes hapixn. If the problem persist, they "ill
need to hire more security to protect
the current security officers from dis-

no way for security gua.i1h to "-!mem-

gnmtlc parents and .students.

Sincerely,
Akiiki Kii7.a

ber which students livl~ lhtl'(', <.'OlhidLhe nmount of student.., in the

('rillg

Towers.

The Hilltop

addrt."S...-. this security issue, or the..lack

Have you noticed th e
disproportionate ly
sized
students walking around
campus with the big heads
and little bodies? We've a ll
seen those people that talk
the talk but don't walk the
walk because their heads are
so enormous they cannot
keep their balance to do
both at the same time. Well,
my tolerance level has plummeted so I thought I would
finally speak out on some
iss ues that conti nually
plague the Mecca.
The situation that set me
on edge happened just this
past Monday while I
attempted to gain assistance
from a "student leader" in a
very credible, extremely
envied position, and was
abruptly shut down. My
outlook has shifted nega tive ly towards this person
whom I'd once admired for
her talent of taking my same
career path to a whole new
level.
The funny thing is, we
associated last year but her
new tit le has made her
oblivious to anyone who she
feels is not on her level. Well
if your head is the size of a
beach ball of course I'm not
on your level! Why is it that
we a re always criticizing our
administrators for not being
of any assistance and we
can't help our own peers?
And just because you
helped out with a campaign
last year, or didn't and just
so happened to end up in
office, doesn't mean that you
suddenly know everyth ing
there is to know about
everything and that you are
entitled to more benefits
than any other student on
campus. If you want to be
wel l recognized do something out of the kindness of
your heart, or to help someone else for a change, rather
than concentrating solely on
that mug you see in the mirror 15 times a day.
It seems as if the more
you get to know some people
on this campus with the
"student leader" infection
the more transparent they
become.
Also, a message to all of
you volunteers, helpers and
assistants who are helping
someone else master their
idea or an idea that they
stoic from someone. It's
great if you volunteer one or
two times. But don't be a
volunteer for your entire
Howard University lifetime
because you will never have
the opportuni ty to decipher
be tween which roads you
want to travel down, leadersh ip from selfish gain or
leadership by way of seei ng
your reflection in someone
you've helped along th e
way.
You can say I'm hating,
but I call it how I see it.
You're lucky I didn't put
anybody on blast. Those of
you who did not take offense
to this uplift ing message
must be doi ng something
right. Some of you might
even be saying, "Okay!"
And if you know I'm not
talking about you keep strivi ng forward to help the
greater cause. But if your
name is written in between
the li nes, look a little closer.
Can you see your reflection?

Monica Almon d
Gradu ating Senior

S in<."Crcly,
Tiffany Dupree
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publication date.
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Announcements by
campus organ izatio ns for
meetings, seminars or

Advertising Sales. Sell ads for
college publications. Good
commissions! Work from home.
1-800-517-6484

nonprofit arc charged $S for
the first 20 words and $1 for
every additional five words. 1 - -- - - -- - - - -~i
Jndividuals advertising for
the purpose of announcing a . , _ - - -- - - - - -- IE.,,
service, buying or selling are1-_ _.:S:.::p:.:.r.:.:ni :.:,:g~B:.:.r.:e,:
a,:
k_ __ .........,.___~-:-::---_.
1
charged as local companies
Attention!!!
with a rate of $10 for first 20 # I Spring Break Free Trips,
Second Wind 408, A Christian
Drin ks/Meals Lowest Prices
Partiesw/MTV/J cr ry Springer
Featured w/MSNBC/Travel
Channel
Better than ever!!

words and $2 for every 5
words thereafter. Personal
ads are $2 for the first 10
words and $1 for every
additional 5 words.

J-800-426-7710
A nno un cem ents

Quine~.
I ha, c noticed you for quile
$Omelime. You are so ••~~. l.ct 's
hookup. I hope to see)&, real
soon. What's ~·our room numb~
aguin'!
You r Secret Admirer

u,111111.

GAY AND LESBIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Of National City Christian Church
and
Pastor Alvin Jackson

Neighborhood Festival

Help Wanted

110:n runl

Since 1944, MRI has de\'eloped
practical solutions to challenges
brought forward b.l' go\'ern ment
and industry.
l's d iverse talent expands scientific knowledge
across the full spectrum or
research and devlopment.
Founded as an independen t, notfor-agrigultural and food safety,

"IR

a nd the cnvironn1cnt.

Career Opportunities:

skit1Jam,yspa.<om

.

fl):J'~

magician - music - dance - food - bazaar
health and wellness fair & more !

'1l'll'll1n:iln7 ® C1n1 :.U11ti1Dln~
(lllDl D'IYJJl'illlll.Dl A'lfJJ, mY
W.nJld.oa1",0:n, JD!:)

Sat, Oct 5 from 10 am- 3 pm

th

14 St NW between Mass Ave & N St

2 D2.2§'1.3ll§l
1--

-
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-

- - --

1

.::lll.11 UllJJ J u:l G~J
l'Al.J..A:.UJIJl\11 II C/!IH
Sor UJ~rt J.11! ~II~ ;l:,1.:JJ;,l

LeRon, Thanks for coming thru every time.
Brandon, you da man!
E&PEdltor
To th e Perfect Match of
Sisters-PMS, It effects us
all. LBA-TW-MAK-and
the rest of the Hill top

C yclists.4 d ays in
Assistant Biologist- Bachelor's in
Coun ting !!!
Molecular Biology. microbiology.
biochemistry or a closely related
field with experiencing a laboratory
selling.

Associate Scientist- Master·s
degree in Biological Sciences;
Tl,a11k God I can always
Bachelor·s degree in Biological scico1111t 0 11 tl,e OAVP! You all
ences.

stiff /,ave m ore bricks to

Amber,
Starr Biologist- PhD, MS or BS in U have a Ba-Doonk--A-DRK Molecular Biology. microbiology. Doonk
biochemistry
Your Perfect Match

buy!

Enter for your chance at $500
worth of gift certificates ...

E'JJ l.u11 Dl'Dilurb :llo:n' ~
roiJ".fAG]UU.::
°Il'll:nn:i!Jl7~ OJ U]tbn tl:ns

Assisrn nt Chemist- B.S. in
Chemistry

tnD~!lt».n, lY.l'!llT :,.01u· llleM
Ulllllm'll~ l O ~'llloJ \Jrl'!JJ
IIWll:nEll> '1W :il 'lrtrnllih,
tHIAlPJ>W lllllR"ll'iHIIDAW
~ -M 1filu lDn:nu M~,010 .nll:il
A!mnii O'Jl

Call to make an
appointment today!

:1i1>:r !IDJ)J"1! lil'.I,0,

------------!
,---------- - -.t
Per sonaI s

1730 Connectlcut Avenue, NW
Suite 38
Washington, DC 20009
(202) 319-1231

Invite You to Join Us for Our

1-800-426-7710

t------------1

d upon t circle

Lauren,
Just go back to the Banana
Factory!
DRK

www,sunsnlashtoua,com

Tuesday October I, 6:00 pm
Douglass Hall Room 136

di

Pay cuts coming soon ...
for all those who use
"Dr." in your story!
Think I'm playing, try
me.
--Sheila Jackson Lee II

-Cha

Attention Spring Breakers
Travel Free 2003 Free lri1>s,
d rinks & meals Party w/ MTV
Hottest Destinations Most
Reliable

~k~r1:~fle1!1!Y

PS- Cross Colours is
not comming back.
Di tch the Tommy
H ill figer shirt.

Spring Brea k 2003 with STS
Americas Il l Student Tour
Operator
Sell Trips earn cash Tra\'el Free
Information/Reservations
I-800-648-4849 or
www.ststrnvel.com
- - ---,,--- -~ ----t---;:--;:::;::::--;;:::;:-=:-:;:-::;---;Hambone,
N!l~'D:nnll <Cll.n:n:ll il>'.r H'$l'O
#I Spr ing Break ,•acations!
lYomi:n
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Thinking of you ...
Bahamas, l\lazallan, Florida,
In love and support,
General Body Meeting
$ Padre. 110% Best Prices!
The sexy bunch
Book Now & get Free Parties &
Wednesday Oct. 2, 7:30 pm
Meals!
I larvey and Melanie.
Chemistry Auditorium
group Discounts. Now Hiring Thanks for a ll the hardwork
"Lem,e ll fJ one behilld... ' '
Ca mpus Reps!
and wonderful photos! You 're
1-800-234-700 7
everything a •(ii Photo Editor
endlesssummertours.com
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ from Cali could wish for.
Qlhle Studies
Tuesday's 7:00 pm in the
Inter-faith r oom at th e Qu ad,
Thursdays, 7:30 pm at Drew
and 9:00 pm at Ca r ver.
Sponsored by T he Navigato rs

Treat yourself to our relaxing
express spa services.
Relieve stress and rejuvenate
your mind, body and spirit.

Derek,
B . S mith's is on for
next week (on you).

Based lntroductin scvice arc
seeking Single Black Men in
their
SO's, 60's, and 70's
This is a ligitinrntc attempt to
intorduce God fearing Men to
decent God fea ring Women.
Pleause call 30 1-439-3494 or
E-Mail us at
SECONDW IND408@
Hot mail.com
NOTE!!!
TH IS IS ABSOLUTELY NOT
AN ESCORT SERVICE

mrw.sunsp(a5hto1,rs.com

N<emY lhlw~ms
Oomw?hi IYJQ<s

90 Minute ESCAPE

Thanks for movf
quickly on the rnniMNE.

Apply online <if
www.mrircscarch.org

And Join Us for Sunday Worship
at 8 am (Gospel Service) & 11 am
And For Our Monthly Brunch, Bible Study
and Other Fellowship Activities

For More Info Call 202-462-5934

"An Open &Affirming Ministry"
NATIONAL CITY
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Five Thomas Circle
Mass. Ave. at 14th St., N.W.

THE NATIONAL CATHE.DIW.
OFTHE

202-232-0323

CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)

www.natcitychristian.org

(This ad is co-sponsored by BLAGOSAH)

APPLICATIONS COMING
SOON!
!El.n>MilC(DlYJ!IN~ 31>1>2 J.n>llm Derek's Favorite People
Be a part of the crew that will
and 1 Spot for Best
decorate the entire campus, surFriend.
rounding streets, and parade
noats. work begins l\londay,
October 14 through Satu rday,
October 19 and pays SI0.00 per
hour. Call Stan from Ballroom
Balloons @ (202) 737-33 11

Why didn't you call me? I
thought we were going to
!HOP w hat happened?
JPC

Jump. If I come upon a lot
of money I would buy you
t - -- -- - -- -- -1 If you like me let me
a rin too ...
<C!l~'14ll!! C.n:J]
llin:il1p~ll:il1:nt lllllo:ra trlllm:
know....
hBathwater"
Black
H ave you seen ou r Friday
To
begin
shooting
lntc
October
managing editor?
Jennifer, I saw you on the
Female Actor needed
elevator, saw you in the
5'4", glasses,
Black Female
budget meeting. You are
supposedly from L. A.
Natural Hair
fi ne. But I 'm just too sh y.
1
5'6,, to 5'8''
If so,
125 lo 145 lbs
Happy birthday La d reena .
please call
Please Contact Andrea Blackman
202-806-6866
(Production Manager)
What do I have to do to get a
(202) 612-2150 or
return phone call from Jazelle?
lodychocsense@hotm ail.com
You are NOT that busy.

-

IS

ME? OR DON'T

YOU NEED TO PLACE

A HILLTOPIC?
EIIAILUS@
hllltopbusiness@
hotmalt.com
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Cory,
Mc and him love you down
here in The Hill top.
Love, your man,
Woogy-Woog

W■ITs SovAn Ca• ••Lunsa TaTovTs
We are looking for a few good men and women to
be Bison Cheerleaders. Come out and show us
what you ve got!!

L-------~

Tryout Information:

Tuesday. October 1, 2002
4:30pm - 7:30pm - Mandatory Clinic
Wednesday, October 2, 2002
4:30pm - 7:30pm - 1st cut at the end
of the day.
Thursday, October 3, 2002
4:30pm - 6:30pm - Final Cut
Cost: $10 Cash Only
Where?: Lower Gym in Burr
Please come dressed in shorts,
T-shirt and proper sneakers.
Cluoo1iono?

The Hilltop

Call"'' w-

., (2021806-7000

September 27, 2002

